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Abstract 
Traditionally, alliances are mainly a subject of research in the high-tech industry. Alliances in the 
financial services industry have never been a real topic of scientific research. This study is one of the 
first academie descriptive studies on alliances in the financial services industry. lt shows how the 
largest Dutch financial incumbents embrace alliances. The project is commissioned by 
PricewaterhouseCoopers who wants to become a trusted advisor to their financial services clients. By 
offering PricewaterhouseCoopers insight on this matter they can better understand and assist their 
clients on alliance issues and eventually grow into their desired role as trusted advisor. 
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Preface 
This report is the result of a graduation project that is carried out at the Systems and Processes 
Assurance business unit of PricewaterhouseCoopers. The project was carried out between July 2005 
and April 2006 and belongs to the final phase of the Master degree program of Industrial Engineering 
and Management Science at Eindhoven University of Technology. 

This study helped PricewaterhouseCoopers in the first steps of becoming a trusted advisor for alliance 
consulting services in the financial services industry. This report contains trends on alliances in the 
financial services industry, looking specifically at all iance strategies of Dutch financial service 
incumbents. The aim of this report is to provide PricewaterhouseCoopers with the latest trends on how 
their clients have applied alliances and what future issues they will run into. This report will serve as a 
fundamental basis for the development of the proposition on alliance services in the Dutch financial 
services industry. 

During the last nine months at PricewaterhouseCoopers I have worked, talked and discussed with 
many business professionals from the operational effectiveness team at PricewaterhouseCoopers. 
Their dynamical way of working and their enthusiasm and interest that they showed towards my 
graduation project gave me inspiration and motivation to grasp all opportunities at 
PricewaterhouseCoopers to bring this project to a success. It even convinced me to apply for a job as 
business consultant at PricewaterhouseCoopers and I am grateful to PricewaterhouseCoopers for 
giving me this opportunity. I specifically would like to thank my company supervisor Pieter Koene, who 
guided me into the world of management consulting . He always approached me positively with new 
opportunities in this project and helped me with the first important steps in my career at 
PricewaterhouseCoopers 

In addition, I would like to thank my university supervisor Prof. Dr. A.P. De Man. He is one of the 
world 's greatest field experts on the issue of alliances. His knowledge, know how and experience on 
alliances helped setting the right focus in this project and he always structured my changing stream of 
new insights and impressions in this project. I always enjoyed discussing project issues with him. 
Another thank you goes to Dr. Ir. H.A. Reijers for his fresh new insights in the final phase of this study. 
His criticism helped to sharpen the structure of this report. 

Many thanks also go towards Nienke Rave who, first of all , brought me into contact with this project. 
Without Nienke I probably would not have considered graduating at PricewaterhouseCoopers under 
Prof. Dr A.P. De Man 's supervision and most importantly PricewaterhouseCoopers would never have 
offered me a career as business consultant. For that I owe her. Secondly, she supported and 
encouraged me throughout the whole project, even though half of the time she was in Winnipeg, 
Canada. Furthermore, I would like to thank Stijn Hoozemans, who is one of my fellow students, good 
friends and also a former graduate on alliances. I enjoyed the useful discussions we had about 
alliances and I would like to thank him for reading and criticizing my report. In addition I would like to 
thank also Herman Rave for reading my report and especially for improving my English style of writing, 
because this is something that I still need to improve. I enclosed a quote on the next page that gives 
an indication of my capabilities (limitations). Furthermore, I would also like to thank all the trainees at 
PricewaterhouseCoopers for the useful discussion we had on each others research projects. Their 
input gave a more scientific approach towards this project. Most importantly, I would like to thank my 
parents for their everlasting support during my whole study period. They always kept faith in me even 
after a disastrous start of my study in Eindhoven. 

Finally, I thank you , the reader, for showing interest in this study. I hope this report brings you fresh 
new insights on alliance developments in the financial services industry and I wish you a pleasant time 
reading through the document. 
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As stated in the preface during this study I had troubles with an Academic English style of writing. 
Someone presented me with a book of Maarten H. Rijkens that contains a quote from a proposal to 
the Council of Ministers of the European Union proposal for a European standard for a more user 
friendly communication in English. This quote well reflects on my own capabilities I limitations and 
therefore I plead for this proposition. 

Quote: 

'Having chosen English as the preferred language in the European Union, the European Parliament 
has commissioned a feasibility study into ways of improving efficiency in communications between 
Government Departments 

European officials have often pointed out English spelling is unnecessarily difficult. For example: 
cough, plough, rough, through and thorough. What is clearly needed is a phased programme of 
changes to iron out these anomalies. The programme would, of course, be administered by a 
committee staffed at top level by all participating nations. 

In the first year, for example, the committee would suggest using 's' instead of the soft 'c '. Sertainly, 
sivil servants in all sities would reseive this news with joy. Then the hard 'c ' kould be replaced by a 'k ', 
sinse both letters are pronounsed alike. Not only would this k/ear up confusion in the minds of k/erikal 
workers, but keyboards kould be made with fewer letters. 

There would be growing enthousiasm when in the sekond year it was announsed that the troublesome 
'ph ' would hensforth be written with 'f. This would make words like 'fotograf' twenty persent shorter in 
print. 

In the third year, public akseptanse of the new spelling kould be ekspekted to reash the stage where 
more komplikatedshanges are possible. Governments would enkourage the removal of double letters, 
which have always been a deferent to akurate spelling. 

We would all agree that the horrible mes of silent 'e 's in the language is disgrasfu/. Therefor, we kou/d 
drop thes and kontinu to read and writ as though nothing had hapend. By this tim it would be four 
years sins the skem began and people would be reseptiv to steps sutsh as replasing 'th ' by 'z'. 
Perhaps zen ze function of 'w' kould be taken on by ze 'v', vitish is, afteral, half a 'w'. Shortly after zis, 
ze unesesary 'o ' kuld be dropd from vords kontaining 'ou'. Similar arguments vud ofkors be aplid to 
ozer kombinations of leters. 

Kontiniung zis proses yer after yer, ve vud envetuli hav a reli sensibl vritten sty/. After tventi yers zer 
vud be no mor trubls, difikultis and evrivun vud find it ezi to understand ech ozer. Zen ze drems of ze 
Guvenmnt vud finali hav kum tru!!!' 

Unquote: 

v 
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Executive summary 
Cause for this research 

This project is commissioned by PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC)' Systems and Process Assurance 
(SPA) group for the Financial Services (FS) Industry in Amsterdam, the Netherlands. Following 
PricewaterhouseCoopers' world wide strategy, also in the Netherlands the Advisory business line was 
again set up in 2005. Their ambition is to become a trusted advisor towards their clients. Being a 
trusted advisor means knowing and forecasting the trends in each industry and predicting the most 
important future issues for your clients. Within their advisory business line, the proposition of the 
operational effectiveness (OE) team is focused on performance improvement of shared service 
centres (SSC), strategic outsourcing relationships and alliances (see appendix 1 ). 

Indicators show that alliances are becoming more important in the FS industry. Some suggest that 
alliance announcements in the FS industry grow as one of the fastest among all (Andersen Consulting 
1997, PwC and EIU 2003: 2005) . This implies that alliances could be a trend in the FS industry and 
that FS incumbents are dealing with their own specific alliance issues. However PwC was lacking 
knowledge on alliance trends and alliance issues in the FS industry. Although they stated that this 
area could well develop into a growth market for providing advisory services, they have not had any 
experience with providing alliance services to their FS clients. 

Although alliances have been researched extensively in the past decade, research on alliances in the 
FS industry is limited (Gleason et. al. 2003). Scholars have studied alliances mainly in the high-tech 
industry. The reason for this disregard towards research on alliances could be due to the fact that FS 
incumbents just recently have picked up the possibilities that come with alliances. In academic 
research basic principles on how alliances are used in the FS industry are missing. 

Hence the relevance of this research is two folded. On the one hand this study takes the first 
necessary steps in the process to become the trusted advisor on alliance issues in the FS industry for 
PwC's OE team . On the other hand, this research is the first academic descriptive study on alliances 
in the FS industry, describing alliance trends, the number of alliance start ups, alliance motives, 
alliance structures, alliance partner characteristics and alliance strategies in the FS industry. 

Research assignment and approach 

This led to the initiative of this research project. The following initial research question was formed with 
all parties involved: 

'How does the Financial Services Industry embrace the opportunities that come with alliances?' 

So, the initial research question is aimed at creating a clear overview on the topic of alliances in the 
financial services industry. The following sub questions related to basic alliance aspects help to create 
insight into the initial research question: 

• How many alliance start ups can be identified over the last years in the FS industry and can 
we really speak of a trend? 

• For what purposes do FS incumbents use alliances? 
• What types (structure) of alliances are used by FS incumbents to reach business goals? 
• What kind of partners do FS incumbents cooperate with in alliances? 

In order to find answers to the initial research question and derived sub questions, this study took a 
perspective on how the largest Dutch FS incumbents (ABN Amro, Achmea-lnterpolis, Aegon, Delta 
Lloyd, Fortis, ING, Rabobank and SNSreaal) have used alliances over the last decade. Hypotheses on 
alliances in the FS industry that are related to the sub questions are developed. The hypotheses are 
formed by linking market developments and new business requirements from the FS industry (Chapter 
3) to drivers behind alliance formation and possible alliance goals (Chapter 4). This way a number of 
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hypotheses are developed that make propositions on alliance trends, motives and governance modes 
in the FS industry (Chapter 5). 

What moves Dutch financial service incumbents towards alliances 

Globalization and the development of new technologies requiring investment have triggered an 
explosion of alliances in all industries. However in the FS industry alliances have been the exception 
instead of the rule (Canals 1999). According to a study carried out by PwC and the Economist (2005) 
Intelligence Unit {EIU) the attractiveness of alliances grows. In 2005 40% of the CEO's and CFO's of 
leading FS institutions indicate that alliances are the most important external strategic renewal actions 
(see table 1 ). In 2003 in a similar study (PwC and EIU 2003) this percentage was much lower. New 
regulatory changes involving stricter reporting standards like Sarbanes Oxley (SOx) and IFRS make 
mergers and acquisitions (M&A's) less attractive. Furthermore, M&A's are accompanied with high 
costs and a high exposure to potential risk. Synergies between FS incumbents are also often not high 
enough to pursue total integration. Finally in countries like China, the Chinese government prohibits 
that foreign parties purchase over 30% equity stock into domestic firms. This makes alliances beyond 
the bounds of M&A's, the next best stratEigy. All these developments now suggest that alliances are 
becoming a more important strategy for F~ incumbents to meet with new business requirements. 

Which wavs of arowth in the FS industrv? Percentage 

Oroanic 89% 

Alliances 40% 

M&A's 28% 

Outsourcino 27% 

Coporate venturinq 6% 

Other 3% 

Table1 How to grow in the FS industry (PwC and EIU 2005) 

Trends on alliances in the Dutch financial services industry 

The hypotheses that were formed on alliances in the FS industry are empirically tested with help of 
more than 300 financial service alliance cases (Appendix 6) that were found and formed by Dutch FS 
incumbents (Chapter 6). This research pointed out that alliances are definitely a hot issue for PwC's 
FS clients (Chapter 7). 

Alliance announcements in the FS industry 

1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 

Figure 1 Number of alliance announcements in the Dutch FS industry 

c:::::J # alliances 

--Expon. (FS industry) 

The number of alliance announcements in the FS industry increased exponentially during the last 
decade (see figure 1 ). As for most of the individual FS incumbents, the industry growth trend, for the 
number of alliance announcements is also exponentially. In 1996 and 1997 together all these firms 
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set up 12 all iances. In 2005 the FS incumbents from our sample set up nearly 80 alliances. Alliances 
are hot in the FS industry and they (will} become a more important strategy for Dutch banks and 
insurers to reach business goals. In 2006 they are expected to announce over 100 alliances. The 
growing number of alliance announcements implies that FS firms are recognizing more and more the 
benefits and opportunities that come with alliances. The globalization of FS, developments of ICT in 
the FS industry and regulatory changes like the lowering of entry barriers and the implementation of 
stricter reporting standards (SOx) pushed Dutch FS firms to form alliances. 

The data supports the fact that the alliance goals that are mainly applied in FS industry correspond 
with FS new business requirements: international growth, finding complementing competences , and 
increase customer satisfaction. Dutch FS incumbents mainly use alliances mainly to enter new 
geographical markets and to access specialized competencies (see figure 2). Other purposes for 
which alliances are applied by FS firms are: to fulfil specific customer needs, to increase cost 
efficiency, to reduce risks on investments, and to develop a new (technological) industry standard. The 
alliance goal 'fulfil customer needs' seems to gain popularity. 

Alliance goals in the FS industry 

Figure 2 Alliance goals in the Dutch FS industry 

o Enter new market 

Access new competencies 

• Fulfill customer needs 

• Set standard 

• Increase efficiency 

o Reduce risks 

In enter new market alliances FS incumbents use local partner's knowledge, connections and I or 
image to facilitate the entry with existing products and services into unknown territory. International 
growth is a major alliance goal for FS incumbents. Nearly every Dutch bank closes alliances with local 
partners in new emerging geographical markets. In the late 90's and early 2000's banks and insurers 
started to access Latin American markets like Brazil and Mexico. Nowadays, they focus on India, 
China and Korea with wealth services and retail and commercial banking activities. For example ING 
recently closed an alliance with the Beijing Capital Group in China, the Kookmin bank in Korea and 
Vysya Life in India. Also within European boundaries Dutch FS institutions close all iances to 
strengthen their positions. Achmea and Rabobank hold a strategic minority interest in Eureka, the 
European conglomerate of insurers and ABN Amro started alliances in their new home market Italy, 
including partners like Capitalia and Antonveneta. The all iance with Antonveneta was used as a leg up 
to the recent acquisition . 

In alliances where firms try to access specialized competencies, they are searching for: special ized 
knowledge, services I products, processes or people that they are lacking. FS incumbents need these 
competencies when they are developing an innovative service or product, or when they want to 
complete a service package to their clients. For instance ING works together with the Bank of New 
York to offer their clients global custody services. ING itself does not have experience with offering 
custody services to their clients but with the help of Bank of New York they can offer their clients better 
monitoring of compliance and performance on investments. Another example of this type of alliance 
goal is the joint venture between ABN Amro and Delta Lloyd. With the help of Delta Lloyd, ABN Amro 
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can offer their clients also insurance policies and Delta Lloyd can easily increase its client network. 
Rabobank and Achmea Zilveren Kruis collaborate in a similar way on health insurance policies. 

Examples of alliances in the financial services industry that are focussed on fulfilling specific customer 
needs are the collaboration between ING Postbank and Ahold, and the collaboration between 
SNSreaal and Microsoft. Postbank places cash dispensers in Albert Heijn supermarkets and offer 
Albert Heijn clients to open a specific Albert Heijn - Postbank savings account at the supermarket. 
SNSreaal developed MSN banking ('Bill') with Microsoft. MSN users can check their credit balances 
on MSN and perform payments for concert tickets, cd 's and other products with the help of affiliated 
partners like Mojo Concerts and Free Record Shop. With these alliance partners SNSreaal focuses 
specifically on youngsters in the Netherlands. 

FS alliances that are set up to increase efficiency are often focussed on cost reduction of the IT back 
office processes. ABN Amro is famous for its recent outsourcing deal of where a conglomerate under 
control of IBM reorganizes and manages ABN Amro's world wide IT back office processes. Now, ING 
is looking for a similar deal. 

Although the FS industry does not often use alliances to develop a new technological standard, these 
alliances are quite important to FS firms. Rabobank, ING and ABN Amro jointly developed a new 
payment system, Ideal, that enables clients to perform transactions through internet more easily. 
Alliances that are set up to develop a new standard have a severe impact on the FS industry as a 
whole. Also alliances to reduce risks on investments were not found to a large extend in the FS 
industry. Banks are well known for building syndicates to issue long term loans. However these types 
of collaborations do not fit into our description of an alliance, and are therefore not considered in this 
study. Still some alliances were found in the FS industry that are aimed at reducing risks on 
investments. For instance, ING and Sonae Sierra teamed up in a joint venture to invest in the 
construction and development of a shopping centre and with ABN Amro's daughter Bouwfonds in a 
consortium for the construction and development of a business park. 

Governance modes in the FS industry 

Figure 3 Alliance governance modes in the FS industry 

o Minority investment 

a Joint Venture 

• Cooperative 

• Consortium 

oBPO 

In the FS industry the number of equity alliances is very high (see figure 3). Equity alliances are 
alliance agreements that include the creation or exchange of equity, like in joint ventures or minority 
investments. Non equity alliances are alliance agreements that are formalized by just a contract. No 
legal entity is created and there is no purchase of equity between parties (Pekar and Margulis 2003). 
Examples of non equity alliances are contractual arrangements like: cooperatives, consortia and 
business process outsourcing (BPO). In other industries the ratio of equity alliances on the total 
number of alliances is 10%. In the FS industry this ratio is 38%. Hence, the FS industry uses a lot of 
minority investments and joint ventures. This implies that FS incumbents want to control alliance 
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performance and alliance partner behaviour. Equity alliances offer alliance partners better 
opportunities to increase the level of control over the alliance and over each other than non equity 
alliances. Still, also a variety of cooperative agreements through simple contracts are applied. 
Although there is a high number of equity alliances in the FS industry, the non equity alliances seem to 
gain popularity. During the last decade, the FS industry showed a slight trend towards non equity 
alliances. Still , equity alliances take a centre stage in the FS industry. 

This study revealed four typical alliance types in the FS industry with a specific alliance goal, 
governance mode and partner characteristics. These alliance types show that there is significant 
association between certain alliance goals, partner characteristics and governance modes, although 
the governance mode can vary within an alliance type. 

1. Alliances that are set up to enter new markets are closed with foreign FS partners through 
joint ventures and minority investments. 

2. Alliances that are set up to fulfil specific customer needs are closed with specialized domestic 
partners through simple contracts in cooperative agreements. 

3. Alliances that are set up to reduce risks on investments are closed with other FS partners 
through consortia, joint ventures and cooperative agreements. 

4. Alliances that are set up to increase cost efficiency are closed with specialized partners with 
another industry background through BPO, joint ventures and cooperative agreements. 

On firm level , different alliance strategies were identified in terms of alliance goals, structures and 
partnering characteristics. In general: Aegon, ING, ABN Amro, Fortis and Rabobank focus more on 
leveraging existing competencies in new foreign markets through equity all iances, while Delta Lloyd, 
SNSreaal and Achmea-lnterpolis try to build new competencies to address new specific client groups 
in domestic settings through non equity alliances. Aegon, ING, ABN Amro and Rabobank work mainly 
with foreign FS partners, while SNSreaal , Delta Lloyd and Achmea-lnterpolis mainly work with 
domestic inter industry alliance partners. 

Between the banking and the insurance industry there are almost no differences in alliance strategies. 
However, within the insurance industry great differences in alliance strategies between the life and 
non life insurance industry are found. Based on these differences it would not be fair to judge the 
alliance strategy of the insurance industry as a whole. Life insurers focus more on growth 
opportunities through the use of equity alliances with foreign alliance partners. In contrast, non life 
insurers apply non equity alliances to access complementary competences and to improve customer 
service. Non life insures, most of the time, work together with domestic inter industry partners. 

Implications of the results for financial service incumbents 

These trends on alliances in the financial services industry can ultimately result into points of special 
interest for financial service incumbents. The following future conceivable alliance issues for financial 
service incumbents are derived from trends in the financial services industry: 

• Because of the exponential growing number of alliance announcements, FS incumbents will 
experience difficulties with maintaining the overview over all their alliance relationships. Their 
alliance portfolio becomes more complex and it raises the question if the have the right tools 
to manage their alliance portfolio. 

• Because of the growing number of alliance announcements, FS incumbents develop alliance 
experience naturally. Firms with a lot of alliance experience have developed alliance 
management teams that facilitate sharing alliance know how in order to develop best 
practices on alliance management. FS incumbents have probably not yet build alliance 
management teams and as a consequence this will slow down the development of alliance 
best practices. 

• The high number of equity alliances in the FS industry shows that FS incumbents are 
uncertain in their governance choice on alliance structures. 

• The fact that FS incumbents only recently have start focussing on alliances as their most 
important external growth strategy raises question on the alignment between a firms' alliance 
strategy and corporate strategy. 

• Differences between alliance strategies related to life insurance and non life insurance 
activities ask for a sub industry approach towards alliances. The fact that FS incumbents only 
recently have start focussing on alliances as their most important external growth strategy 
raises questions on how firms set up alliance strategies for different industry products. 
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Recommendations for PricewaterhouseCoopers and directions for further research 

The recommendations for PwC are related to the conclusions on the analysis of how FS institutions 
have used alliances in the FS industry. 

• This report should be used to breed publicity and show FS clients that PwC is a trusted 
advisor and develops thought leadership. Appendix 14 contains the status of a publication 
plan with possible articles to breed publicity and create financia l services clients' awareness. 

• The OE team at PwC should use this report to validate the relevance of the (future) 
conceivable alliance issues at their FS clients. 

• The importance of alliances in the Dutch FS industry grows. Because of the 'know your client' 
principle at PwC, research on alliances in the FS industry and the development of alliance 
performance improvement tools at PwC deserve more attention. 

The directions for further scientific research deal with the limitations of this research. This research is 
limited on several aspects. 

• The success and impact of individual alliances in the FS industry is not measured. Further 
research on alliances in the FS industry should investigate which alliances are more 
successful or have greater impact on business operations. 

• This report contains a study on alliances of the FS industry. Benchmarking with other 
industries has been limited in this report. Further research could be directed at differences 
between alliance strategies in the FS industry and other industries. 

• This report contains a study on alliances in the Dutch FS incumbents. Research by Flier et. 
al. (2003: 2005) shows that there are differences in strategic renewal actions between Dutch, 
French and English incumbents. Hence, further research should be aimed at describing the 
differences in alliance strategies between financial incumbents from different countries . 

• This study revealed alliance strategy differences between life insurance and non life 
insurance related activities. The banking industry distinct commercial banking from retail 
banking activities . This study has not considered that there are different alliance strategies 
related to commercial and retail banking activities. Further research should investigate these 
differences and explain why there are possible sub industry differences in alliance strategies 
in the FS industry. 
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Chapter 1 
PricewaterhouseCoopers 
PwC is a global organization with member firm offices in 769 cities in 144 countries. With a combined 
headcount of more than 122,000, PwC firms rank amongst the world's leading employers of highly 
skilled, professional people. Their job is channelling knowledge and value through 4 lines of service 
and 22 industry-specialised practices. Aggregated revenues in fiscal year 2004 were $17.6 billion , 
including expenses reimbursed by clients. Net revenues were $ 16.3 billion. Opposed to 2003, the 
revenues increased with 11 .3 percent. PwC's clients range from the world's largest and most complex 
organizations to some of its most innovative entrepreneurs. In fiscal year 2004, PwC's member firms 
performed services for 83 percent of the companies in the Fortune Global 500. 

PwC organization structure can be described as a matrix structure, like in figure 1.1. The matrix 
structure is filled in by on the vertical side PwC's lines of services and on the horizontal side its clients 
industries. PwC offers three distinct lines of services to their clients: assurance, tax and human 
resources services (HR), and advisory services. The firm services department assists Assurance , Tax 
and HR, and Advisory services internally in all industries on knowledge sharing. 

Assurance 

Tax and HR 

( 
Safeguard quality )1===~:> Advisory 

. and push sales . 

Client priority leaders; 
- Proffesional skills 
- Center of excellence 
- Productdevelopment 
- Solution sets 
- Event driven deal marketing 

Finn services 

Figure 1. 1 PwC matrix structure 

EU&M 

Sustainable growth ) Industry leaders; 
and profit - Sales. profit & loss 

' 7 
FS 

a 

- Industry thought leadership 
- Bu ilding marketposition and network 
- Resouce management 
- Cost control 
- HR 

CIPS TI CE Public 
Sector 

Middle Market 

Assurance services secure a company's financial performance. The assurance department helps 
clients with setting up financial external reports and with preparing for new financial regulations like 
Sarbanes-Oxley (SOx) and International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS). PwC's Tax Services 
assists organizations and private persons in optimising their tax situation. Since national and 
international tax rules are progressively growing in complexity: organizations are finding it increasingly 
difficult to keep up-to-date on every development in the tax field . Tax provides clients with all the 
information they need to align their personal or business objectives with the relevant statutory 
requirements. PwC has also specialists to put up a successful overall HR strategy. With this approach 
PwC can deliver a structural contribution to the return of clients Human Resources. Both on social , 
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financial, economic, juridical, communication, instrumental and tax areas PwC Human Resources can 
assist. Finally, Advisory improves the performance and manageability of business risks and 
processes. Their solutions are high minded and innovative and take place in either a financial , tactical 
or strategic domain. 

The horizontal side of figure 1.1 shows PwC's clients industries. The departments: energy utilities and 
mining (EU&M), FS, consumer and industrial products and services (CIPS), technology information 
communications entertainment and media (TICE), and public services (PS) cover the top PwC's 
clients . These are the so called public interest entities. Middle market assists the medium and small 
size companies. 

Due to the matrix structure at PwC there are client priority leaders and industry leaders. Client priority 
leaders at all lines of services are the centres of excellence. Their main goals are to safeguard the 
quality of the services and try to push sales. They develop professional skills, which they use to set up 
new service types and sets of solutions. The industry leaders at PwC focus on developing industry 
thought leadership and try to build a strong client network and market position. Obviously, it is the 
combination between those two approaches that will help PwC to become the multi-competence firm. 

As illustrated in figure 1.1, the scope of this research is at the advisory department at PwC 
Netherlands (PwC NL) within the financial services (FS) segment. Following the world wide strategy of 
PwC, PwC NL has launched the channel 2 activities, the advisory service line, in January 2005. 
(Appendix 1 shows the PwC NL's history and performance with advisory services). Currently PwC 
offers almost no channel 1 activities to FS clients in the Netherlands, which results into opportunities 
for channel 2 activities. PwC Advisory NL is ambitious according to their mission statement: 'becoming 
the number one trusted financial advisor'. PwC Advisory tunes all of their services to the key issues 
that play in the market segment. It is all about offering the right service, to the right client, at the right 
moment. PwC is working towards a 'know your client' principle. This means knowing exactly where 
your client is dealing with . They want to develop 'thought leadership', which means that PwC knows 
and reads clients and industry issues better than the client does itself. At this moment, their solutions, 
within the service line of Advisory, can be categorized into three stages of interest, the business 
lifecycle: 

• Transaction & Strategy (services on: mergers an acquisitions, negotiation strategies, valuation 
and other strategic questions) 

• Performance improvement (supporting clients on their: IT effectiveness, risk management, 
governance and compliance, finance function effectiveness and cost efficiency, and 
operational effectiveness) 

• Crisis management (PwC's professionals help clients on: business recovery strategies, 
dispute analysis and investigations and securities litigation) 

Regardless of the market segment, the three lines of services fit in the business lifecycle, like in figure 
1.2. The advisory business line offers services and innovative solutions to complex issues within 
specific market segments. Various advisors collaborate from different perspectives with use of their 
state of the art knowledge and management techniques. According to PwC's business lifecycle, first 
all new businesses have to be created or acquired and eventually integrated. 'Transactions and 
strategy' focus on this part of this business life cycle. This part of the business lifecycle assists clients 
on the deal continuum from strategy through execution to post deal integration from M&A's, including 
financial and operational due diligence, accessing the capital markets and valuing, negotiating and 
structuring deals. Next to advice on mergers and acquisitions, the transactions strategy stage in the 
business lifecycle also provides clients with strategic advice, valuation advice, and post deal services. 
The performance improvement part of the life cycle helps clients to attain increased performance by 
improving the efficiency and effectiveness of key business operations. Finally, the crisis management 
stage in the business lifecycle assists clients by restructuring business processes to create 
sustainable value. PwC's business recovery specialists are trained to rapidly identify problem areas, 
gain cooperation and consensus, resolve issues quickly and efficiently, and implement solutions with 
sensitivity and precision . PwC's experienced teams offer a full range of recovery services, from 
turnaround and restructuring plans to exit strategies. 
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Now, when the matrix structure in figure 1.1 is expanded with the use of the business life cycle in 
figure 1.2, it leads to the real scope of this research, illustrated in figure 1.3. Figure 1.1 already 
showed that the scope of this research study is at the advisory business line in FS. As the business 
life cycle helps to divide the advisory services into 3 lines of sub services, the real scope of this 
research can even by more specified. This research study is within the Advisory in the performance 
improvement department. Performance improvement again focuses on four different areas in all 
industries: finance function effectiveness, IT effectiveness, OE, and governance risk and compliance. 

EU&M 

Transaction Strategy 

Performance Improvement 

Governance Risk & Compliance 

Finance function effectiveness 

IT effectiveness 

Operational effectiveness 

Crisis Management 

Figure 1. 3 Organizational scope of research 

FS CIPS 

0 

TICE Public 
Sector 

Finance function effectiveness propositions are focused on: standardization, simplification and 
optimizing financial control on key business operations. Information technology (IT) effectiveness tries 
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to align IT to the business and improves IT cost and value management at clients. Governance, risk 
and compliance services focus on improving enterprise risk management and portfolio risk 
management. Furthermore, it develops tools and models to monitor the costs of compliance. OE is the 
newest service that has been added to performance improvement services at PwC. Within CIPS and 
TICE it already exists, but within FS, PwC is still developing propositions they can offer to their clients. 
This is the area where this research study has been carried out. A copy of PwC's proposition on 
performance improvement in the FS industry is in appendix 1. 

Operational effectiveness focuses on the sourcing strategy, SSC's and strategic alliances for FS 
clients. The ultimate goal is to achieve sustainable cost reductions while improving operating efficiency 
and customer focus. At this moment, PwC's OE teams' proposition is: comparative analysis and 
business modelling expertise set in the context of substantial industry knowledge. PwC claims to 
understand the drivers behind sourcing, SSC and partnering strategies and the cost and value 
implications of these organizational structures and service options. This way they can : 

• Measure the performance of supporting services to the business and determine the 
appropriate mix between in-house (decentralized or shared) and external provision 
(outsourced I partnerships), including business case preparation 

• Improve business processes and support the transformation I change program for 
establishing a SSC, an outsourced or partnering solution 

Their buyers are executive board members (CEO, CFO, COO, and CIO) or business development 
directors, responsible for optimizing processes by realizing an appropriate mix between in-house and 
external provision. The benefits for them are that: 

• Activities across different departments and locations can be streamlined effectively 
• Standardized processes and applications of best practice results into higher performance 

and lower costs (IT, financial and organizational) 

At this moment the operational effectiveness services are still in one's infancy. PwC believes that the 
operational effectiveness propositions are indispensable in becoming the trusted advisor. At this time, 
PwC however does not have yet clear propositions on operational effectiveness issues, especially on 
alliances. In order to become a trusted advisor in FS they also have to know what their clients are 
dealing with and how their position and attitude towards alliances looks like. The next chapter 
describes how this thesis will contribute to this specific need. 
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Chapter 2 
Research set up 
This chapter describes how the research in this study is set up. First, the reason for this research is 
explained and the initial research question is given. Second, the relevance of this research is 
discussed from a scientific and market perspective. Then the research objectives are determined. 
Finally, the research methodology is described in terms of research approach, thesis outline, 
limitations, and deliverables. 

2.1 Reason for this research and initial research question 
Increasing specialization and rapid changes demand new ways of service delivering. Every branch 
has its own developments and strategic issues. This master thesis concentrates on an expected trend 
in the FS industry. There is no doubt that alliances are among the most important trends in business 
today. According to recent studies, over 26% of the average Fortune 500 Company's revenues are 
now derived from alliances. Alliances have proven to be a ubiquitous tool for driving growth, reducing 
costs and risks and improving the delivery of integrated solutions to customers. Yet they can be 
difficult to create and manage effectively. By creating dedicated alliance programs and adopting 
Alliance Best Practices, studies have shown that firms can improve their alliance success rates 
dramatically, some studies suggesting that they can reach over 75%. (De Man et.al. 2000) . The 
success of alliances finds its origin in the high-tech and ICT industry, but now also in the FS industry 
alliances start to play a more important role. There are indicators that the number of alliances is 
growing and some suggest that compared with other industries they are even growing as one of the 
fastest among all of them (Andersen consulting 1997: PwC and EIU 2003: 2005) . Figure 2.1 shows 
some recent newspaper headlines showing that several FS firms are indeed focussing on alliances. 

Monday 11 April 200~ · mdia 
•.Aegon sees posslbilles m · 

• their position on the 
To remfOr«:e rket it has ID 
Indian msui:ance':tll 8 local Indian 
close an anianlNceG has done.' 
company like 

Thursday 10 March 2005 
Delta Lloyd Group focuses on 
alliances 
'Model of collaboration with ABN 
Amro can also be applied with 
other parties.' 

TuesQ9y 7~ 
'ING Capifa1 L::e 20()5 
opens new Offlc Insurance 
Eastern Cht es in the 
Shandong r:es~ Province 
the ING ~ e /Olnt venn. 
Capital Gro1111p en Cle 8eijln: of 
Plans in the P has the same 
and He'"'-1. Provinces H ..., An""- enan 
ventul1l, of IN - .. ..,r ioint 

Pacific In G With Chtn 
in S . surance Is a 
Easf'Tlflha1 and i~ th expanding 

Of China: e South. 

Friday 11March2005 
Fortis' CEO Votron klcks off\ 
'New chairman focusses with Dutch bank
assurance on developing joint ventures.' 

Figure 2.1 Newspaper headlines (adapted from financieel dagblad database 1996-2005) 

Hence, scholars and financial analysts predict the FS industry is catching up on the number of alliance 
start ups. But how fast is the number of alliances growing in the FS industry? Can we really speak of a 
trend? How experienced are companies in the FS industry in creating and managing alliances and 
their alliance portfolio? What particular types of alliances are popular in the FS industry? Financial 
analysts, bankers, insurers, scientific researchers and PwC do not yet have answers to all of these 
questions. 
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Based on the recent developments in the FS industry, the following problem statement has been set 
up in agreement with all parties involved: 

'How does the Financial Services Industry embrace the opportunities that come with alliances?' 

In the next sections, this research question is further examined by describing the literature background 
on this topic and by discussing its relevance for PwC. 

2.2 Literature background on alliances in the FS 
This section shows, what has been researched and stated on alliances in the FS industry. It will 
become clear that despite the growing interest of FS firms in alliances, scholars have not extensively 
researched alliance strategies by FS firms. 

On the subjects of alliances and the changing FS industry you can find quite a distinct stream of 
research. The changing FS industry has been researched extensively the last decade (e.g. Volberda 
et. al. 2001a: 2001b: Holland and Westwood 2001 : Hensman et. al. 2001: Cleassens et. al. 2002) and 
also alliances have been researched extensively. Todeva and Knoke (2005) created a review off all 
scientific research on alliances. Although on both, alliances and on the changing FS industry, scholars 
have been doing extensive research, the combination between those two however, have nearly not 
yet been researched. Scholars have analysed alliance behaviour in nearly every industry varying from 
high tech industries like the software industry, biotechnology industry, semiconductors industry, and 
telecommunications industry, to the airline industry, paper industry and car industry. In spite of the 
growing interest for alliances by FS firms, scientific research to alliance strategies in the FS industry 
still remains minimal. After extended research only four scholarly articles were found that explicitly 
researched alliances in the FS industry. Out of those four articles, Gleason et. al. (2003) wrote the 
most interesting and relevant article and underlines that despite the interest in consolidation activities, 
academic research has indeed not examined how FS firms use joint ventures and strategic alliances 
to obtain strategic assets, enter new product markets, and expand geographically. One notable 
exception that Gleason et. al. mentions, is a case study by Jacobsen and Tschoegl (1999) in which 
they examine the strategic alliance strategies of Norwegian banks. In addition to that we found, also a 
working paper by Voutilainen (2004) on a case study on alliances in the FS industry in Finland and an 
academic case study by Chiou and White (2005) on alliances in the Japanese FS industry is found. 

Gleason et. al. (2003), briefly discusses the motives for alliances and joint ventures and the impact on 
the short-term and long-term performance of participating US FS firms . Their analysis shows that the 
announcement of an alliance increases shareholder wealth in the stock market. They found out that 
the most successful alliances in the FS mainly take place in an international context, where 
competences are leveraged. This is also experienced by Jacobsen and Tschoegl (1999) . Alliances in 
the FS industry in Scandinavia are most of the time structured through consortia (multi-partner joint 
ventures). The Scandinavian consortia were set up with growth I scale benefits as strategic motive. 
Organizational learning and building of new competences was limited of use in these types of 
alliances. In the Japanese FS industry, alliances also contributed to the value of the partner firms. In 
particular intra-industry alliance announcements are valued positively by the market (Chiou and White 
2005) . The bottom-line on academic research that has been explicitly carried out on the topic of 
alliances in the FS industry is that alliances create stock market value for the FS partner firms . More 
specific, it is stressed out that, there are many forms of alliances, but alliances that involve 
collaboration with an international partner from another industry is valued the best by the stock market. 
Furthermore it is found out that most alliances are set up to realize economic growth and scale 
benefits in the FS industry. 

The magnitude of the research that has been carried out on the topic of alliances in the FS industry is 
still rather limited. What is the reason for this disregard to research on alliances in the FS industry? 
Maybe it is just that, FS firms have only recently picked up the possibilities of alliances. Or, maybe it is 
just not true that alliances have increased in attractiveness in the FS industry. One explanation is that 
FS firms tend to not to 'sing and dance' when they close partnerships or announce alliances, which 
would make them difficult to be studied (Anderson Consulting 1997) . This is however hard to believe, 
based on the results of the research by Gleason et. al. (2003). Their findings suggest a trend towards 
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alliance formation in the FS industry. The fact that alliances in the FS industry have nearly not been 
studied by scholars makes this study interesting from a scholarly perspective. This study therefore 
attempts to create a clear overview of alliance strategies in the FS industry by analyzing basic alliance 
principles. 

2.3 Relevance for PwC 
The previous section pointed out that this study is interesting from a scientific perspective, because 
alliances in the FS industry and FS firms' alliance behaviour have never been extensively researched . 
Continue building on the previous section , this study is also interesting from a market perspective. 
According to PwC, the FS is changing and at a turbulent phase. Because of that, companies are at a 
strategic turning point and PwC believes that alliances are becoming one of their key issues. Answers 
on the initial research question result into interesting new insights for PwC advisory. This study offers 
PwC insight in how their FS clients have embraced the possibilities that come with alliances. 
Eventually alliance tools can be developed that can be used by PwC advisory to help FS firms in 
improving their alliance strategy. 

Basically, various studies show that strategic alliance formation has increased significantly in recent 
times . However, despite the trend , alliances have generally tended to fail and have been terminated 
with vary high failure rates, between 30 and 50 % (Das and Teng, 2000) . There is no reason to 
assume that this is different in the FS industry. Due to the fact that PwC NL does not have experience 
in alliance services and regarding that knowledge I people is their core competence, this research is 
quite relevant. As also illustrated in section 1 and in appendix 1, alliances in the FS industry are one of 
the key (future) issues in 2005-2006 for propositions by the OE team in performance improvement 
services. However, PwC has no knowledge, experts and tools available to assist FS clients on alliance 
issues. With the help of this research PwC advisory eventually could further develop its OE proposition 
which includes alliance services. However, before developing alliance tools to assist FS clients on 
alliances, first PwC needs to understand why there is a possible trend towards alliances in the FS 
industry and how this trend looks like. 

PwC already has an extended client network in the FS that they support with assurance and tax 
services. PwC advisory FS keeps up with the latest issues in the FS. They offer clients complementary 
services on these issues as described in section 1. With providing alliance services, PwC advisory can 
complete their service package and break into the FS market opportunity. Considering the reason why 
PwC NL started their advisory service, in a way it is also a certain need of PwC Advisory NL to keep 
up to date with alliances in the FS industry, because of the 'know your client' principle. With advisory 
as a distinct line of service for each market segment, including in the FS industry, PwC characterizes 
itself as a multi-competence firm and as trusted advisor. This means that PwC strives to be a 
knowledge expert in each industry and develop though leadership for every industry it operates in. In 
order to become the trusted advisor in the FS industry, PwC needs to understand current business of 
their clients but they should also be able to predict future market and industry developments. If 
alliances are indeed an important current business for FS firms, PwC should be able to measure 
alliance performance and to develop advisory alliance services to improve alliance related issues at 
FS incumbents. If alliances are one of the future possibilities in the FS industry then PwC should be 
able to guide their FS clients into developing their alliance strategy. 

Interview fragments with Godert van der Poel and Arno Pouw, leaders in the FS industry at PwC NL 
performance improvement further clarify the importance of research on how their FS clients embrace 
alliance opportunities. A list of interviewees in this study and interview fragments is in appendix 2. 

Section 1 showed that PwC distinguishes channel 1 services from channel 2 services. In the FS 
industry, PwC provides only few channel 1 services. As those two services are not conducted at their 
clients at the same time, this offers opportunities for providing channel 2 services at large financial 
incumbents. 

The alliance knowledge of their direct competitors (big '4') is unfortunately unknown. According to the 
Kennedy information report (2005), management consulting practices, including alliance and sourcing 
services, are at growing pace, in the FS industry. See appendix 3 for detailed information. The report 
expects that PwC, Deloitte and even Accenture and Cap Gemini will make a move towards providing 
strategic management consulting in alliances and BPO. They will have to compete with the traditional 
strategic consultancy firms like, Booz Allen , PA consulting, McKinsey and Bain. But in FS they also 
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have to compete with the financial niche strategic consultants like Troika, TPI and Morgan Chambers. 
Management consulting services are growing rapidly in all of the segments of the FS industry. The FS 
clients have decelerated their consulting spend more and with greater effect than any other industry 
since 2000 (Kennedy information 2005) . They are expected to continue this trend on the long term. 

This all implies that PwC's ambitions, reputation, and market opportunities together with FS 
incumbents' spending behaviour on management consulting could result in a FS market opportunity 
for PwC, illustrated in figure 2.2. This study is not only interesting from a scientific point of view, but it 
could also lays the foundations for a new type of service delivery in channel 2 activities for PwC 
advisory to fulfil the FS market opportunity. This study needs to find out for PwC if there is indeed a 
trend towards alliances in the FS industry and what the future alliance issues are for FS incumbents. 
The result of this study should be targeted at building a knowledge basis on alliance trends in the FS 
industry for PwC advisory. The knowledge basis should contain enough facts and data, so PwC is 
able to complete their channel 2 service proposition on performance improvement in OE to assist their 
FS clients on alliance issues. 

FS Clients 

FS is spending more and 
more on management 

consulting 

FS has the desire to benefit 
more from the trend towards 

alliances 

Figure 2.2 Research relevance for PwC 
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in the FS industry and is a 

multicompetence firm 

(Development of an alliance ftiil!lr--...1 Few channel 1 contracts, so 
advisory tool for PwC) more channel 2 options in FS 
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no knowledge on alliances 
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consulting services 

2.4 The research assignment 
In order to determine research objectives for the definite research assignment, the initial research 
question is cited below: 

'How does the Financial Services Industry embrace the opportunities that come with alliances?' 

The literature background in section 2.2 on alliances in the FS industry shows that alliances have 
nearly not yet been studied by scholars. This study is therefore one of the first studies on this matter. 
Because there is not a lot of information presence on the research subject, this will be a descriptive 
study on how the FS industry has used alliances by studying basic alliance concepts. The answer on 
the initial research question is the first scientific research that explains why the FS industry should 
focus on alliances and how FS incumbents have embraced the possibilities that come with alliances. 

Section 2.3 where the relevance of this study is described for PwC, shows that a descriptive study on 
how the FS industry helps them to become a trusted advisor for their FS clients. With this study PwC 
can better understand why FS incumbents (should) aim at alliance opportunities. Furthermore this 
study provides them with insights on alliance trends in the FS industry. Ultimately they can develop 
thought leadership on this matter and provide their FS clients with the latest trends and developments 
on alliances in their industry. 
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So, first of all, a clear overview on the topic of alliances in the FS industry needs to be created . The 
following sub questions related to basic alliance aspects help to create insight into the initial research 
question: 

• How many alliance start ups can be identified over the last years in the FS industry and can 
we really speak of a trend? 

• For what purposes do FS incumbents use alliances? 
• What types (structure) of alliances are used by FS incumbents to reach business goals? 
• What kind of partners do FS incumbents cooperate with in alliances? 

These are the basics in alliances that would generate a clear overview on what is actually happening 
in the FS industry. Based on the insight that is created there can be stated if alliances are indeed a hot 
issue for FS incumbents. If so, PwC can use this study to derive future conceivable issues from 
alliance industry trends. They can show their FS clients where they are heading towards and develop 
alliance tools that help FS clients to benefit more from the possibilities that come with alliances. 

The initial research question and sub questions can easily be transformed into research objectives. 
The main research objective is to provide insight for PwC in how the FS industry has used alliances. In 
order to reach this objective, this study will measure: 

• The number of alliance start ups in the FS industry 
• The purposes for which alliances are used in the FS industry 
• The alliance structures that are used in the FS industry 
• The alliance partners that FS incumbents cooperate with in alliances. 

With these research objectives a clear overview of the role of alliances in the FS industry is created. 
Out of that overview, the trends and (future) future conceivable alliance issues in the FS industry can 
be identified. An overview of the main research assignment, research objectives and implications of 
this research is illustrated in figure 2.3. 

Research objectives 

Measure alliance goals in the 
FS industry 

Measure number of alliance 
start-ups in the FS industry 

Research assignment 

Provide Insight for PwC In 
how the FS Industry hn 

uMd•lll•ncu 

Figure 2. 3 Research objectives, assignment and implications 

Limitations 

Research implications 

Describe trends towards 
alliances in the FS industry 

Derive and assess future 
conceivable alliance issues 

for FS firms 

The research is time limited and therefore the scope of this research has to be delineated. The 
research in this thesis concentrates on alliances, set up by key players in the Dutch FS, related to 
banking and I or insurance. over the last decade. The reasons for these limitations in this study are: 

Alliances: 
• The scope of this study is limited to alliances in general. Literature on the topic of alliances 

provides us with many different definitions. Therefore, in chapter 4 a clear definition of what is 
considered to be an alliance will be presented. 

Key players in the Dutch FS industry: 
• The research only concentrates on key players in the Dutch FS industry. Key player means 

being a top five player in market share in either banking or insurance. A practical 
consideration for selecting large, market leading incumbents is that their strategies are 
reported most in media (Fombrun and Shanley, 1990) 

• The study focuses on the Dutch FS, because this is the area in which PwC NL has its 
channel 2 FS clients. 
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Banking and I or insurance 
• Two types of major areas in the FS industry are distinguished: banking and insurance. 

Further segmentation of the Dutch FS industry would leave us with a rather shattered market 
and possibly insufficient information to draw solid conclusions. 

Last decade 
• We analyze alliances in the FS industry over the last decade, because a first orientation 

points out that prior to that time, alliances probably played just a minor role in the FS industry 
and we have to set a time barrier to make the study clear-cut. Furthermore, the source that is 
used to collect alliance cases contains a database that 

The five key players in banking in the Dutch banking industry, based on their market share, are in 
random order: ABN AMRO, Fortis bank, ING bank, Rabobank and SNS bank. The five key players in 
the Dutch insurance industry, based on turnover are ING, Delta Lloyd, Aegon , Achmea-lnterpolis and 
Fortis ASR. Their market shares in the Netherlands are illustrated in appendix 4. Hence, the key 
players in banking in the Netherlands often belong to the same holding as the key players in 
insurance. Therefore, this study focuses on alliance activities of ING group, Fortis group, Rabobank 
group, ABN AMRO, SNSreaal group, Achmea-lnterpolis, Aegon and Delta Lloyd. 

The banks and insurers are part of holdings and sometimes use different brands for different 
branches. An overview of the key players and their governance structures is given and a short 
description of their history is in appendix 4. Based on yearly income from annual reports , in table 2.1 
the focus of each company to banking and insurance related activities is estimated. ABN Amro holds a 
joint venture with Delta Lloyd for insurance activities in the Netherlands. It is however difficult to 
measure for how much insurance policies contribute at ABN AMRO. Rabobank has recently sold its 
insurance activities to Achmea. It is therefore difficult to measure for how much insurance revenues 
contribute at Rabobank . . 

Company Bankina (%) Insurance(%) 

ABN Amro 100 -

Achmea-lnterpolis 8 92 

Aeaon 4 96 

Fortis 79 21 

ING 32 68 

Rabobank 100 -

SNSreaal 44 56 
Table 2.1 FS firm activities (Source: annualreports.info) 

2.5 The research approach 
This section describes the research approach that is used to achieve the research objectives with the 
given limitations. The approach is set up according to Verschuren and Doorewaard (2000) and is 
illustrated in figure 2.4. Apart from representing the research approach, at the same time, figure 2.4, 
Illustrates schematic the overview of how this report is built up. The numbers of the chapters, where al 
parts of this study are discussed in , are included in the figure. This way, figure 2.4 also illustrates the 
thesis outline. 

The first chapter described the scope of this research with an introduction of PricewaterhouseCoopers 
and a short discussion of the OE proposition within performance improvement in advisory services at 
the FS industry segment. 

This chapter (2) focussed on describing the research approach that is used during this study to find 
answers on the initial research question. First the reason for this research is briefly discussed. Then 
the relevance of this research for scientific research and for PwC is discussed . Based on the first 
orientation towards the initial research question, the research question is transformed into a research 
assignment and research objectives. Chapter two ends with describing the research approach and 
deliverables. 

This study does not only describe how the FS industry has used alliances, it also explains why the FS 
industry (should) focus on alliances and for what specific reason FS incumbents (should) use 
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alliances. Chapter 3 and 4 form the basis for this study and introduce the FS industry and alliances. 
Based on these two theoretical chapters hypotheses on how the FS industry embraced the 
opportunities that come with alliances are stated. Chapter three gives an introduction to the FS 
industry by describing developments that have taken place in the FS industry and by describing new 
business requirements for FS incumbents. An analysis of the latest developments in the FS industry 
can be used to explain why FS incumbents focus on alliances and a brief introduction to new business 
requirements in the FS industry can be used to explain for what specific reasons FS incumbents might 
use alliances. 

Chapter1 Chapter3 Chapters 

Scope Theory ; j ~ Hypotheses 
Development 

I Scope of research Theory about the --+ Hypotheses on 
- PwC description alliances in the FS Chapter7 Chapters - OE proposit ion FS industry devel. 

- Alliance formation 
- Market changes 
- FS business requir. - Alliance purposes Analysis Conclusion 

h 
- All iance strudures 

Implications 
Theory about 

. Analyi s of alliances I Conclusions 

I alliances in the FS industry - - Alliance trends 

- Alliance definition ,. - - #a lliances - - All iance issues 

- Driving forces - All iance purposes , 
- Alliance goals - Alliance structures I Implications I 
- Governance modes - Alliance partners - Implications PwC 

Research Data - All iance strategies - Implications science 

Method Chapter4 Collection 

Research defi ni tion Data collection 
- Research question - #alliances 
- Research relevance - start-up date 
- Research objective - alliance goal 
- Research approach - alliance structure 

- partner character. 

Chapter2 Chapter& 

Figure 2. 4 Research approach 

Chapter 4 builds further on chapter three and functions as an introduction towards alliances. Chapter 
four gives a definition of an alliance. It discusses the drivers behind alliance formation and for what 
specific reason firms can use alliances. Furthermore it discusses several alliance governance modes 
and it explains differences between those alliance governance modes. In order to measure the 
research objectives later on in this study first, chapter four develops theoretical classifications that help 
to categorize alliance variables when they are measured. Chapter 4 ends with the development of a 
framework that can be used to explain when certain alliance governance modes are favoured over 
others. 

In chapter 5 the FS industry is specifically linked to alliance theories. In order to develop a hypothesis 
on the number of all iance start ups in the FS, the FS market changes are compared with the driving 
forces behind alliance formation . When these driving forces behind alliance formation can also be 
found in the FS industry, this way, a possible trend towards alliance formation in the FS industry can 
be explained. Then, the new business requirements for FS incumbents are compared with possible 
alliance goals. As a consequence it will be possible to predict for which purposes FS incumbents will 
use alliances. Finally partnering preferences and governance mode preferences in the FS industry are 
linked to the governance framework that is developed in chapter 4 that explains why firms pick a 
certain governance mode. This is all summarized and expressed into a number of hypotheses. The 
hypotheses that are developed are linked to the sub questions that are derived from the initial 
research question. 

Chapter 6 describes how the data is collected to test the hypotheses from chapter five. It adopts 
classification theories from chapter 4 to develop a framework with alliance variables that is used to 
score and measure the alliances that are found. In order to find alliance cases in the FS industry a 
common methodology is applied. The collected data is derived from three sources: FS firms annual 
financial reports , FS firms press releases and newspaper articles in 'het Financieel Dagblad' covering 
issues on alliances. Flier et. al. (2003: 2005) and Volberda et. al. (2001a : 2001b) use similar 
techniques to analyze and report on strategic renewal actions in the FS industry. Appendix 2 contains 
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an interview fragment with Prof Volberda showing that these sources can be accounted reliable under 
the circumstances in this study. 

Chapter 7 analyzes the alliance cases from chapter 6 and tests the hypotheses from chapter 5. This is 
the central part of the study as it contains the main results on how the FS industry has embraced the 
opportunities that come with alliances. More precisely, chapter 7 contains a perspective on how Dutch 
FS incumbents have used alliances over the last decade. 

This study ends with chapter 8, which summarizes all important findings and describes which 
implications this study has for PwC and for scientific research in general. Chapter 8 derives future 
possible alliance issues for Dutch FS incumbents and this of course has implications for PwC's OE 
proposition towards their FS clients. Section 2.2 pointed out that this study also has relevance for 
scientific research , because it is the first descriptive study on alliances in the FS industry. Based on 
this study a number of directions for further research are proposed in chapter 8. 

Deliverables 
The deliverables of this study are: an analysis of alliances in the Dutch FS industry. The analysis is 
based on numerical facts and validates if alliances are indeed a trend for Dutch FS incumbents. It 
analyzes basic facts from alliances in the FS, like: the goal of the alliance, the alliance partner 
characteristics, and the start-up date of the alliance and the structure of the alliance. Finally the 
relationships between these alliance aspects are measured. This study offers PwC insight in why 
there is or is not a trend towards alliances in the FS industry. It shows for which purposes FS 
incumbents can use alliances and it offers PwC insight in how their FS clients have used alliances 
during the last decade. The results are delivered through a white paper. 
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Chapter 3 
Financial services industry 
This chapter is the first part of the theoretical framework on which this study is based. The chapter 
functions as an introduction to and short analysis of the FS industry. First in section 3.1, the recent 
market- , regulatory- and technological changes in the FS are identified . Then section 3.2 explains 
how these changes led to new business requirements for FS incumbents. Section 3.3 summarizes this 
chapter and develops an overview of FS industry changes and FS incumbents' new business 
requirements that is used in chapter 5 to develop hypotheses on specifically alliances in the FS 
industry. 

3.1 Structural changes in the FS industry 
This section discusses recent structural changes in the FS. Structural market changes are 
developments that give the market a certain evolutionary trend . Llewellyn (1990) notes: 

'Structural change is about how the basic functions of a system are performed by markets and 
institutions, the business structure of component institutions and markets and changes in the market 
and institutional mechanisms through which financial intermediation and other services are 
performed'. 

Many of the recent trends in FS have been driven by the globalization of financial markets. FS have 
also been reshaped by technological and structural changes, including the lowering of regulatory 
barriers (Claessens et. al. 2002) These regulatory, technological changes and the ongoing 
globalization caused destabilization of the FS industry, illustrated in figure 3.1 (Andersen Consulting 
1997: Holland et. al. 1998: Holland and Westwood 2001 : Hughes et. al. 2004) . Globalization, 
technological changes in IT and changes in regulation are therefore the main structural changes that 
the FS incumbents have to deal with. This section will further discuss these structural changes. 

Globalisation 

Information technology 

Deregulation 

Traditional 
financial markets 

Figure 3.1 FS structural market changes (Holland et. al. 1998) 

Globalization 

Destabilisation 

Banking customers in the business to business environment have created new organization 
structures, which are managed on a global scale and coordinated through networked information 
systems, like multinationals. These new business structures require financial expertise across product 
ranges and geographic boundaries (Holland e.t al. 1998) . Banks needed to follow their non financial 
clients abroad. They are expected to provide a spread of products and increasingly global coverage 
and delivery (Hughes et. al. 2004). This led to universal banking strategies and a focus on 
internationalization. The process of internationalization has affected the sector to a considerable 
degree (Miozzo and Miles 2002) and intensified competition (Holland et al. 1998) . Domestic FS 
incumbents entered foreign markets and the other way around. With increased globalization of 
competition, foreign banks can enter foreign markets and focus on niche markets. Globalization has 
not only caused new foreign entrants starting up businesses in domestic markets. The globalization of 
FS has also put pressure on the lowering of entry barriers and thereby increased financial integration 
and increased M&A's within and across borders. (Claessens et. al. 2002) . 
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ICT developments 

Economic integration within and across countries, deregulation, advances in telecommunications, and 
the growth of the Internet and wireless communication technologies have dramatically changed the 
structure and nature of FS (Claessens et. al. , 2002). E-channeling of products and services, the click 
and brick strategy, (Hensman et. al 2001), confronts established brick and mortar companies with new 
business opportunities . New providers are emerging within and across countries, including online 
banks and brokerages, and companies that allow consumers to compare FS products such as 
mortgage loans and insurance policies. This process, of the traditional bank assurance that broadens 
its distribution channelling with the help of IT, is illustrated in figure 3.2. Some even develop their 
traditional bank towards the 'virtual bank', with the help of information and communication technology 
(ICT) developments like telephone banking and computer based delivery systems. 

Multiple 
product 

providers 

A few product 
providers 

Single 
product 
provider 

f 
-----' Online brokers 

Mutual fund platfomis 

Retail banks and mutual fund 
companies 

I 

Online insurance 
platfomis 

~ 
I / 

/ 

Tied or captive agents 

Direct insurer 

Insurance companies 

Figure 3.2 The changing FS market (Darnen, 2004) 
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Retail supemiarkets 

or stores 

Client, process or service 
owners 

However, Internet and related technologies can offer a FS firm more than just web based services. 
(Dandapani 2004: White 1998: Hensman 2001) . Internet allows FS incumbents to compete more 
effectively for customers (Claessens et. al. , 2002) . ICT technologies can replace human capital and 
are therefore also ways of cutting costs. However, Rabobank, for instance, does not consider internet 
as just an additional distribution channel or ICT developments as just facilitators to streamline internal 
business processes or possibly means to reduce costs. On the contrary, Rabobank mainly considers 
these developments as drivers for fundamentally industry changes (Smits and Groeneveld 2001). 

Trading is moving toward electronic platforms not tied to any location. Electronic trading and 
communication networks have lowered the costs of trading and allow for better price determination 
(Claessens et. al. 2002) . By using credit scoring and other data mining techniques, for example , 
providers can create and tailor products without much human resources and at very low cost. FS 
incumbents can alter their cost structure through ICT developments (White 1998). They can also 
better stratify their customer base and allow consumers to build preference profiles online (Claessens 
et. al. 2002) . This development not only permits the personalization of information and services 
through customer relationships management (CRM) (Peppard 2000), it also allows much more 
personalized pricing of FS and much more effective identification of credit risks (Claessens et. al. 
2002). 
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ICT developments affect also the demand side in the FS. Over the years the FS industry has changed 
from a sellers market to a buyers market (Darnen 2004). So, with the focus on the spread of virtual 
banking on the deposit side of the banking process, similar developments are taken place on the loan 
side. With the use of ICT, like videoconferencing , face to face negotiation for loans and credits will be 
possible at long distance. Consumers can also increasingly compare prices for FS products through 
financial portals (Claessens et. al. 2002). The bank customer relationship will be changed by 
electronic banking . The latest developments in ICT help to make FS markets more transparent and 
create more scope for customers to carry out comparative product research (Daniel and Storey, 
1997). The market has changed from a single static channel to a multiple integrated one (Peppard 
2000: Van Diepen 2000), as illustrated in figure 3.2. Customers demand anywhere I anytime access to 
service channels and the market is individual demand driven. All these forces are delivering large 
benefits to consumers of FS at the retail and commercial levels. 

Changes in regulation 

The changes in regulation in the FS industry are two folded. In one area, regulatory restrictions like, 
compliance, capital requirements, and competition issues are increasing, while in the other there is a 
trend towards regulatory liberalization (convergence opportunities and lower international entry 
barriers). 

While in the 90s, ICT technology erased the lines between the FS industry and other industries, 
deregulation in liberalization caused a blurring of the traditional distinctions in the FS, insurance 
versus banking (Andersen Consulting 1997: De Boer et. al. 1999). Customers wanted a full financial 
service offer. Bankers started to offer also insurance policies and visa versa. Regulation in the 
European FS moved from a more national level to a European level, thereby encouraging cross 
border activities, like M&A's (De Boer et. al 1999). However, at present, in Europe such cross border 
activities are possible only if the companies are established in certain European Union (EU) states 
(Hartman 2005). Outside the EU , like in China, the Chinese government allows only a maximum of a 
30% equity stake to be held in Chinese domestic firms by foreign parties. Still , deregulation has made 
the FS far more competitive of what was a very fragmentized and localized industry (Hughes et. al. 
2004) . It has lowered the entry barriers for new providers of financial products. It all resulted in 
intensified competition among banks but also between banks and other, new financial intermediaries 
(Llewellyn, 1996) . Non-financial entities are also entering the market, including telecommunication and 
utility companies that offer payment and other services, especially in France, Germany and Italy, 
where the privatization of banks is high on the agenda (Smits and Groeneveld 2001). Competitive 
relationships in the FS industry will continue to undergo considerable changes 

So, the 90s were characterized by market deregulation in the EU , however in the near future, 
European financial incumbents can now expect a growing volume of new types of compliance 
regulation. For starters consider: Sarbanes-Oxley, BASEL II, international financial reporting standards 
(IFRS) or the 42 components of the EU 's FS action plan (PwC 2005) . With the introduction of 
Sarbanes-Oxley and IFRS, new requirements for governing acquisition accounting have been 
developed. For instance, SOx and IFRS have a dramatic impact on M&A strategies. It requires 
management and external auditors to report more frequently on the effectiveness of the companies 
internal controls over financial reporting. If an FS firm is planning to merge or acquire another 
company it should therefore perform a more detailed due diligence investigation to check if the target 
is compliant on its control systems. If the target company has a weak control over its internal systems, 
procedures and environment it will become a deal-breaker. Minority interest joint ventures have fewer 
restrictions with regard to SOx because it is not in control. Hence, FS incumbents are eager to prepare 
themselves to these new types of compliance regulations. Unfortunately, structural changes as 
regulatory reformation can be independently determined by policy makers and as such can be altered 
radically (Decker 2004). International banks are grappling with the difficulties of complying with 
regulatory reg imes and requirements. What suits one market, may fail to impress the regulators 
elsewhere (PwC and EIU 2005) . In the Netherlands, AFM and DNB shall try to suppress distinctive 
impulses in the competitive rivalry (Banking review 2004b) . So also in this area, regulation is a 
strategic issue for FS incumbents. 

Socio economic factors 

There are also the socio economic factors that cause changes to the environment of FS. These 
factors are country and industry specific (De Boer 1999). For instance, each countries socio
demographic profiles has implications for which products and services are most appropriate and 
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profitable (La Croix 2002). For instance, the growing population in the worlds developed market is set 
to strain publicly funded pensions and healthcare systems to the limit. Particularly the greying of the 
baby boomer generation will fashion significant opportunities (PwC and EIU 2005) . As a response 
financial institutions will position themselves to meet the growing demand of long term savings 
products and wealth management services (PwC 2005b). Socio economic factors are not included in 
figure 3.1 but they are part of important changes in the FS industry. 

3.2 New business requirements for FS incumbents 
The previous section described that FS incumbents are restructuring and rethinking their strategies, 
because of recent changes in the market environment. A study carried out by PwC in partnership with 
the EIU (2003), found that more than 90 percent of FS executives believed that restructuring would be 
'important, very important or integral' in helping them meet their goals. This section describes the key 
focus points of restructuring in the FS. PwC assists FS incumbents with these processes of strategic 
repositioning and has developed new business requirements together with CEO's of FS incumbents, 
based on the recent market changes (PwC 2005a) : 

• Support global growth (organic of acquired) 
• Customer centric focus 
• Transparency of information 
• Optimized cost across the value chain 
• Focus on core competency 
• Speed of response, scalability and adaptability 
• Solutions that drive shareholder value 

The next sections further continue on explanation of these new business requirements. 

Global revenue growth 

Globalization was in fact the driving external factor for establishing links between national banking 
(international) retail networks, but necessitated internal actions as well. The importance of 
internationalization is also reflected in the ongoing consolidation process in the FS and the potential 
opportunities to realize economies of scale (Smits and Groeneveld 2001). A study carried by PwC in 
partnership with the EIU in 2005, found that no fewer than 65% of the 201 FS executives surveyed felt 
that managing for growth had become a higher priority over the last 12 months (PwC and EIU 2005) . 
So growth is back on the agenda for the FS. However, the growth requirements of the 21 st century are 
of a different kind than those of the 1990s with a stream of M&A's (Gentle 2005: PwC and EIU 2003) . 
The obtained growth in the 21 st century is to be realized through product innovation and a focus 
strategy. (PwC and EIU 2003: Holland et. al. 1998: Banking review 2005a). Still , it is worth noticing 
that emerging markets such as Brazil, Mexico, China and India offer potentially quicker growth 
opportunities than redesigning existing businesses (Gentle 2005: Cleassens 2002). For instance, 
China's non life insurance market grew 16% each year during last five years and in Mexico 2004, 
corporate lending increased 15% and the number of mortgages increased by 30% (PwC 2005). 

Customer centric focus 

Perhaps the biggest challenge for FS incumbents, particularly in mature markets, is delivering a good 
enough level of service to satisfy customers (PwC and EIU 2005). While FS incumbents have been 
focussing on cost efficiency and standardization, nowadays FS incumbents need to interact with their 
clients in a more personalized manner via different distribution channels depending on the customer's 
specific situation (Salmen and Muir 2003). Mass customization, effective CRM and customer lock in 
capabilities are definitely an issue for FS incumbents (Banking review 2005c). Retail banking has to 
come up with innovative strategies and concepts to offer new up to date propositions to satisfy and 
bind existing clients and to attract new ones. Rabobank has established a so called 'future centre' to 
create broader support and better conditions for innovation and renewal activities (Smits and 
Groeneveld, 2001) . Better identification of target groups, more careful positioning and a reduction in 
the time to market should enable banks to counter declining customer loyalty. Consumers take up 
technology driven channels, so FS companies have the opportunity to deliver their service via e
channelling and reducing cost dramatically (La Croix 2002). E-channelling of products and services, 
the click and brick strategy, (Hensman et. al 2001), confronts established brick and mortar companies 
with new business opportunities . They now can diversify their product ranges and channels (Gardener 
et. al. 1999) . The expansion of different ways to obtain FS has also opened up the sector to food 
retailers (Martinelli and Sparks 1999: Alexander and Pollard 2000). They are now working together 
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through co-opetition, which means that they still are competitors, but they work together to create a 
new enterprise and compete in the market (Marline/Ii and Sparks 2003). 

Enterprise wide control and transparency of information 

Investors and clients are demanding greater levels of transparency from financial institutions (PwC 
2003). The transparency issue comes from two different perspectives. First, the introduction of new 
regulation and reporting standards, like IFRS and Sarbanes-Oxley which came into effect for Europe's 
listed companies in 2005 will further reinforce the trend towards prudential capital and good 
governance by ensuring better transparency around institutions' finances. Second, the rapid 
proliferation of new products, delivery channels and institutions can reduce transparency of the exact 
service being offered (Claessens et. al. 2002). The FS market is becoming demand driven and 
therefore, transparency of information is a new business requirement. The evolution of risk 
management in the FS industry, a study carried out by PwC in partnership with the EIU (2004), found 
that FS organizations now regard reputational risk as the greatest threat to their market value. 
Companies therefore need to look beyond narrow regulatory obligations and develop a more proactive 
approach to compliance, one that embraces broader ethical and strategic considerations. This 
includes improving the organization's ability to comply with business objectives, internal controls and 
codes of conduct. The study also emphasized that the adequacy of internal controls is now the most 
critical priority for boards of FS organizations. However, PwC's 8th Annual Global CEO Survey 
indicated that only 25 percent of chief executives believe they were managing governance, risk 
management and compliance effectively (PwC and EIU 2003). Therefore, control and transparency 
are important new business requirements for FS incumbents 

Optimize cost across the value chain 

Competition is forcing FS incumbents to cut costs on (PwC 2003). A tight focus on costs and efficiency 
will become essential, though there is a shift from cost cutting to growth . It is striking that performance 
improvement by making processes more efficient is high on the agenda at FS incumbents, especially 
on IT back office processes (PwC and EIU 2005). FS incumbents increasingly use IT as an important 
tool to achieve cost efficiency. Cost efficiency can be realized in different areas. Banks reduces costs 
associated with the management of information (Frenz et. al. 2005). There also is a clear necessity to 
increase the efficiency and productivity of the distribution channels using ICT technology in the FS to 
lower distribution costs (Darnen 2004) . The ability to integrate processes offered by separate financial 
institutions can also greatly reduce the entry costs to markets by enabling the new entrant to purchase 
products on a variable basis rather than building the whole infrastructure (Holland et. al. 1998). Finally, 
FS incumbents that successfully process transactions can also lower operational costs (Holland et. al. 
1998). 

Focus on core competency 

As a result of the market developments in the FS, FS providers need to constantly develop and defend 
their competitive advantages while the optimal positioning vis-a-vis the financial intermediaries and 
retail clients represents the most important differentiating factor in the market place (Darnen 2004) . ' 
Piecing the jigsaw: The future of FS', a study published by PwC in 2005, concluded that organizations 
can no longer be all things to all people and will need to articulate and concentrate on their most 
valuable competencies . This might mean focusing on a particular sector or territory, or choosing 
between being primarily a distributor or manufacturer (PwC 2005). So, now is the time to distinguish 
themselves by leveraging the right skills and technologies in which the organization is 'best in class' 
(PwC and EIU 2005) : the firms core competencies. 

Speed of response, scalability and adaptability 

The speed of response in strategic management can be measured from reactions to crises and from 
the capacity of boards of directors to respond to capital market pressures (Flier et. al. 2005) . Speed of 
adaptation to regulatory changes tends to be rapid and marked. Other adaptations such as to 
technological advances and financial innovation operate more gradually in the FS (Decker 2004). 
However, the speed of turning new ideas into actual products I services I business models, on a 
acceptable scale, is recognized by FS incumbents as the most important enabler of realising future 
organizations growth (PwC and EIU 2005) . Innovations are developed quite slowly in the FS industry 
and a quicker innovation process would result into sustainable competitive advantage (Vermeulen 
2004). It can therefore be stated that the speed of response, scalabi lity and adaptability at FS 
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incumbents is not yet at desired level. Firms need to develop a quicker and more successful 
innovation process. 

Solutions that drive shareholder value 

Value of the company's offer as perceived by customers, stakeholders and shareholders is becoming 
a focus in FS. The pressure on firms to increase shareholder value leads them to concentrate on core 
competencies and use a focus strategy. They need to determine through which market segment and 
channel they can generate the highest profits (La Croix et. al. 2002) . 

3.3 Overview of changes and requirements in the FS industry 
The schematic overview below, illustrates the structural changes in the FS from section 3.1 and their 
new business requirements from section 3.2 combined in figure 3.3. The overview is validated with FS 
experts. A list of interviewees is in appendix 2. 

Figure 3.3 summarizes how structural changes have affected the FS market and how these changes 
cause FS incumbents to restructure their current businesses. So deregulation, globalization and ICT 
developments have increased competition in the FS and have made clients more demanding. They 
expect a full financial service. Furthermore, demographic developments change focus strategies of FS 
incumbents. In western countries the proportional rise in ageing population drives firms towards more 
financial wealth services. In new industrialized countries (NIC's), economical growth and growing 
population drives FS incumbents to offer a variety of FS. 

Structural changes in FS 

Changing demographics 

Changes in regulation Intensifying competition 

Globalization FS llARKl!T CHANGES 

ICT developments Development of NIC's 

New business requirements 

Global revenue growth 

Customer centric focus 
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Figure 3.3 Overview of market changes and new business requirements in the FS industry 

To respond to this PwC, together with their largest FS cl ients, has developed seven new business 
requirements. However, the new business requirements are still rather broad concepts. The previous 
sections showed that there are many ways to reach those new business requirements . To support 
global revenue growth FS incumbents a distinction can be made between the growth and the focus 
strategy. FS incumbents that choose the growth strategy will need new business models that enhance 
quicker growth in foreign (emerging) markets that avoid difficulties that can come with strict regulation 
and reporting standards. Global revenue growth can also be realized with a focus strategy, focussing 
on pre-determined (geographical) market segments, client groups with tailored FS products. 

The customer centric focus helps FS incumbents to meet increasing demands of their FS clients. With 
multi-channel distribution and e-channeling of FS products clients can access FS any time and 
anywhere. CRM and customer lock-in capabilities are definitely hot issues for FS incumbents. Their 
products are intangible and it is therefore difficult to build a solid brand and create a solid customer 
relationship. 
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The new business requirement of enterprise wide control and transparency of information deals with 
the evolving regulatory changes that occur in the FS industry, like IFRS and SOx. FS incumbents also 
need to become more compliant internally with better control mechanisms and with risk management 
tools. 

Due to intensified competition, FS incumbents optimize costs across the value chain to become more 
competitive. Cost reductions can be realized by integrating IT back office activities and by making the 
front office more efficient (and thus less labour intensive) with the help of ICT. 

Focussing on core competencies also can help to make FS incumbents more cost efficient. In the FS 
industry, firms can focus on either: being the distributor of several FS products or start focussing on 
just insurance policies or banking activities. Maybe even a further focus on insurance or banking 
related activities can be made. 

FS incumbents that choose the focus strategy and focus on certain customer groups should develop a 
tailored innovative service. They will have to respond quickly to their customer needs with a quick 
development of innovative services and a proper marketing strategy. The speed of the development of 
innovations in FS products is still rather low. When the time of development of innovative services is 
decreased this could well result into competitive advantage for FS incumbents. Although they will need 
more flexible business models and collaboration with specialized partners to enhance the speed of 
development of innovations. 

It is normal that firms look for solutions that drive shareholder value . However, in FS incumbents the 
value of the companies offer as perceived by shareholders and customers is becoming more 
important. A clear focus and distinction on witch market segment and FS products deliver the highest 
profits should be made. 

The overview from figure 3.3 can be compared with factors that increase alliance attractiveness. By 
comparing the structural changes in the FS with market drivers behind alliance formation , in theory, 
the market readiness towards alliances can be determined. Based on a comparison between the 
alliance goals and the new business requirements in the FS industry there can be stated if alliances, in 
theory, are a potential vehicle for FS incumbents to reach desired objectives. So the next chapter 
describes general drivers behind alliance formation . In chapter 5 they are compared with these 
structural changes and new business requirements in the FS industry to predict trends for alliance 
strategies in the FS industry. 
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Chapter 4 
Alliances 
The goal of this chapter is to give the reader a introduction to the topic of alliances. It contains basic 
information about alliances that is necessary to form hypotheses on alliances in the FS industry and to 
start with structured data collection in this research later on. Because of the growing interest in 
alliances it has led to a wide stream of research on this subject. It is therefore impossible to include all 
these research views on alliances in this chapter. There are studies that try to create an overview of 
what has been researched related to alliances, but even they find themselves having troubles covering 
every aspect that is dealt with in scientific research (e.g. Duysters et. al. 2003: Ireland et. al. 2002: 
Gomes Casseres 1996). Section 4.1 provides a clear definition of an alliance. Section 4.2 explains 
what is driving firms to form alliances and for what purposes alliances can be used . Section 4.3 
discusses which governance modes of alliances are applicable and describes differences between 
those governance modes. Section 4.4 describes three theories that can be used to explain the 
governance mode decisions. Section 4.5 shows when alliances are favoured over alternative 
strategies. Finally, section .4.6 develops a framework that provides insight in when a certain alliance 
governance mode is preferred over others. 

4.1 Alliance definition 
Alliances have been researched from many points of view. This has led to a variety of definitions of 
what can be called an alliance. Here are some definitions that describe what an alliance is. 

Strategic alliances are inter-firm cooperative arrangements aimed at achieving the strategic objectives 
of the partners (Das and Teng, 1998). 

Alliances are voluntary arrangements between firms involving exchange, sharing, or co-developing 
products, technologies or services. They can occur as a result of a wide range of motives and goals, 
take a variety of forms and occur across vertical and horizontal boundaries (e.g. Gulati 1998: Harrigan 
1986: Parkhe 1993). 

A strategic alliance is a close, long term, mutually beneficial agreement between two or more partners 
in which resources, knowledge and capabilities are shared with the objective to enhance the 
competitive advantage of each partner (Spekman et. al. 1998). 

Alliances are an organizational and legal construct wherein independent partners are willing I 
motivated to act in concert and share core competences (Pekar and Margulis 2003) 

All alliance definitions above, take on a slightly different approach towards an alliance definition. Some 
(e .g. Pekar and Margulis 2003) state that an alliance involves sharing core competencies, while others 
(e.g. Gulati 1998) state that the alliance involves sharing any type of knowledge or resources. Also 
some state (Das and Teng 1998) that the alliance is set up to achieve strategic objectives for both 
firms, while others state alliances are set up with a wide range of motives and goals (e .g. Parkhe 
1993). Furthermore, some scholars state that alliances are set up to strive for mutual benefits (e.g. 
Spekman et. al. 1998), while others (e.g. Varadarajan and Cunningham 1995) state that alliances are 
set up to reach mutual and individual goals. 

Because this study is the first large descriptive study that is carried out towards alliances in the FS 
industry it is desirable to use a rather broad definition of an alliance. Hence, in order to create a clear 
and extensive overview of the role of alliances in the FS industry alliances it would be a shame to 
exclude alliances because they do not totally fit in the strict definition. A practical consideration for 
working with a broad alliance definition is that the source for data collection does not always contain 
enough information to judge whether the alliance involves sharing core competences or whether goals 
are mutual. Therefore Gulati 's (1995) (i.e. Harrigan 1986: Parkhe 1993) definition of an alliance is 
used, because it provides us with the broadest concept of an alliance. 
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Alliances are voluntary arrangements between firms involving exchange, sharing, or co-developing 
products, technologies or services. They can occur as a resul t of a wide range of motives and goals, 
take a variety of forms and occur across vertical and horizontal boundaries (e.g. Gulati 1998: Harrigan 
1986: Parkhe 1993). 

The rest of this chapter is devoted to a further elaboration of what is driving firms to form alliances, the 
benefits of alliances and the different governance modes of alliances. 

4.2 Alliance drivers and goals 
Now that, the definition of an all iance is set, this section will discuss what is driving firms in general to 
form alliances and what the benefits of alliances are. There are many different perspectives that 
analyze the wave in alliance formation and that analyzed what enhanced this wave. Nevertheless, all 
perspectives discuss the same enabler behind alliance formation. Figure 4.1 generally covers all these 
enablers, although some scholars grouped or named them differently. 

BoozAllen Hamilton (1998) distinguishes three categories of forces driving alliances: globalization 
requirements, competency necessities and limited resources. First, globalization enables global 
access to information and technology. The playing field is everywhere, the regulatory boundaries are 
lowering and ICT developments are rapid . Second, firms need new competencies to improve 
customer interaction and to speed up the response time. Innovations need to be developed quicker 
and e-commerce opportunities need to be dealt with. Finally, the limited capital resources and 
management resources pressure industries to focus on alliances to cut costs. All these developments 
increased the attractiveness of alliances. 

De Man et. al. (1999) takes on a different approach to what is driving industries to concentrate on 
alliance opportunities. They group alliance drivers into pull factors and push factors. Other scholars 
have named it endogenous and exogenous factors (Beamish and Banks 1987: Mowery et. al. 1996) 
Push factors are environmental developments that force firms to look for partnering alternatives. 
Globalization of markets has been the driving force behind trans-national alliance formation . 
Globalization of markets has intensified competition and opened up new business opportunities for all 
companies world wide. Where globalization has been one of the driving forces, deregulation has been 
the enabler, by lowering entry barriers. Furthermore, radical technological changes, like in ICT, have 
enhanced the trend towards partnering (De Man et.al. 1999) . Sometimes it is the host country, such as 
China, that requires a certain governance mode and forces firms into an alliance instead of an 
acquisition. Many scholars acknowledge these factors as driving forces that eventually have led to an 
increase in the number newly established alliances, the alliance revolution (Gomes-Casseres 1996). 

Different from push factors , pull factors can be considered like attractors or corporate strategic goals. 
Strategic goals are drawn up by a firm's top management to realize competitive advantage. Todeva 
and Knoke (2005) have tried to create a comprehensive review on these push factors , or strategic 
motives, for alliances. According to them, the strategic motives for organizations to engage in alliance 
formation vary according to firm specific characteristics and multiple environmental factors. This 
diversity has triggered the development of several classifications schemes in the theoretical literature. 
De Man et. al. (1999) offers quite a detailed list of 7 push factors or alliance motives, which generally 
covers the diversity in classification schemes. They distinct the following motives for alliances: 

• Access to new markets - This is especially interesting for entering foreign markets. The local 
partner's knowledge, connections and image facilitate the entry into unknown territory. 

• Increased efficiency - By selecting a specialized partner, a firm can lower its operation costs 
through SSC's, BPO, joint building etc. 

• Lower risk of investment - Firms can team up to spread the risk of investments 
• Access to specialized competencies - Competencies lacking within a firm can be sourced 

from partners . Competencies can vary from specialized knowledge, services I products, 
processes or people. 

• Serve individual consumer needs - Individualizing demand is a challenge an increasing 
number of firms must meet. Each partner in an alliance can produce I offer one specific part I 
module of the desired product I service the consumer demands 
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• Hedge against missing out on a technology - In some industries, technological developments 
are so rapid , that it has become impossible for a single firm to invest in all of them. Therefore, 
firms ally to invest in multiple competing technologies. This way, they reta in access to all 
development projects. 

• Set the standard - Firms often team up to develop a new standard. The more firms that 
support a standard, the higher the chance that this standard will become the norm. 

We combine all views into a new overview that illustrates the driving forces to alliances, using the 
push-pull approach of De Man et. al. (1999) . 

Push Factors 

Deregulation 

Developments in IT 
technology 

Globalization of markets 

Customer demands 
immediate interaction 

Pressure on capital I 
management resources 

Cycle time reduction of 
innovations 

Figure 4. 1 Alliance push and pull factors 

lnaease in partnering 

Pull Factors 

Access to new markets 

Increased efficiency 

Lower risk R&D 

Access to specialized 
competencies 

Serve individual consumer 
needs 

Hedge against missing out on 
technology 

Set the standard 

Apart from the push pull approach of De Man et. al. (1999), Hitt et. al. (2004) state that the reasons 
that firms form alliances are related to the type of market or the industry life cycle stage it is acting in . 
Thus, push and pull factors, differ in each market and industry. 

Hitt et. al. (2004) identified three different types of markets: slow cycle markets, standard cycle 
markets and fast cycle markets. In slow cycle markets, competitive advantages like innovations are 
shielded from imitation for long periods of time and imitation is costly. This means that competitive 
advantages are sustainable. Firms in slow cycle markets concentrate on protecting, maintaining and 
extending proprietary competitive advantage. In standard cycle markets imitations are not shielded, 
but rather expensive to create. Competitive advantage is therefore sustainable if upgraded 
periodically. In standard cycle markets, firms seek market share, gain customer loyalty and carefully 
control their operations. In fast cycle markets, products or processes are not shielded from imitations 
and are created relatively easy and inexpensive. Competitors use reverse engineering to imitate 
products. Technological innovations are diffused rapidly. 

Hence, in each market the process of development of competitive advantage is different. Hitt et. al. 
(2004) states that alliance purposes in each market are also different. In slow cycle markets, alliances 
are used to gain access to restricted areas, establish franchises in new markets and to maintain 
market stability. In standard cycle markets alliances are used to: gain market power, gain access to 
complementary resources, overcome trade barriers, learn new business techniques and pool 
resources for large projects. In fast cycle markets alliances are used to: speed up innovations and 
market entry, develop technology standards and share risky R&D expenses. With regard to the 
alliance goal classification as defined by De Man et. al. (1999) this would mean that in slow cycle 
markets, firms mainly uses alliances to enter new markets. In standard cycle markets they use 
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alliances to: enter new markets, access specialized competencies, focus on specific customer needs, 
and to increase efficiency. Finally, in fast cycle markets they would mainly use alliances to: enter new 
markets, develop new technological standards, hedge against missing out on technology and reduce 
risks on investments. 

4.3 Alliance governance modes 
Traditionally scholars distinguished two forms for· governing transactions: hierarchies and markets. 
Later on they also acknowledged hybrid forms as a governance form . Governance refers to 
combinations of legal and social control mechanisms for controlling and safeguarding the alliance 
partner' resource contribution , administrative responsibilities and the division of rewards from joint 
activities {Todeva and Knoke 2005). 

• Hierarchical relations: through acquisition or merger, one firm takes full control of another's 
assets and coordinates actions by ownership right mechanism. 

• Hybrid: hybrid forms blend hierarchical and market elements. They encompass both short 
term project based and long term equity based cooperation between firms with varying 
degrees of vertical integration and interdependence. 

• Market relations: arm's length transactions between organizations coordinated only through 
price mechanism. 

Alliances can be seen as hybrid governance forms. They are more intense than market transactions, 
but less far-reaching than mergers and acquisitions. Still within hybrid governance forms there is 
considerable variation . The alliance governance mode of the alliance is the formal contractual 
structure participants used to formalize the alliance (Gulati and Singh 1998). There is considerable 
variation in the formal structure of alliances (Powell, 1990), but alliances can be categorized in terms 
of their structural arrangements. Most scholars differentiate between equity and non-equity alliances 
(e.g. Pekar and Margulis 2003). 

• Equity alliance: alliance agreements that include the creation or exchange of equity. 
• Non equity alliances: alliance agreements that are formalized by just a contract. No legal 

entity is created and there is no purchase of equity between parties. 

Others identify three major types of alliances: joint ventures I shared equity alliances, minority equity 
alliances and non equity alliances (e.g. Deloitte and Touche 2004: Yoshino and Rangan 1995) 

• A joint venture I shared equity alliance is an equity alliance where a separate entity is created 
and owned by two or more partners. 

• A minority equity alliance involves one party taking a strategic equity stake in its partner. 
• Non-equity alliances are contractual agreements without any equity arrangements . There are 

many forms of non-equity alliances, including: joint R&D, co-production, co-building, shared 
distribution, SSC's, and funded research. 

Todeva and Knoke (2005) review 9 types of non equity alliances appearing in the theoretical and 
research literature. 

• Cooperatives: a coalition of small enterprises that combine coordinate and manage their 
collective resources 

• R&D consortia : inter-firm agreements for research and development collaboration , typically 
formed in fast changing technological fields 

• Strategic cooperative agreements: contractual business networks based on joint multipartner 
strategic control, with the partners collaborating over key strategic decisions and sharing 
responsibilities for performance outcomes 

• Cartels: large cooperations collude to constrain competition by cooperatively controlling 
production processes and I or prices within a specific industry 

• Franchising: a franchiser grants a franchise the use of a brand-name identity within a 
geographic area, but retains control over pricing, marketing and standardized service norms 

• Licensing: one company grants another the right to use patented technologies or production 
processes in return for royalties and fees 

• Subcontractor networks: inter-linked firms where a subcontractor negotiates its suppliers ' long 
term prices, production runs and delivery schedules 

• Industry standard groups: committees that seek the ember organizations' agreements on the 
adoption of technical standards for manufacturing and trade 
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• Actions sets: short lived organizational coalitions whose members coordinate their lobbying 
efforts to influence public policy making 

Figure 4.2 gives an overview of these different governance modes of partnering, including the benefits 
and drawbacks of each governance mode. Because like stated in section 4.1, alliances intend to 
combine organizational resources and capabilities and they strive for mutual benefit, this excludes 
spot market arrangements like e.g. commodity suppliers, franchising or licensing. It also excludes 
M&A's, which are entirely integrative agreements (Heimeriks and Schreiner 2002). 

Governance modes 

~,--~~~~~~-L_e_v_e_l _o_f _ln_t_e_g_ra_t_io_n~~~~~~~~~ 
Market transaction Licensing 

Cartels 
Arms' length contracts 

Franchising 

Trade associations 

R&DConsortia Joint Venture Merger 
Acquisition Funded research Cooperatives 

Joint production 

Co-makership 

Outsourcing 

Minority 
participation 

Majority 
participation 

•-------- ... •----Alliancess----.. ~ 

Figure 4.2 Alliance governance modes (Adapted from Lorange and Roos 1995) 

Like illustrated in figure 4.2 outsourcing is sometimes included as an alliance. Normally, outsourcing 
does not totally fit in the definition of an alliance in section 4.1, but in this study outsourcing is 
considered to be an alliance. In the course of a few years, outsourcing has started to look decidedly 
similar to other alliances, where shared know-how, shared risk and incomplete contracts are common. 
Given the size, the degree of complexity and the importance of outsourcing deals to company's overall 
portfolio strategy, it would be wise to apply the same rigorous approach to these agreements as they 
would for mergers, divestitures and joint ventures (McKinsey quarterly 2005a). Outsourcing does not 
only take place at the non core activities of companies. Companies are also outsourcing their non-core 
but critical activities and in the near future they will also start to outsource their core businesses (Van 
Straten 2002). The outsourcing contracts that do fit into the definition of an alliance are the ones that 
are related to the non core yet critical or core businesses of companies. More specific: if the type of 
capability that is outsourced is critical and the scope of objectives is enterprise wide (Deloitte and 
Touch 2004) , then the outsourcing contract should be approached as a strategic alliance. Figure 4.3 
clarifies differences in outsourcing relationships and shows some examples. 
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Figure 4.3 Outsourcing as an alliance (adapted form Deloitte Touche 2004) 
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All outsourcing relationships above the red line in figure 4.3 are considered to be alliances in this 
study. This for instance includes outsourcing of settlement of securities. Settlement of securities is the 
process whereby securities are delivered, usually against payment, to fulfill contractual obligations, 
such as those arising under securities trades. The delivery of securities is essential to perform 
contractual delivery obligations. It usually also involves the corresponding payment of the purchase 
price. Usually settlement is preceded by trading, which involves entering into contracts of sale and 
purchase. A number of risks arise for the parties during the settlement interval, which are managed by 
the process of clearing , which follows trading and precedes settlement. Clearing involves modifying 
those contractual obligations so as to facilitate settlement. This shows that processes like settlement 
and clearing are support activities, but they are critical for business operations. These processes are 
also not functional activities, but they are of importance to the whole enterprise. In contrast with 
settlement and clearing , canteen and facility processes are not included as alliances in this research. 
Outsourcing relationships that involve either canteen or facility services are typical support outsourcing 
relationships. They do not directly influence business operations and are therefore not considered to 
be critical. The scope of these types of outsourcing relationships is often also functional and not 
enterprise wide. 

4.4 A theoretical approach towards the governance decision 
There are several theories that are used to explain governance decisions. This section describes three 
economic theories that are used to explain the governance decision for transactions: Transaction Cost 
of Economics (TCE) Theory, Resource Based View (RBV) and Real Options Theory (ROT). 

Transaction cost economics 

The TCE theory is based on Coase's (1937) 'Nature of the Firm'. Coase states that transactions will 
shift between markets and hierarchies. Transactions will be executed at lowest costs. Coase's article 
is used by TCE to futher develop transaction decisions. Williamson used Coase's 'Nature of the Firm' 
as fundamental basis (1975, 1985) for his TCE theory. In TCE theory, the transaction itself is the 
subject of analysis. 

TCE argues that the optimal form of an organization is primarily driven by efficiency considerations. 
The choice, to which governance mode is most appropriate, is evaluated by minimizing production and 
transaction costs. The transaction costs are the costs that are associated with negotiating, contract 
writing and monitoring and safeguarding the relationship. (Williamson 1975). There are two main 
assumptions where this theory is based on. According to TCE, transaction costs have several causes. 
The total height of transaction costs is influenced by two behavioural causes (bounded rationality and 
opportunism) and three transactional causes (asset specificity, uncertainty and frequency and scale of 
transactions). These assumptions are further elaborated. 

The first behavioural cause that increases transaction costs assumes that firms are subject to 
bounded rationality. This means that firms find it difficult to deal with complexity and that their 
computing and cognitive abilities are limited . As a consequence agents are not capable of making the 
right decisions in complex decision making situations (Williamson 1975) . 

The second assumption states that in interfirm collaboration, some parties will, despite contractual 
agreements, pursue self servicing goals. In TCE, this phenomenon is called opportunism. The 
contractee will try to personally benefit from information asymmetries that occur within the transaction 
with his contractor (Williamson 1985) . Jensen and Meckling (1974) developed the agency theory and 
confirm that in every relationship the agents involved will pursue self servicing goals. 

The third assumption in TCE is that the chance that transaction partners behave opportunistically 
leads to behavioural uncertainty. Behavioural uncertainty describes the tendency of transaction parties 
to deliberately withhold information from each other or manipulate important information. According to 
TCE these behavioural uncertainties ask for certain contractual arrangements. Contracts are used to 
safeguard transaction parties' behaviour and responsibilities. However, implementing contracts raises 
transaction costs. Costs with writing the contract, monitoring performance and enforcing contractual 
agreements will rise. Parties need these contracts because they are subject to bounded rationality. 
The higher behavioural uncertainty is the higher transaction costs will be. 
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The fourth assumption relates to the extent to which the transaction contains specific assets. Specific 
assets are specific investments in machinery or specific knowledge. Specific machinery is hard to 
exploit and specific knowledge is hard to teach or learn. It is very difficult to utilize specific assets in an 
economical way. An asset can be called specific if the investment can not be redesigned for different 
purposes and if it only has a function for the single transaction . Specific assets only generate value for 
a single transaction. So asset specificity is characterized by the degree that a transaction is supported 
and valued by specific assets (Williamson 1985). Transactions with high asset specificity generally 
lead to high transaction costs . 

Finally the last assumption where TCE is build on is the frequency and scale of transactions. 
Transactions that occur frequently need to be monitored frequently and more contracts need to be 
written and enforced . Therefore frequent transactions increase transaction costs. Also the scale of the 
transaction influences the transaction costs. If the scale of the transaction is high this is accompanied 
with higher uncertainty and high exposure to opportunistic behaviour. Due to the assumption that firms 
are subject to bounded rationality, costs of monitoring and safeguarding the transaction are higher 
when the scale of the transaction is higher. High frequency and scale of transactions result into higher 
transaction costs. 

Resource based view 

Whereas TCE focuses on the relationship between characteristics of isolated transactions and the 
chances of opportunistic behaviour, RBV put its focus somewhere else. The emphasis of the RBV is 
on the opportunity to create competitive advantage through exploiting unique attributes, administrative 
controls, and adaptation mechanisms offered by competing forms of organization (Leiblein and Miller, 
2003). Thus, the basic thought of the RBV is that firms can outperform with competitive advantage, 
due to relative superiority with specific resources (Barney 1991) . 

The RBV adopts two basic assumptions. First a bundle of resources and the capabilities of a firm 
controls is heterogeneous throughout a certain industry. Second, these bundles, used to implement 
the firm's strategy, are not perfectly mobile across different firms and are limited in supply or costly to 
imitate. Imperfect mobility means that it is difficult to transfer the resources geographically. As a result, 
the resource-based view argues that the governance choices of firms may be directed by their 
attempts to leverage and protect competencies and capabilities (Barney 1991). 

The RBV is generally built on three constructs: resources, capabilities, and competencies In creating 
competitive advantage, reasoning from the RBV, a resource, capability, or a competency consists of 
the following 4 properties: 

• Valuable 
• Rare 
• Inimitable 
• Non-substitutable 

A valuable resource, competence or capability is beneficial. Resources that are seen as rare are 
resources that are held by only one firm or at most a few which enables them to do things the 
competitors are not able to. The third characteristic is that of the competency's inimitability which 
means the extent to which a given competence cannot be copied. At least, the fact that a resource has 
to be non-substitutable means that competitors must not be able to accomplish the same competitive 
advantage by using different resources (Barney 1991) . 

Real options theory 

TCE and RBV are the most common theories that are used to explain governance choices that firms 
make. Recently, scholars also started to analyze the governance decision from ROT. ROT has proven 
to explain decisions in managerial problems. Also for the governance decision ROT states by 
analyzing the governance options, which governance mode fits best. 

ROT is a conceptual framework for strategic decision making. A real option is an initial investment 
decision (option creation) followed by a second investment decision (option exercise). The second 
investment requires the first investment and is typically larger and more complex (Meyers 1977) . 
Option creation can be seen as the formation of the governance and option exercise is discussing the 
options that a firm has, when the governance structure is formed. An example of real option is 
investing in a start up and deciding later on to acquire it. 
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There are five independent variables that influence option creation and exercise: 
• Uncertainty: Uncertainty is the most important motivation for option creation. High 

environmental uncertainty pushes managers towards option creation. They will try to avoid 
making large one-time investments. 

• Asset value: The value of the asset in which is invested is positively related to real option 
exercise. As asset value increase, option exercise will also increase. 

• Irreversibility: Irreversibility is described by the degree that managers can not undo previous 
investments. As irreversibility increases, option creation will increase and option exercise will 
decrease. 

• Exercise costs: The exercise costs are the costs associated with the option exercise step. 
The larger these costs are then real option creation and exercise will decrease 

• Competition: Competition is the level of rivalry. As competition increases, option creation and 
option exercise will decrease. 

(Rosenberg and Eisenhardt 2005) 

4.5 Alliances against alternative strategies 
Alliances, M&A's, arms' length contracts and the go-it-alone strategy are alternative strategies. The 
choice of an appropriate governance mode is essential and influences the performance of it (Yoshino 
and Rangan 1995). This section shows when alliances are favoured over the go-alone strategy, arms' 
length contracts and M&A's. 

General pro's for alliances over alternative strategies 

The main benefits of alliances opposed to M&A's are that they require less investment of capital and 
they are far more flexible in terms of collaboration and termination. In an alliance a firm can benefit 
from the same things as in a merger or acquisition while it keeps their own identity. The drawbacks of 
alliances are the risk of failure , the cost of monitoring, control and negotiating. Furthermore, the 
rewards of alliances have to be shared. Finally, control issues poses management with governance 
challenges for alliances. The attractiveness of an acquisition comes from the theory of growth 
(Hennart and Park 1993). The most important benefit is the rapid speed of expansion that is possible 
by acquiring other parties. It gives a company a quick entry into new international markets. Drawbacks 
of M&A's are the high costs that are associated with the acquisition itself and the negotiation process. 
Furthermore, acquisitions need a regulatory approval which is an extremely time consuming process. 
In some cases, when companies are unwilling to sell or acquisition premiums are too high, alliances 
are the next best thing (McKinsey quarterly 2004) . Another common reason why companies have 
invested in alliances instead of M&A's is infeasibility. Setting up an alliance with a local partner was 
the traditional entry fee for countries with restrictions on foreign direct investment, such as in China 
(Reuer 1999). On-off arm's length contracts and the go-it-alone strategy have the benefits of direct 
control and offer the most flexibility, but the opportunities are limited and it also does not generate a lot 
of extra value. 

TCE, RBV and ROT used to explain when alliances are favoured over alternative strategies 
TCE (Williamson 1985) states that in transactions where: parties' behavioural uncertainty is high, the 
transaction is supported and valued with specific assets and the scale and I or frequency of the 
transaction is high, transactions are best governed by hierarchies. In hierarchies parties can easier 
control other parties' performance and behaviour and share specific assets. When there is low 
transactional uncertainty due to low chances on opportunistic behaviour, and asset specificity and the 
frequency and scale of the transaction is low, transaction costs are low and thus a market would be 
the best governance mode. Consequently, TCE posits that alliances are formed because the costs of 
specialization I production override the cost of coordination I controlling to an extend that total 
integration would be more expensive than an alliance (Park and Ungson 2001) . 

According to the RSV, alliances are generally preferred over hierarchies when resources are imperfect 
mobile, imperfect imitable and imperfect substitutable (Barney, 1991). In situations alliances where 
critical inputs required to pursue the opportunity are owned by different parties and these inputs are 
inseparable from other assets within those parties alliance are also preferred over hierarchies. Other 
RBV scholars state that alliances are a useful vehicle for enhancing knowledge in critical areas of 
functioning where the requisite knowledge is lacking and can not be developed in an acceptable 
timeframe or cost (Das and Teng 2000) . Finally, the decision is influenced by the collaboration 
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capabilities of the firms involved. From the RBV (Barney 1991) it is prompted that if firms want to 
collaborate with others, they need the appropriate resources and capabilities (Madhok 2002). 

From ROT can be reasoned that alliances are favoured over M&A's when uncertainty is high, the 
irreversibility of the transaction is high and competitive rivalry is low (Rosenberg and Eisenhardt 2005) . 
Reuer (1999) finds that indigestibility and information asymmetry between alliance partners favours for 
alliances instead of M&A's. When indigestibil ity, like cultural differences, is substantial, alliances are 
the best option , because it allows the partners to link resources selectively. Information asymmetry is 
likely when the acquirer and seller manufacture different services/products in different markets. 
Alliances offer these companies to combine complementary resources on limited bases. This way the 
partners can first learn from each other and value the success of their collaboration . Eventually, the 
partners can stage their commitments and increase investment when business uncertainty 
disappears. 

Various scholars have tried to create a taxonomy with the help of TCE and RBV for the alliances 
versus acquisition debate (Dyer et. al. 2004, Pan et. al. 2005, Garette and Dussauge 2000, Reuer 
1999). As this debate is not the real subject of research in this study, for further information is referred 
to these articles. 

4.6 TCE, RBV and ROT and the alliance governance decision 
Now that, the choice of an alliance is evaluated against alternative strategies, this section discusses 
which particular alliance governance mode should be picked when the choice of an alliance is fixed. 
Figure 4.2 showed that there is a huge variety in alliance modes. Each type is favoured in different 
settings. Extended scientific research using TCE, RBV and ROT is carried out to find alliance 
governance mode influencers. Appendix 5 contains a summary. 

TCE linked to the governance of alliances 
Scholars (e.g. Das and Teng 1998: Gulati and Singh 1998) first tried to explain the governance 
decision for alliances from the TCE perspective. Hence, due to bounded rationality and opportunism, 
firms are at vulnerable exposure to each other. This is called transaction uncertainty. Therefore firms 
will find it valuable to institute costly mechanisms to monitor and safeguard the collaborative 
relationship. The higher the chances to opportunistic behaviour are, the more they will pay attention to 
the costs of writing, monitoring and enforcing the contract. 

Das and Teng (1998) describe opportunism as the level of confidence that partners have in each 
other. They state that, managers feel more confident in partner cooperation, when they have the 
adequate level of control over the collaboration . Consequently, the trust level and control level in the 
alliance is related tot the level of confidence that partners have in each other. The level of control 
within partner cooperation varies in different alliance types. TCE argues that in equity alliances there is 
more control over alliance partner behaviour because they work together in a separate entity and they 
hold or share each other equity. TCE states that in addition to transactional uncertainty also asset 
specificity and the frequency and scale of transactions have a dramatic impact on the required level of 
control. Asset specificity refers to the degree to which the transaction needs to be supported by 
transaction specific assets. The specificity of an asset is determined by the redeployment to an 
alternative use without a significant reduction in the value of the asset (Williamson 1985). This means 
that the more specific an investment into, for instance machinery or knowledge is, the smaller chances 
are that these assets will be utilized in an economical way. In addition to asset specificity also the 
frequency and scale of transactions increase transaction costs. Because firms are subject to bounded 
rationality and with more frequent or larger transactions: this makes situations even more complex. So 
TCE concludes high levels of transactional uncertainty in combination with asset specificity and high 
frequency and scale of transactions leads to higher needs for control in the relationship (e .g. Das and 
Teng 1998: Poppo and Zenger 2002). According to TCE this is easier accomplished in equity 
alliances. 

In the course of time, various scholars added new theories to this TCE perspective, because the 
transaction itself is too simplistic to explain governance decision in general (Leiblein 2003) . This led to 
a variety of studies that researched new aspects which could influence the governance decision, 
including: environmental variables (e.g. Oxley 1999: Gulati and Singh 1998: Contractor and Ra 2002), 
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firm factors (e.g. Chen and Chen 2003: Gulati and Singh 1998: Gulati 1995: Casciaro 2003), and 
alliance functional aspects (e.g. Teece 1992: Casciaro 2003) affecting the governance decision. 
Within environmental governance mode influencers Gulati and Singh (1998) find that industry 
appropriability regimes can differ and that therefore preferred alliance governance modes can be 
different. The uncertainty that alliance partners have with competitive rivalry also has a great impact. If 
competitive rivalry increases, this will be negatively related to the attractiveness of collaborative 
agreements like non equity alliances. Firms will rather focus on minority equity investments and joint 
ventures. Other environmental aspects are institutional aspects. Oxley (1999) confirmed that TCE 
aspects influence the governance decision, but that institutional aspects, like national differences 
between the host country and home country of cross border alliance partners, also influence the 
decision. Gulati and Singh (1998) state that cross border alliances build bigger obstacles for trust and 
higher potential for appropriation concerns than domestic alliances. Therefore it is to be expected that 
alliances with a greater geographical scope will be governed through equity alliances. Finally the 
degree of hierarchical control is inversely related to the strength of intellectual property protection in 
foreign countries (e .g. Contractor and Ra 2002). 

Casciaro (2003) is one of the first that approaches this governance debate under TCE thinking from 
the functional basis of the alliance. He differentiates task uncertainty and strategic uncertainty that 
influences the governance mode in alliances. The greater the uncertainty, the more hierarchical the 
governance mode should be. Task interdependence is together with task complexity, a primary 
contributor to task uncertainty. Therefore, licensing and supply components in alliances are negatively 
related to the choice of an equity alliance. They have low levels of task- and strategic uncertainty. A 
manufacturing component, however, is positively related to equity alliances because it has a high task
and strategic uncertainty. Alliances that involve a R&D component compose high levels of task and 
strategic uncertainty. This would lead to equity forms of governance. The market uncertainty, however, 
is also quite high for R&D projects. From a TCE perspective this suggests that alliances that involve a 
R&D component should be governed through a contract (Teece 1992). Empirical studies show that 
R&D alliances are both governed contractual and with equity (Casciaro 2003) . Alliances that involve a 
marketing I distribution component do not have great strategic uncertainty, but task uncertainty can 
vary. Marketing I distribution alliances therefore have a greater chance to be structured by contracts. 

TCE found several firm factors that influence the governance decision. They found that the firms' age, 
size and performance influence the governance decision of the alliance. Younger firms tend to close 
more contractual alliances. Younger firms are often quite small and they do not pose to a lot of risk of 
opportunism to their larger counterparts (Chen and Chen 2003) . Most important, the interaction history 
between both partners influences the choice of governance. If firms have successfully set up previous 
alliances, they will have more trust in each others collaboration intentions, and the alliance is therefore 
structured more contractual (e.g. Gulati 1995). Furthermore, Gulati and Singh (1998) reason that an 
increase in the number of partners in the alliance, is likely not to contribute positively to the level of 
trust. It will complicate the creation of common interest. 

TCE Variable Equity alliance Non equity alliance 

Trust Low High 

Confidence Low High 

Uncertainty Risk perception Low High 

Task uncertainty High Low 

Strategic uncertainty High Low 

Asset specificity Asset redeployment Low High 

Frequency and scale Number of partners Many Few 

Other variables 

Firms age Old Young 

General Firms size Large Small 

Firms prior relation No Yes 

Competitive rivalry High Low 

Environmental IP protection Low High 

National difference High Low 

Table 4. 1 TCE used to explain alliance governance decisions 
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Finally, because the governance of the alliance determines how easy the collaboration can be 
stopped, also the initiated time span of the alliance is a factor that can influence which governance 
mode. In general it is said , that the more formal the governance form is, the more difficult it is to stop 
collaboration. Table 4.1 provides an overview of how TCE is used to explain the alliance governance 
decision. It included typical TCE variables that influence the governance decision, but it also includes 
other variables that are derived from TCE like environmental variables that cause environment 
uncertainty. 

RBV linked to the governance of alliances 

RBV states that inter-organizational relationships like alliances can be viewed as flows of resources 
between sender and recipient. Das and Teng (2000) put up a framework that explains differences 
between how TCE and RBV approach the benefits that come with alliances. While TCE purely states 
that alliances are set up because within alliances there can be found an optimum between production 
costs and transaction costs, RBV looks takes a different approach. 

Das and Teng (2000) state that the type of resource determines which particular alliance is preferred. 
Hence, The RBV can be used to explain governance decisions in alliances and focuses hereby on the 
nature of these resources. When firms set up an alliance, they often try to access valuable resources 
that they do not posses themselves. This could be to a variety of resources, like: human resources, 
capital resources, managerial resources and physical resources, knowledge resources. It depends on 
the classification that is made (Chen and Chen, 2003) . Das and Teng (2000) distinguish property 
based resources from knowledge based resources. 

• Property based resources: legal properties owned by firms including financial capital , physical 
resources, human resources etc. These resources are difficult to obtain as they are often 
legally protected by patents and property rights. 

• Knowledge base resources: refers to a firms internal know how and skills. These resources 
are much easier to obtain as they are not legally protected. 

Consequently Das and Teng (2000) state that difference in resource characteristics that are shared 
result into different preferred alliance governance modes. 

Equity joint ventures are created to substantially integrate joint efforts of partners in separate entities 
in which the partners literally work together. Joint ventures are especially useful in transferring tacit 
knowledge and skills, thus knowledge based resources. Firms work together shoulder to shoulder in 
the same entity for a long period so both firms have easy access to each others tacit know how. 
However, firms can also wary about losing their own critical tacit know how. Hence, firms prefer 
alliances when knowledge based resources are not their primary resource type in the alliance. When 
firms contribute mainly to property based resources but they also need to acquire certain tacit know 
how, firms prefer an equity joint venture (Das and Teng 2000) . 

Minority equity alliances are pursued when a firm has primary knowledge based resources and it 
wants to access property based resources. Minority equity alliances offer firms more control over 
opportunistic behaviour than contractual based alliances. If the alliance partner with property based 
resources behaves opportunistic, the other party can hold its equity as a hostage (Das and Teng 
2000). 

Non equity alliances are useful when both firms have knowledge based resources in the alliance. Joint · 
ventures are too risky in these situations because firms might tend towards opportunistic behaviour 
and joint ventures are more difficult to terminate. In joint ventures, both firms are to concerned about 
the protection of their own tacit know how and firms will try to secretly capture each others know how. 
It will become sort of a learning race . These situations are therefore better structured with non equity 
alliances (Das and Teng 2000). Non equity alliances can also be used when both firms posses 
property based alliances. The alliance can be characterized as an exchange of property rights (e.g ., 
capital for a patent). A less engaged alliance form suits well in this situation (Das and Teng 2000) . 

RBV suggests that the firms' preferences for the alliance governance mode are determined by their 
resource profile. With regard to this resource profile 4 different characteristics within this profile 
influence the governance choice: scale economies of resources, the learning effect, resource 
organizational rigidity, and the alliance partners' profile. If resources are characterized by high scale 
economies in their application, they should be integrated and therefore an equity alliance is favoured. 
Some resources cannot be shared and used unless they involve an extensive learning process. If 
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learning processes are extensive, the resources should be pooled together in equity alliance, because 
then the learning effect will be quicker and as a consequence learning costs will be kept low. If 
resources have high organizational rigidity , they are organizational specific. These types of resources 
create a sustainable base for competitive advantage and are not likely to be put on the table for 
integration. If the collaboration involves resources with high organizational rigidity a non equity alliance 
is favoured . In equity alliance, appropriation concerns are higher because the two partners work 
together in a new entity. Finally, if the resource profiles of partners are similar they will rather choose 
for an equity alliance. Within sharing similar resources, competitive rivalry is higher and partners are 
concerned with who gains more from the collaboration . When sharing similar resources within equity 
alliances, appropriation concerns can be kept as low as possible, because both firms have equal 
access to each others resources. When alliance partners excel in different fields they offer each other 
complementary resources. In this case, appropriation concerns are lower and therefore a non equity 
alliance is favoured . 

Like in TCE also based on RBV scholars also researched if the motive I goal of the alliance influence 
the governance decision. In addition to asset specificity from TCE thinking, Gulati and Singh (1998) 
argued that: alliances that involve a technology component will be governed more hierarchical, 
because of appropriation concerns . Furthermore it was already mentioned that resource dependency 
also enhances more hierarchical governance modes because of the interdependency it creates 
between partners (Oas and Teng 2000). Other scholars have called this the depth of integration 
(Pekar and Margulis 2003) or the complementarity of resources (Chen and Chen 2003) . Chen and 
Chen (2003) described how these characteristics of resource profiles influence three typical alliance 
goals: R&D alliances, production alliances and marketing alliances. Alliances that involve a marketing 
component or production component are likely to be governed in non equity alliances (Chen and Chen 
2003). However, production alliances can often be characterized by scale economies and therefore 
need to stay at one place. R&D alliances are likely to be governed through equity alliances, because 
the collaboration entails substantial learning costs. 

Contractor and Ra (2002) looked specifically at how knowledge influences the governance decision . 
They stated that the governance of the alliance is related to certain knowledge attributes that are 
shared I transferred in the alliance. The 4 principal knowledge attributes that they analyzed were: the 
codification (tacit versus codified), newness, complexity and teachability of knowledge. They proposed 
that in hierarchies, knowledge often was more tacit, new, complex and less teachable, whereas in 
contractual relationships it would be the opposite. The assumptions for these propositions are that: 
tacit knowledge and the complexity, newness, and teaching difficulty of knowledge require more face 
to face interaction. Pan et. al. (2005) added to this that if knowledge of the specific task is low, the 
partners are forced to form a more hierarchical alliance. 

Next to these knowledge attributes, also firm factors related to knowledge aspects influence the 
governance decision. First, the higher the embeddedness of the knowledge is in the knowledge 
supplying partner, the more hierarchal the alliance will be governed, because it will be difficult to 
transfer the knowledge. Embeddedness refers to the degree of mutual dependence and 
connectedness between partners. If the collaboration links resources to both partners, on which their 
core business heavily depend, the alliance is governed more hierarchical (e.g. Das and Teng 1998: 
Gulati 1998: Gulati and Singh 1998: Pekar and Margulis 2003). Second, also because of the 
knowledge transfer, the absorptive capacity of the knowledge receiving partner influences the 
governance mode. The higher the absorptive capacity the less hierarchical the alliance needs to be 
governed. Partner similarity seems also to affect the governance decision in alliances. If the alliance 
partners come from the same industry and produce more or less related products I services, the 
alliance will be governed more hierarchical , because it offers efficiencies due to redundancy of 
resources and it offers growth options (Pan et. al. 2005). 

Table 4.2 provides an overview of how RBV is used to explain the alliance governance decision. It 
includes typical RBV variables that influence the governance decision, but it also includes other 
variables that are derived from RBV like partner similarity, firms ' resource profile, and alliance goals 
and tasks. 
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RBV Variable Equity alliance Non equity alliance 

Property based resources Medium Either low or high 

Knowledge based resources Medium Either low or high 

Resource synergy Sequential I reciprocal Modular 

Resource dependency High Low 
Resource characteristics 

Resource learning effect Slow Fast 

Resource organizational rigidity Low High 

Resource similarity High Low 

Scale economies High Low 

R&D component High Low 

Alliance goal I task Technology I production Medium I high Low/ medium 
component 
Marketing component Low High 

Knowledge teachability Low High 

Knowledge complexity Complex Simple 
Knowledge aspects 

Knowledge newness New Old 

Knowledge codification Tacit Explicit 

Core businesses Yes No 

Knowledge embeddedness at Low High 
Firm resource profile firms 

Absorptive capacity Low High 

Partner similarity High Low 

Table 4.2 RBV used to explain the alliance governance decision 

ROT linked to the governance of alliances 

ROT specifically focuses on the manner in which investments create economic value through 
operating flexibility (real options). Rosenberg and Eisenhardt (2005) have reviewed the ROT to the 
governance debate in a working paper. They distinguish option creation from option exercise. 

Scholars have empirically analyzed real option creation. Reuer (2001) finds that environmental 
uncertainty influences the option creation significantly. When environmental uncertainty about 
overseas markets is higher, the alliance partners tend to negotiate for more option creation in 
contractual alliances. They will try to avoid making large investments at once (minority investments, 
hierarchies). Environmental uncertainty is described by: weak property rights regimes, culturally 
distant countries, firm inexperience and stagnant host markets. Folta (1998) finds several variables 
that influence option creation when the collaboration includes accessing each others R&D capabilities. 
He views uncertainty, asset value, competition and irreversibility as important variables that influence 
the governance decision. 

• Uncertainty: partner dissimilarity and technology uncertainty 
• Asset value: technology value 
• Competition: number of rivals 
• Irreversibility: asset specificity 

High: partner dissimilarity, technological uncertainty, technology value, number of rivals and asset 
specificity favour alliances over total integration. 

McGrath and Nerkar (2001) also researched ROT variables and governance modes. They found that 
increase in uncertainty and competition favours equity alliances over non equity alliances. Uncertainty 
is described by opportunity radicallity and competition by the number of competitors and the level of 
exploitation. In addition to that, growth options, provide alliance partners with options to later expand 
the investment I collaboration . In certain alliance governance modes, growth options are more difficult 
to pursue. The attractiveness of growth options also depends on uncertainty. Uncertainty enhances 
the attractiveness of growth options (Tong et. al. 2005). Finally, the firms' product market 
diversification strategy affects the governance choice in alliances. If firms can easily switch between 
developing economies of scale and scope, option creation is higher (Leiblein 2003) . 

Table 4.3 provides an overview of how ROT is used to explain the alliance governance decision. It 
includes typical ROT variables that influence the governance decision. 
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ROT Variable Equity alliance Non equity alliance 

Partner dissimilarity Low High 

Technology uncertainty High Low 

Uncertainty Demand uncertainty Low High 

Growth options High low 

Opportunity radicallity High Low 

Asset value Technology value High Low 

Irreversibility Asset specificity High Low 

Number of rivals High Low 
Competition 

Level of exploitation High Low 

Other variables 

Product strategy matrix Switching possibilities High Low 

Table 4.3 ROT used to explain the alliance governance decision 

4.7 Contingency approach integrates TCE, RBV and ROT 
Section 4.4 shows that TCE, RBV and ROT are built on different, sometimes contradictory 
assumptions. This has made it fairly difficult to design a reliable governance mode taxonomy that 
integrates all different streams (Leiblein 2003) . 

Several scholars (Oyer et. al. 2004: Globerman and Nielson 2005) have recently taken a different 
approach to the governance decision. They state that the governance choice of an alliance is 
influenced by three different categories: alliance activities, partner characteristics and environmental 
aspects. Murray and Kotabe (2005) argue this based on the contingency theory. Harvey (1982) 
observed the contingency approach to strategy as suggesting that an optimal strategy exists for a 
certain set of organizational and environmental conditions. According to the contingency theory there 
is not one best way to manage a firm and the strategic actions that the firm undertakes depend upon 
environmental conditions. 

Based on the contingency approach the governance of an alliance is influenced by: the activities of the 
alliance itself, the partner characteristics and environmental factors (Globerman and Nielson 2005). 
This builds further on how Reuer and Zollo (2000) and Dyer et. al. (2004) studied governance 
adaptations. Although they never developed such a model based on the contingency approach, they 
identified the same three factors like in figure 4.4 that influence the alliance governance, and that the 
governance should be managed over time corresponding to these changes. Unfortunately, none of 
these scholars came up with an exhaustive list of factors that influence the alliance decision classified 
into these three categories. Therefore al factors that influence the governance of the alliance from 
TCE, RBV and ROT are reviewed, and classified according to the classification of figure 4.4. This way, 
a more comprehensive review of the alliance governance debate is constructed . 

Environm ental 
cond itions 

Firm factors 

Alliance attri butes 

Governance decision 

Figure 4.4 Influencers to the governance choice of an alliance 

Sometimes scholars claim to have identified different alliance attributes that influence the governance 
choice , but in reality they are the same as previous scholars have done. For instance: Scope (Oxley 
1999), relevance (Reuer and Zollo 2000), depth of integration (Pekar and Margulis 2003) and resource 
dependency (Das and Teng 2000) all reflect one and the same aspect of the alliance. They all try to 
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indicate the relative importance of the resources that will be shared. If the resources are more 
important and the alliance partners are dependent on each other, the alliance will be governed in an 
equity alliance. The same is for resource specificity and the nature of resources. If the shared 
resources involve a high division of labour, resource specificity is often low. If resources involve a high 
division of technology, then specificity is high . Various scholars have elaborated this principle further 
to knowledge specificity and marketing, production and R&D alliances. Ultimately, at alliance attribute 
level, there are 4 attributes that influence the governance of the alliance. High resource specificity, 
sequential resource synergy, high resource redundancy, and high resource dependency is 
accompanied by equity alliances. All alliance attribute governance influencers are in table 4.4 

At firm level there are several factors that can influence the governance choice of an alliance. Some of 
the firm factors reflect on pure firm characteristics, while other reflect on their relational qualities. Also 
here, scholars claim to come up with new aspects that influence the governance choice , but in fact 
they are often related. For instance, collaborative capabilities can also be measured by the experience 
the firm has in setting up alliances. Also partner similarity in relation to alliance governance is 
discussed from many perspectives: industry differences, cultural differences, national differences. In 
general it is stated that more differences lead to a lower level of partner similarity. If partner similarity 
is low a non equity alliance is favoured . 4 other basic firm characteristics that influence the 
governance choice are the intended time span of collaboration , the number of repeated ties between 
alliance partners, the size and age of the firm. Finally, scholars extensively discussed the desired level 
of control , autonomy and formalization within alliances opposed to alliance partner commitment, 
opportunism and trust. Das and Teng (1998) integrate these variables and argue that a high need for 
control and a high level of inter-firm trust results into high confidence in partner cooperation . In this 
situation a joint venture is favoured as alliance structure. A low level of inter-firm trust and a low need 
for control result into low confidence in partner cooperation . Then a non equity alliance is the best 
choice. Table 4.4 includes all governance influencers on firm level. 

There are 4 different kind of environmental conditions that influence the governance choice of the 
alliance. Table 4.4 summarizes how they influence the alliance governance choice. Environmental 
conditions have in the eyes of recent scholars, become more and more important in the governance 
debate (Globerman and Nielsen 2005) . The 4 most important environmental conditions are 
competitive rivalry, host country conditions, industry appropriability regimes and market uncertainty. 
High rivalry naturally favours for equity alliances or even M&A's. Host country conditions and industry 
appropriability regimes are dependent on the type of country or industry. Market uncertainty is 
determined by future technological developments that undermine the alliance and by uncertainty on 
the alliance outcome (demand uncertainty). 

Governance influencers Variables Equity alliance Non equity alliance 

Resource specificity High Low 

Alliance attributes governance Resource synergy Sequential Modular 

influencers Resource redundancy High Low 

Resource dependency High Low 

Alliance experience Low High 

Size I Age Large I Old Small I Young 

Firm level governance Partner similarity High Low 

influencers # repeated ties Small Large 

Intended time span Long Short 

Confidence High I Moderate Low 

Competitive rivalry High Low 

Host country conditions Depends on country 
Environmental 

Industry appropriability Depends on industry 

Market uncertainty Low High 

Table 4.4 Governance mode influencers 
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Chapter 5 
Hypotheses on alliances in the FS 
industry 
Now that, some literature background on recent changes and new business requirements in the FS 
industry (chapter 3) and literature background on the drivers, goals and governance of alliances is 
provided (chapter 4 ), this chapter develops specific hypotheses on alliances in the FS industry. 
Section 5.1 develops a hypothesis on the number of alliance announcements in the FS industry. 
Section 5.2 develops hypotheses on alliance goals in the FS industry. Section 5.3 develops 
hypotheses on alliance governance modes in the FS industry. 

5.1 Hypothesis 1: Alliance growth in the FS industry 
Globalization and the development of new technologies requiring increasing investment have triggered 
an explosion of alliances in all industries. In the FS industry, alliances have been the exception instead 
of the rule (Canals 1999). However, the changes of the last decade in the European FS industry 
increased the attractiveness for partnering. (Holland et. al. 1998). This all started in 1992, when single 
European market cross border mergers and alliances were permitted. The barriers between banking 
and insurance started to break down. (Flier et. al. 2001) At the same time, firms had to adapt to 
important new European directives and rules of compliance (for instance SOx and IFRS) and the 
deregulation of capital markets (Volberda et. .al. 2001). In the midst of these structural changes, like 
the implementation of the Euro-currency, established banks and insurers have had to learn to 
embrace new ICT technologies and e-commerce (Flier et. al. 2001). These developments have given 
rise to an emerging online FS complex (Hensman et. .al. 2001) and created another major challenge 
for FS companies. FS companies dealt with these challenges by undertaking several strategic renewal 
actions. Strategic renewal actions are patterns that keep organization and environment aligned. 
Alliances are together with mergers, acquisitions and organic growth, part of those strategic renewal 
actions (Volberda et. al. 2001a). So, European banks and insurers had to rethink their corporate 
partnering strategies. They acknowledge the fact that they need to build partnerships in order to cut 
costs or realize economic growth. In order to stay competitive they have to make the important 
decision to renew their global strategy. Will they keep offering the 'allfinanz' function or start following 
a focus strategy (PwC & EIU 2003)? Canals (1999) calls it the trade off between scale and 
specialization. Either way, alliances could lead them to success. When in 2003, CEO's en CFO's of 
the worlds biggest financial institution were asked, which way they reckon as most favourable of 
restructuring their current businesses: alliances, outsourcing and joint ventures together were a bigger 
group opposed to the traditional M&A's (See table 5.1 ). 

181 Choice of restructurina? Percentaae 

M&A 42% 

Alliances 21% 

Outsourcing 17% 

JV's 16% 

Divestitures 4% 

Table 5. 1 Ways of restructuring business in FS (PwC and EIU 2003) 

In 2001, Arthur Anderson investigated the attractiveness of alliances in the FS industry and found out 
that 64% of their respondents favoured alliances over any other governance mode to access new 
customers and to broaden product ranges (Arthur Anderson 2001). However, like Canals (1999) 
stated, alliances have been the exception instead of the rule in the FS industry. Looking at the report 
of PwC and the EIU (2003) and the report of Arthur Anderson (2001), this is changing. FS incumbents 
have indicated that they would like to utilize the opportunities of new partnering modes. In 2005, again, 
PwC and the EIU held a survey among CEO's and CFO's of the worlds biggest financial institutions. 
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Now, for the same question as in 2003, the respondents could tick as many options as they wanted . 
Strikingly, M&A's were only mentioned by 28 % of the respondents as a way they prefer to use in the 
near future to restructure their businesses, whereas, alliances and joint ventures were mentioned by 
40% of the respondents. The FS incumbents give as most important reasons for the diminished 
attractiveness of M&A's, that M&A's offer less attractive targets, they have high set ups costs 
associated with them, and FS incumbents simply do not have the capital to buy competitors out (PwC 
and EIU 2005) (see table 5.2) . 

Which ways of growth? PercentaaA 

Organic 89% 

Alliances and JV's 40% 

M&A 28% 

Outsourcino 27% 

Coporate venturing 6% 

Other 3% 

Table 5. 2 How to grow in the FS industry (PwC and EIU 2005) 

Andersen Consulting (1997) already saw this trend towards alliances in the U.S. FS industry in the mid 
90s. According to them, the average large U.S. bank is in 1997 involved in three times as many 
alliances as it was in 1996. They predicted that many banks will enter into 50 alliances or more in the 
21 •t century, accounting for as much as 50 percent of revenue. 

Hence, there are strong indicators showing that: alliances, joint ventures and strategic outsourcing are 
finally high on the agenda at FS incumbents. Based on this, again it is remarkable that alliances, joint 
ventures and strategic sourcing in the FS industry have never been a real topic for scientific 
researchers. 

New business models, like alliances and the application of corresponding leading capabilities into an 
effective strategy will always need to be adapted to local environments - to the state of market 
readiness (PwC and EIU 2005). The market readiness for alliances in the FS industry can simply be 
assessed by comparing the latest structural changes in the FS industry with drivers behind alliance 
formation . Market drivers behind alliance formation , which are described in section 4.2, show a high 
synergy with the structural FS market changes in section 3.1. Alliance formation is primarily driven by 
globalization of markets. Developments in ICT and a lowering of entry barriers make alliance formation 
possible. Section 3.1 showed that these developments have also taken place in the FS industry. This 
implies that the environmental conditions in FS are a positive factor for the attractiveness of alliance 
formation . Furthermore, section 3.1 shows that regulatory reporting standards like SOx make M&A 
less attractive. Finally, sometimes alliances are the next best thing when M&A's are simply not allowed 
because of competition restrictions. In China foreign parties are only allowed to hold a maximum of 
30% equity stock in Chinese parties. 

Commercial 
banks 

Legal 

Services ~~~~"MUIW3Tfi:indi;l.:=----f----\----~ 

Info services 

Figure 5.1 

Retail 
consumers 

Alliance network in the FS industry (Adapted from Mulligan and Gordon 2002) 
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It is to be expected that the FS and corresponding firms integrated and started to develop reciprocal 
relationships with each other. This involves retail banks starting to sell insurance policies through 
alliances. But we can expect more. According to Mulligan and Gordon (2002) as FS incumbents will 
become more familiar with ICT like, electronic data interchange and web based technologies the FS 
incumbents will not stick to linear customer supplier relationships but they will build complex networks 
of relationships, possibly alliances. Mulligan and Gordon (2002) draw a figure (figure 5.1) with 
relationships that demonstrate such a high level of complexity and variability that it cannot be captured 
in a single graphical model. 

This leads to the first hypothesis. During the analysis phase we will determine how quickly the number 
of alliance start-ups takes place and if FS incumbents are indeed forming networks of alliances with 
other FS service providers. 

Hypothesis 1. Over the last decade, an increase in the number of alliance start ups can be 
seen in the Dutch FS industry 

5.2 Hypothesis 2: Alliance goals in the FS industry 
Let's assume that Dutch FS incumbents have announced more alliances over the last decade. But for 
what purposes to they use them? Section 3.2 describes seven new business requirements for FS 
incumbents. When these new business requirements are compared with the classification of alliance 
goals from De Man et. al. 's (1999) (section 4.2), a proposition can be developed on for what purposes 
the FS incumbents will use alliances. Table 5.3 shows how FS new business requirements can be 
linked with alliance goals. 

FS New Business Reauirements f PwC2005aJ De Man et. al.'s (1999} alliance aoals 

Global revenue qrowth Enter new markets 

Customer centric focus Fulfil specific customer needs 

Enterprise wide control and transparancy of information -

Optimize cost across the value chain Increase cost efficiencv 

Focus on core competencies Access to specialized competencies 

Speed of response, scalability and adaptability -

Solutions that drive shareholder value -

Table 5.3 FS new business requirements linked to alliance goals 

Based on table 5.3 it is expected that FS incumbents use alliances to enter new markets, fulfil specific 
customer needs, increase cost efficiency and access to specialized competencies. A survey held by 
PwC and EIU (2005) , 'focus on growth: striking the right value balance within the FS', among other 
things, looked at for which specific purposes FS incumbents would like to apply the new business 
models, like alliances, joint ventures and outsourcing. It clarifies even more our hypotheses on for 
which purposes FS incumbents will use alliances. The results of their study are summarized in table 
5.4. 

Oraanic M&A Divestitures JV's Alliances Outsourcina 

Meetinq qrowth tarqets 45% 29% 0% 5% 18% 3% 

Reducinq costs 15% 11 % 12% 4% 4% 54% 

Increasing market share 23% 47% 0% 6% 22% 2% 

Focussinq on core businesses 51 % 4% 21 % 4% 9% 11 % 

lncreasino shareholder value 52% 25% 7% 5% 8% 3% 
Meeting evolving regulatory 
requirements 46% 15% 9% 8% 11 % 11 % 

Accessinq new talent 41 % 29% 1% 9% 12% 8% 

lmprovina capital efficiencv 32% 29% 16% 5% 3% 15% 

Manaqinq risk profile 54% 11 % 12% 7% 6% 10% 

lmprovinq customer service 59% 7% 2% 5% 15% 12% 
Table 5.4 Issues and governance choices in the FS industry (PwC and EIU 2005) 
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According to the survey, alliances and joint ventures are particularly popular for meeting growth 
targets (1) (enter new markets), increasing market share (2) (enter new markets), meeting evolving 
regulatory requirements (3), accessing new talent (4) (Access specialized competencies) and 
improving customer service (5) (focus on specific customer needs). Outsourcing is a popular vehicle to 
reduce costs (6) (increase efficiency) . For each motive it is briefly explained how alliances can 
contribute to those business goals. 

1. Meeting growth targets: 
Companies in the FS would like to use alliances for growth as an alternative for M&A's (PwC and EIU 
2005: Andersen Consulting 1997). Economic growth can be realized especially in NIC's by those who 
have the right alliance skills and strategies (McKinsey quarterly 2004). When institutions will turn to 
alliances and joint ventures as growth strategies, the risks and challenges are well documented: 
finding the right partner, aligning incentives properly and monitoring performance of relationships will 
be important tasks (PwC and EIU 2005). 

2. Increasing market share: 
Research also indicates that the FS is starting to use alliances for improving their distribution channels 
of their products and services (Andersen consulting 1997). The delivery of service products by FS 
incumbents is no longer just delivered through the window of the bank teller. All over the world, banks 
and insurance companies start to use the principle of cross-selling (McKinsey quarterly 2005b) to 
strengthen their channelling strategy. Other ways of improving the distribution strategy comes from the 
UK, where banks work together with food retailers (Alexander & Pollard 2000). Finally, in the 
Netherlands banks work together with click and click companies (Hensman et. al. 2001 : Flier et. al. 
2001) to develop new ways of delivering service products (e-channelling). All these channelling 
approaches share a common motive, which is aimed at increasing market share in existing markets. 

3. Meeting evolving regulatory requirements 
Compared with M&A's, alliances require far fewer regulatory approvals (Andersen consulting 1997). In 
particular, the joint development-, joint marketing-, joint building programs and SSC's. Looking at the 
increase in regulative restrictions, alliances are the right alternative to get around these difficulties. 
Meeting evolving regulatory requirements is not a goal of its own, but it is a hazard of M&A's. 

4. Accessing new talent 
Accessing new talent implies access to: new knowledge, competencies, services or products. FS 
incumbents in the Netherlands have a serious shortage towards specific financial knowledge and 
know how. Flexible outsourcing contracts in human resources can help them to fill this gap (Banking 
review 2004a). Few financial service executives grasp how alliances will fundamentally reshape their 
product portfolios. In the near future, FS incumbents will use alliances to bundle products to satisfy 
existing customers and capture new ones. To guarantee a high service level to their customers they 
use alliances to get access to complementary I specialized competencies (McKinsey quarterly 2000). 
Sometimes this means working together with your competitors. Co-opetition, working together with 
competitors (from other industries), is one of the challenges FS incumbents will need to deal with to 
survive (Anderson consulting 1997). Competitors from all sorts of industries are arising (food retailers, 
telecom) and starting to play a part in the FS industry. 

5. Improve customer service 
Alliances are more likely to deliver improved customer service and are therefore more effective than 
M&A's. Nowadays, clients in FS industry are demanding a more transparent and open architecture in 
product and service offering. Therefore, banks are starting to work together with ICT companies to 
develop online portals, where clients can compare products and services. Furthermore, ICT can 
improve customer intimacy, build new ways of service delivery and offers the opportunity for a quicker 
reaction to customer needs. Web based systems allows FS incumbents to communicate with their 
clients 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. It increases the possibility for FS incumbents to respond to 
customers growing demand for mobility and constant access to (information on) FS (Mulligan and 
Gordon 2002) . For instance, FS incumbents offer and analyze mutual funds through alliances to 
satisfy their increasingly more demanding clients (Banking review 2005c). 

6. Reducing costs 
Because of pressure on financial capital and increase in competition , FS incumbents need to focus 
cost efficiency. By using shared SSC's, and BPO they could realize cost efficiency (Banking review 
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2004a). When they work together with ICT specialist that can develop web based services and 
consequently create the 'virtual bank', the bank can cut costs on service personnel and they can also 
reduce costs on expensive marketing and advertisements by using the web interface as a medium to 
make customers aware of new products (Mulligan and Gordon 2002) . Next to that, alliances remain off 
balance sheet and entail far lower capital expenditures than mergers, acquisitions and divestitures. So 
also this way, alliances save on expenditures. 

This section showed that FS incumbents can use alliances for many purposes, but is there a certain 
focus on one or two of these alliance goals? Based on Hitt et. al. 's theory (2004) in section 4.2, the FS 
industry can be characterized as a slow cycle market. Most enterprises are rather old and the products 
and services that they offer do not change radically . Furthermore, there are not a lot of new entrants in 
the FS industry (NMA 2004) . It is a stable and mature industry. However, with ICT developments and 
a speed up in FS innovations (e.g. Hensman et. al. 2001) the FS industry is changing . The FS industry 
moves towards a click and brick industry and new firms related to e-business are entering the market. 
Also retail companies like supermarkets and department stores are entering the FS industry. With 
these developments, competition increases and customers become more demanding. Still, 
international growth and increasing market share stays important, but FS incumbents need to focus 
more on specific customer groups and work together with the new entrants in the FS industry. So, 
alliances that are set up to enter new markets are popular expected to be especially popular in the FS 
industry. However, as Canals (1999) puts it: 'Alliances looking for complementarity have been more 
successful than alliances looking for scale'. Will the higher success rate of alliances that look for 
complementarity enhance the attractiveness of this kind of alliances? According to Garette and 
Dussauge (2000) , who state that complementary alliances will become more attractive than scale 
alliances, this is to be expected. From this perspective, it can be argued that alliances in the FS will be 
mainly focussed on international growth by entering new markets and that an increase towards 
alliances that are set up to access specialized competencies is expected . 

This leads to the following hypotheses on alliance goals in the FS industry: 

Hypothesis 2a. 

Hypothesis 2b. 

Hypothesis 2c. 

Alliances in the FS industry will mainly function as a vehicle to: access new 
foreign markets, increase efficiency, access specialized competencies and 
serve individual consumer needs 

Alliances that are set up to hedge against a missing out on technology or to 
develop a new technological standard are not applied in the FS industry 

Out of all alliance goals, alliances that are set up to enter a new market are 
the most attractive. However, in the course of time, alliances that are set up to 
access specialized competencies have gained attractiveness 

As already mentioned, with regard to De Man et. al. 's (1999) classification of alliance goals, it is 
uncertain if alliances that serve as a vehicle to reduce risk on investment have been adopted by FS 
incumbents. Section 3.2 shows that several aspects related to risk (reputational risk and risk 
management) are key issues FS incumbents are struggling with. However, these aspects related to 
risk are not explicitly mentioned as push factors, driving firms to form alliances. As a result, no specific 
hypothesis can be formulated concerning alliances that 'reduce risk on investments'. 

5.3 Hypothesis 3: Alliance governance modes in the FS 
industry 

This section develops hypotheses on the preferred governance structures of alliances in the FS 
industry. Table 5.4 showed us how FS incumbents desire to use different governance modes to 
realize their business goals. Overall it can be stated that FS incumbents still prefer the go-alone 
strategy over divestitures, M&A's, joint ventures, alliances and strategic sourcing (PwC & EIU 2005). 

It is striking that joint ventures are analyzed separately from alliances in the research by PwC and EIU 
(2003) like in table 5.1, 5.2 and 5.4. Hence, section 4.3 in this chapter explained that joint ventures are 
a specific structure of an alliance in general. This leaves speculation about what PwC and EIU (2003) 
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consider to be an alliance: probably non equity modes. Looking at the results from table 5.4 this would 
imply that non equity alliances in each category are more popular than joint ventures (equity 
alliances). The survey did not cover minority investments as a certain type of alliance. Table 5.5 
shows which governance mode is favored by CEO's of FS incumbents for each alliance goal. 
Alliances to enter new markets and to fulfill customer needs are favored to be governed trough non 
equity alliances. FS incumbents indicate that for alliances that are set up to access specialized 
competencies they both would like to use joint ventures and non equity alliances. Finally, FS 
incumbents will most certainly use sourcing strategies to increase efficiency. 

In section 4.7 a framework is developed that contains alliance governance mode influencers. The rest 
is of this section is used to apply this framework towards governance preferences in the FS industry. It 
is checked how reasonable FS incumbents' preferences from table 5.4 are. The framework in table 4.4 
contains alliance attributes that influence the alliance governance mode decision. Table 5.5 uses 
alliance attributes that influence the governance mode decision and evaluates which alliance 
governance mode is preferred for each alliance goal. Table 5.5 shows that: alliances that are set up to 
enter new markets, develop a new standard and reduce risks on investments are based on alliance 
attribute variables probably best governed by equity alliances. Alliances that are set up to access 
specialized competencies, fulfill customer needs and increase efficiency are best governed by non 
equity alliances. 

Goal Specificity Synergy Redundancy Dependency Preferred choice 
Enter new 

Low Reciprocal Medium High Equity alliance 
market 
Access spec. High I Medium Modular Low Medium Non equity alliance 
comoetencies 
Fulfill customer 

Medium I Low Modular Low Low Non equity alliance 
needs 
Increase cost 

Low Modular, sequential , reciprocal High Low Non equity alliance efficiency 
Develop a new 

High I Medium Modular, sequential , reciprocal Low Medium I High Equity alliance 
standard 
Reduce risks on Medium Sequential Low High Equity alliance 
investments 

Table 5.5 Taxonomy of alliance governance choice based on alliance attributes 

• Alliances that are set up to enter a new market have relative low resource specificity. The 
collaboration would for instance not contain specific technology components. It is aimed at 
creating new distribution channels and transferring tacit knowledge about financial products I 
services. The resources that will be transferred I shared are soft and intangible. Resource 
synergy is most probable reciprocal. The partners will work together and execute the 
distribution task together through an interactive knowledge sharing process. It is also 
conceivable that the collaboration is more of a sequential synergy: where one partner 
supplies the other with the product I service and the other distributes it in the new market. 
The redundancy of resources is to medium to high, and the resource dependency is also 
high. When a firm poses to enter a new market this often on the top of the agenda and part of 
the firms' enterprise wide strategy. With the help of alliance attributes governance influencers 
from figure 4.2 and table 4.4, it can be fairly stated that enter new market alliances are most 
probably governed through equity alliances. 

• Alliances that are set up to access specialized competencies can have high to medium asset 
specificity. Hence, it is in the name of the alliance goal. The firm is looking for specific 
resources, one does not possess itself and they are hard to copy. The lacking competencies 
can come from a variety of business components: R&D, marketing, e-channeling etc. 
Resource synergy for alliances that are set up to access specialized competencies can be 
modular, sequential and even reciprocal. The redundancy of resources is low, because both 
partners possess of different competencies. The resource dependency will be medium to 
high, depending on the strategic importance of the collaboration. Because of modular 
resource synergy and low resource redundancy, alliances that look for access to new 
competencies are likely to be structured through non equity alliances. 

• Alliances to fulfil specific customer needs often have a high marketing component in the 
collaboration . Both partners are focussed on developing an innovative service I product for a 
certain client focus group. Asset specificity is relative easy to copy and therefore quite 
medium to low. Resource synergy can be modular, sequential or reciprocal but is most likely 
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to be modular. The redundancy of resources is low and the resource dependency is also 
quite low. The objectives in the collaboration do not integrate that much in each others 
business processes and the scope is often on business unit level. Because resource 
specificity and redundancy is low, resource synergy is modular, and resource dependency is 
low it is quite certain that FS incumbents will choose non equity alliances to structure 
alliances that fulfil specific customer needs. 

• Alliances that are set up to increase efficiency can include hard and soft resources. But 
because, the partners both have the same resources, resource specificity is low. The desired 
resource synergy therefore is reciprocal , the partners want to realize economies of scale and 
work closely together. The redundancy of resources has to be high: otherwise the 
collaboration has no effect. The dependency of resources can vary. Sometimes they include 
enterprise wide back office processes, while in other cases it is just cost efficiency of 
business unit level. With high resource redundancy and low resource specificity, alliances 
that increase efficiency are most likely governed by non equity. 

• Alliances that are set up to develop a new technological standard have quite high resource 
specificity. The alliance involves sharing specific knowledge and technology. The resource 
synergy is most of the time reciprocal. The firms work closely together because the alliance 
involves sharing specific knowledge and technology with complex learning cycles. Therefore, 
these types of alliances are most likely to be governed through equity. 

• Alliances to reduce risks on investments enclose medium asset specificity. The partners want 
to reduce their risks on their investments because the investment is too specific, or to large. 
The resource synergy is probably sequential, because the investment is likely to be shared 
among the investors. Resource redundancy is low, because the investment that will be 
carried out will not become smaller. Hence, partners just share the risks. The 
interdependence however is medium to high. The alliance partners have committed to each 
other to invest together and the investment is therefore partly owned by both. High resource 
dependency, sequential resource synergy and medium to high resource specificity lead to the 
preferred choice of an equity alliance. 

The preferred governance choice alliances that are set up to enter new markets from table 5.5 is in 
conflict with the preferences that FS incumbents give in PwC and EIU's survey (2005). The managers 
in PwC and EIU 's survey overall find that non equity alliances are preferred over equity alliances. For 
IE they by far prefer outsourcing over the rest of the governance modes. 

The framework in table 4.2 shows that besides the alliance attributes, also firm factors environmental 
conditions influence the governance choice of an alliance. Based on firm factors it can be stated that 
alliances that involve collaboration with partners that have high dissimilarity (cultural difference, 
country difference and industry difference), the alliance will be governed on an equity basis. If the 
alliance that is set up is a repeated tie, it has more chance of being governed in a contractual manner. 
If the alliance involves more partners, the appropriation concerns are higher and therefore the alliance 
will be more governed on an equity basis. 

There are 4 main environmental conditions that influence the governance choice: competitive rivalry, 
host country conditions, industry appropriability regime and market uncertainty. Because competition 
has increased in the FS industry over the last decade, like described in section 3.1, a relatively high 
number of equity all iances are expected. Especially alliances that are set up in countries with low 
standards of intellectual property protection or great cultural differences will be governed more on an 
equity basis. Hence, in table 5.4 FS incumbents indicate that they prefer to use non equity alliances, 
but they still will pursue also a high number of equity alliances. 

This all results into the following hypotheses regarding the governance of alliances in the FS industry: 

Hypothesis 3a. 

Hypothesis 3b. 

Although FS incumbents state they prefer to use non equity alliances, in 
reality they will use more equity alliances compared with other industries 

Equity alliances are especially pursued when FS incumbents enter new 
markets, develop a new technological standard and reduce risks on 
investments. 
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Hypothesis 3c. 

Hypothesis 3d. 

Hypothesis 3e. 

Hypothesis 3f. 

Hypothesis 3g. 

Hypothesis 3h. 
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Alliances that are set up: to access to complementary competencies, and to 
fulfill customer needs are governed through non equity alliances. 

FS incumbents that try to increase efficiency use various ways of BPO. 

Alliances that involve collaboration with partners from another industry are 
governed more frequent through non equity alliances than alliances that 
involve collaboration with partners from the FS industry are governed through 
equity alliances 

Alliances that involve collaboration with foreign partners with great cultural 
distance are more frequent governed through equity alliances than alliances 
with domestic partners. 

Alliances that are repeated ties between two or more partners are governed 
more frequent though non equity alliances than when alliance partners team 
up for the first time. 

Multi-partner relationships are governed more frequent through equity 
alliances than bilateral relationships. 
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Chapter 6 
Data collection 
This chapter describes how the hypotheses from the previous chapter are tested . When the 
hypotheses from chapter 5 are tested they will cover the research objectives stated in section 2.4. So 
this chapter focuses on a more specific description of how the research objectives are measured (see 
figure 5.1 ). Section 6.1 describes how alliance cases are found in the database of 'Financieel Dagblad' 
and how these cases are analyzed and scored. In section 6.2 the sample description is briefly 
provided. Finally, section 6.2 describes which statistical tools are used to test the hypotheses from 
chapter 5. 

Research objectives 

Measure alliance goals in the 
FS industry 

Measure alliance type I structure 
in the FS industry 

Measure number of alliance 
start-ups in the FS industry 

Research assignment 

Provide Insight for PwC In 
how the FS lndu8by h• 

uaedalU.nCH 

Figure 6. 1 Measuring the research objectives 

6 .1 Data collection methodology 

Research implications 

Describe trends towards 
alliances in the FS industry 

Derive and assess future 
conceivable all iance issues 

fo r FS firms 

Section 2.5 already described that alliance cases are found with the help of the database of 
'Financieel Dagblad' and with press releases on the website of each firm that is included in this study. 
Section 2.4 showed that this study focuses on the alliance behaviour of ABN Amro, Achmea-lnterpolis, 
Aegon , Delta Lloyd, Fortis group, ING group, Rabobank and SNSreaal group. The search process on 
in the database of 'Financieel Dagblad' is carried out with 'Boolean search' terms, each time picking 
one term from each of the following two groups, thereby assessing all combinations: 

Terms in the first qroup are derived based on section 2.5 and from the overview in aooendix 4 

'ABN AND AMRO', 'ING', 'POSTBANK', 'SNS', 'RABOBANK', 'FORTIS', 'ASR', 'AEGON ', 
'INTERPOLIS', 'ACHMEA', 'OHRA', 'NATIONALE AND NEDERLANDEN', 'RVS', 'DEL TA AND 
LLOYD' 

Terms in the second qroup are derived from section 4.3 (if needed translated to Dutch) 

'ALLIANCE', 'JOINT, 'MINORITY', 'SHARED', 'OUTSOURC', 'PARTNER', 
'COO PERA T', 'ALLIANTIE', 'MINDERHEIDSBELANG', 'SAMENWERK', 
'DEELNEMING' 

'COLLABORA T' , 
'U ITBESTED', 

When an alliance is found, the following data is noted: the firms involved, start up date, goal, structure, 
and alliance partner characteristics. For the goal of the alliance, the classification of De Man et. al. 
(1999) is used. The classification is explained in section 4.2. When an alliance was set up with a 
certain goal it is noted with a dummy variable: '1' or a 'O'. It can happen that one alliance is set up to 
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pursue multiple goals. In this case all alliance goals that are applied are indicated with the dummy 
variable '1'. This is no problem as Duysters et. al. (2005) and Pangarkar and Klein (2001) also state 
that one alliance can have multiple purposes. 

The structure of the alliances is measured through: the used governance mode. Initially equity 
alliances are distinguished from non equity alliances. Most hypotheses with regard to the governance 
of alliances in financial services are target on this level. However as the study progressed it became 
clear that all alliance cases can be classified into 5 different alliance governance modes: minority 
investments, joint ventures, cooperatives, consortia and BPO. Hence the governance of the alliance is 
measured on two levels. In both cases the corresponding governance mode was put down with a 
dummy variable ('1') when it was adopted. Todeva and Knoke (2005) give clear short definitions on 
some of these alliance governance modes: 

• Minority equity investments: a minority equity holding by one firm through a direct stock 
purchase of shares in another firm. The investment holds financial and strategic interest. 

• Joint ventures: two or more firms create a jointly owned legal organization that serves a 
limited purpose for its parents such as R&D or marketing 

• Contractual cooperative agreement: a coalition of small enterprises that combine, coordinate 
and manage their collective resources. Partners collaborate over key strategic decisions and 
share responsibilities for performance outcomes. 

• Consortia: Consortia are often defined as multipartner joint ventures. In the FS they are not! A 
consortium is an association of two or more companies with the objective of participating in a 
common activity or pooling their resources for achieving a common goal. Each participant 
retains its separate legal status and thus, the consortium's control over each participant is 
generally limited to activities involving the joint endeavor, particularly the division of profits. In 
the FS, consortia are sometimes referred to as a group of banks who collaborate to give a 
loan. This is more commonly known as a syndicated loan. These type of consortia are not 
considered in this study. 

Todeva and Knoke do not include outsourcing relationships as alliances. However based on section 
4.3 some BPO relationships are included as alliances. Van Straten (2002) gives a clear definition of 
what is considered to a BPO relationship. 

• BPO: BPO can be characterized as leveraging of technology, know how and human 
resources to provide and manage an organization's core and non-core but critical enterprise 
processes and applications. The most common examples of BPO are call centers, human 
resources, accounting and payroll outsourcing. For more examples see figure 4.3. BPO can 
be reached through: jointly SSC's, spin-offs and typical vendor outsourcing relationships 

Next to the alliance start up date, the alliance goal and the alliance governance mode, the alliance 
partner characteristics are measured. Based on almost all press reports and publications the number 
of partners that is involved in the alliance could, the partners' nationality and the partners' industry 
background are derived. The international character of the alliance partner is either domestic or 
foreign, based on the partners' nationality. The number of partners that are involved in the alliance is 
indicated either bilateral or multi-lateral. The industry character is indicated as either inter-industry or 
intra-industry, depending on the industry origin of the firms involved in the alliance. These partner 
industry characteristics can also be indicated as vertical alliance partners and horizontal alliance 
partners (Gleason et. al. 2003). Vertical I inter industry alliance partners are originated in a non-FS 
industry. Horizontal I intra industry alliance partners are also from the FS industry. For each character 
related to an alliance, in the research it was given a dummy variable ('1 ')when it corresponded. 

One must evaluate the reliability of this data collection methodology. All the alliance cases that are 
sampled are collected and coded by one person. This has a dramatic impact on the reliability of the 
collected data. Normally, intercoding reliability should be part of this research method, by letting 
individuals separately search for cases and score them individually. In this study the cases are 
selected by one person, but they are checked and scored by two persons. Discrepancies are 
discussed and eventually alliance cases are removed. This increases the reliability of this study. 

6.2 Sample description 
In total 330 alliances, formed over the last decade by Dutch FS incumbents are analyzed. After the 
data was checked by two alliance experts, 17 of them were discussed and excluded because they did 
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not fit in with the definition of an alliance, as formulated in section 4.1. Then, two alliances were 
excluded because the governance form of the collaboration could not be determined with reasonable 
certainty based on the source of information resu lting in a total number of 301 alliances. The collected 
data following the methodology described in this chapter is summarized in appendix 6. 

6.3 Use of statistics and data considerations 
To find answers on the hypotheses for the number of alliance start ups and for alliance purposes in 
the FS industry simple descriptive statistics are used. Within these hypotheses answers that provide 
simple quantities or percentages are satisfactory. To find answers on the used governance mode of 
alliances simple descriptive statistics are not satisfactory. Hypothesis 3a, b, c, d, e, f, g and h propose 
a certain association between alliance variables. To find answers on these cases , first descriptive 
statistics are used. If relationships between alliance variables are not clear based on descriptive 
statistics, then other statistical tools should be considered. Furthermore, the hypotheses propose 
association between 2 alliance variables, but maybe typical alliance sets can be identified from the 
collected data. The nature of the data determines which statistic tools are most appropriate. The 
nature of the data is described by the scale of measurement that is used (Sprinthall 1997). It can 
either be: 

• Nominal : the data is presented in frequencies of occurrence 
• Ordinal : the data contains distances between successive scale points, but they are not known 

or equal 
• Scale/ Interval : The distances between successive scale points are assumed to be equal. 

The data list in appendix 6 can be characterized as categorical nominal data. 

Hypotheses 3a, b, c, d, e, f, g and h are hypotheses of association and of difference. They suggest a 
correlation between 2 alliance variables, but at the same time a difference. To test if there are typical 
FS alliances with a specific goal, structure and partner characteristics an experimental testing 
procedure is used. Figure 6.2 shows which tests are most appropriate in each situation. For 
hypotheses 3a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h the contingency coefficient and Chi Square tests are used to test 
association and differences between alliance variables. For discovering typical alliance sets in the FS 
industry, the Chi-Square test is useful (Sprintha/11997). 

' Chi-Square 

Hypothesis of 
difference 

Nominal data 

McNemar Test 

Figure 6. 2 Flowchart to choose the correct statistical test 

Coeflicent of 
Contingency 

Ordinal data 

' 
There are several analysis tools in SPSS that can help to discover certain relationships between sets 
of nominal alliance variables. When significant relationships between tow nominal variables need to be 
identified a cross tabulation with significance test is an appropriate tool. A cross tabulation is a table 
whose cells contain some measurement of correspondence between the rows and the columns. The 
measure of correspondence can be any indication of the similarity, affinity, confusion , association , or 
interaction between two variables. In cross tabulation , the cells contain frequency counts. The cross 
tabulation table is the basic technique for examining the relationship between two categorical (nominal 
and ordinal) variables, possibly controlling for additional layering variables (Sprinthall 1997) . Cross 
tabulations with contingency coefficients can help to test the hypotheses 3a, b, c, d, e, f, g and h. 
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A statistical tool that can be used to identify similar groups of cases is cluster analysis. Cluster 
analysis is not limited to a maximum number of nominal variables that can be processed. There are 
various cluster analysis techniques, however based on the nature of the data that is collected the 
TwoStep Cluster Analysis is the best clustering tool that can be used to identify similar groups in data 
sets with categorical data (nominal and ordinal). Other clustering techniques, like Hierarchical 
Clustering and K-Means clustering is not suitable because they require numeric or scale data. The 
TwoStep Cluster Analysis procedure is an exploratory tool designed to reveal natural groupings (or 
clusters) within a data set that would otherwise not be apparent. The algorithm employed by this 
procedure has several desirable features that differentiate it from traditional clustering techniques: 

• The ability to create clusters based on both categorical and continuous variables 
• Automatic selection of the number of clusters 
• The ability to analyze large data files efficiently 

(Sprintha/11997) 

The TwoStep Cluster Analysis in combination with Chi-Square testing can help to reveal possible 
alliance sets with multiple alliance variables like: alliance goal , alliance governance mode and alliance 
partner characteristics. 

In order to handle nominal variables, the TwoStep Cluster analysis procedure uses a likelihood 
distance measure which assumes that variables in the cluster model are independent. The two steps 
of the TwoStep Cluster Analysis procedure's algorithm can be summarized as follows: Step 1: The 
procedure begins with the construction of a Cluster Features (CF) Tree. The tree begins by placing the 
first case at the root of the tree in a leaf node that contains variable information about that case. Each 
successive case is then added to an existing node or forms a new node, based upon its similarity to 
existing nodes and using the distance measure as the similarity criterion . A node that contains multiple 
cases contains a summary of variable information about those cases. Thus, the CF tree provides a 
capsule summary of the data file . Step 2: The leaf nodes of the CF tree are then grouped using an 
agglomerative clustering algorithm. The agglomerative clustering can be used to produce a range of 
solutions. To determine which number of clusters is "best": each of these cluster solutions is compared 
using Schwarz's Bayesian Criterion (BIG). 
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Chapter 7 
Alliance trends in the FS industry 
The previous chapter described how data is collected to test the hypotheses from chapter 5. It also 
described which statistical tests can be used to perform measurements on the hypotheses. This 
chapter tests and discusses each of the hypotheses using the collected data in appendix 6 and the 
statistical tests as described section 6.3. Figure 7.1 recalls the research assignment. Section 7.1 
focuses on hypothesis 1 and evaluates the number of alliance announcements in the FS industry. 
Section 7.2 shows for which purposes Dutch FS incumbents have used alliances. Section 7.3 shows 
which alliance governance modes are used by Dutch FS incumbents. Furthermore it reveals typical 
FS alliance types. Finally, section 7.4 checks if Dutch FS incumbents have different alliance strategies 
or if there are differences in how alliances are used in the sub industries, banking and insurance. 

Research objectives 

Measure alliance goals in the 
FS industry 

Measure number of al liance 
start-ups in the FS industry 

Research assignment 

Provide Insight for PwC In 
how the FS Industry ha 

uHd .iHences 

Research implications 

Describe trends towards 
alliances in the FS industry 

Derive and assess fu ture 
conceivable alliance issues 

for FS firms 

Figure 7. 1 Providing insight in how Dutch FS incumbents have used alliances. 

7 .1 Alliance announcements grow exponentially in the FS 
industry 

To refresh the memory, hypothesis 1, is cited below: 

Hypothesis 1. Over the last decade, an increase in the number of alliance start ups can be 
seen in the Dutch FS industry 

Out of the data from appendix 6, the number of alliance announcements is easily drawn. The number 
of alliances initiated by the FS incumbents from our sample increased over the last decade. Where in 
1996 and 1997 they altogether started up around 10 alliances, in 2005 there were already almost 80 
alliance start ups and in 2006 this trend is expected to continue. Figure 7.1 shows that FS incumbents 
from our sample are expected to announce over 100 alliances together in 2006. 

The trend line in figure 7.2 displays the R-squared value. The R-squared value, also known as the 
coefficient of determination, is a number from 0 to 1 that reveals how closely the estimated values for 
the trend line correspond to the actual data. A trend line is most reliable when its R-squared value is at 
or near 1. When the value is between 0,7 and 1, the pace of growth is generally accepted as reliable 
for its type of trend line. The R-squared value for the exponential growth of the number of alliance set 
ups in the FS industry is 0,90, which points out that the increase in the number of alliance start ups in 
the FS, over the last decade is exponentially. Hypothesis 1 is hereby accepted. FS market changes 
over the last decade together with new business requirements lead FS incumbents to the use of 
alliances. Hence, FS firms do not only indicate that they are going to focus more on alliance 
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opportunities. They are in fact using alliances as an alternative strategy to meet new business 
requirements, supported by the exponentially growing number of alliance start ups in the FS industry. 

All iance announcements in the FS industry 

1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 

Figure 7.2 Number of alliance announcements in the FS industry 

c::::::J # alliances 

--Expon. (FS industry) 

In total 301 alliances are examined. Table 7.1 shows how these alliance announcements are divided 
on the FS incumbents which are analyzed. Table 7.1 shows that in total 316 alliances are analyzed. 
This number is higher than in the sample description in section 5.3. This is due to FS incumbents in 
our sample that are building alliances together. Hence, in table 7 .1 some alliance announcements are 
double counted. For generating results on hypotheses concerning the FS industry as a whole, 'double 
counted ' alliances are excluded from the data list. For generating results on firm level these alliances 
are included for both firms involved. Table 7.1 shows that ING has announced the most alliances 
during the last decade, followed by ABN Amro, Fortis, Rabobank and Achmea. Aegon , SNSreaal and 
Delta Lloyd announce least alliances over the last decade. 

1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 Total firm 

ABN Amro 1 1 6 4 7 4 5 7 6 9 50 

Achmea 1 1 3 1 5 3 4 3 9 11 41 

Aegon 1 2 3 2 2 3 4 2 5 3 27 

Delta Lloyd 1 1 1 1 3 2 3 1 4 4 21 

Fortis 0 1 3 1 2 5 4 6 9 14 45 

ING 0 0 4 2 5 4 9 7 13 16 60 

Rabobank 1 1 2 3 4 2 4 5 11 11 44 

SNSreaal 0 0 0 1 0 2 1 3 8 12 27 

Total year 5 7 22 15 28 25 34 34 65 80 316 

Table 7. 1 Alliance announcements in the FS industry 

The number of alliance start ups by the individual FS incumbents in our sample is illustrated in 
appendix 7. The R-squared values indicate that the speed of alliance announcement for Achmea
lnterpolis, Fortis, ING, Rabobank, and SNSreaal all show exponential growth patterns over the last 
decade. However, it must be noted that exponential growth patterns for individual firms are not as 
convincing as the exponential trend line in alliance announcements for the FS industry as a whole. 
Some trend lines in figures in appendix 7 suggest that for some firms like ING, Fortis and SNSreaal , 
alliance announcements will be inconceivably high in 2006. The figures in appendix 7 just indicate that 
these firms are expected to show most rapid growth in alliance announcements in the FS industry. 
ABN Amro, Delta Lloyd and Aegon also show a growth pattern in the number of alliance 
announcements: however it is not an exponential growth, nor a linear, demonstrated by the R-squared 
values. Their graphs show a rather fanciful growth pattern. 
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7 .2 Alliances in the FS for international growth and new 
competencies 

Hypothesis 2 consists of three parts and focuses on alliance goals in the FS industry. The three 
hypotheses are cited below: 

Hypothesis 2a. 

Hypothesis 2b. 

Hypothesis 2c. 

Alliances in the FS industry will mainly function as a vehicle to: access new 
foreign markets, increase efficiency, access specialized competencies and 
serve individual consumer needs 

Alliances that are set up to hedge against a missing out on technology or to 
develop a new technological standard are not applied in the FS industry 

Out of all alliance goals, alliances that are set up to enter a new market are 
the most attractive. However, in the course of time, alliances that are set up to 
access specialized competencies have gained attractiveness 

Out of the data from appendix 6, the alliance goals of FS industry alliances can easily be drawn. It 
must be noted that one single alliance can have multiple goals. Figure 7.3 shows that alliances in the 
FS industry are mainly used to enter new markets and to access specialized competencies . In 40% of 
FS alliances, the goal was to enter a new market. In 45% of FS alliances, the goal is to access 
specialized competencies. In 26% of the alliances that are analyzed, the goal is to fulfil specific 
customer needs. 4% of all alliances are set up to develop a new technological standard and 6% of the 
FS alliances were set up to reduce risks on investments. 13% of the alliances that are analyzed are 
aimed at increasing cost efficiency. The pie charts with alliance goals for the individual firms are in 
appendix 8. 

Alliance goals in the FS industry 

Figure 7.3 Primary alliance goals in the FS industry 

o Enter new market 

a Access new competencies 

• Fulfill customer needs 

• Set standard 

• Increase efficiency 

o Reduce risks 

Referring to hypothesis 2a, FS incumbents indeed focus mainly on alliances to enter new markets and 
to access specialized competencies. However, using alliances as a vehicle to fulfil customer needs 
and increase efficiency are adapted to a lower degree. Referring to hypothesis 2b, the collected data 
on alliance did not contain alliances that were set up to hedge against a missing out on technology 
and only 4% of the collected alliances were set up to develop an new a technology standard. Thus 
hypothesis 2a is partly accepted and hypothesis 2b is fully accepted . This implies that FS incumbents 
apply alliances directly for their new business requirements . Because a single alliance can have 
multiple alliance goals the accumulative of the percentages does not equal 100%. This is mainly due 
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to the alliance goal 'access to specialized competencies'. FS incumbents access specialized 
competencies in alliances often in combination with another alliance goal in the FS industry. For 
instance, when FS incumbents try to fulfil specific customer needs, they work together with specialized 
partners that possess specific knowledge or other resources that are needed to approach the targeted 
client group. So from the FS firm perspective the alliance both has the goal to fulfil customer needs, 
but it also is looking for specialized competencies. Other examples of FS incumbents setting up 
alliances with combined access to specialized competencies in the FS industry are when they develop 
a new technological standard and when they increase cost efficiency. To give an idea about what we 
are specifically talking about on FS alliances, the next section will discuss short case examples for 
each of De Man et. al. 's (1999) alliance goals. 

International growth is a major alliance goal for FS incumbents. Nearly every Dutch bank closes 
alliances with local partners in new emerging geographical markets. In the late 90's and early 2000's 
banks and insurers started to access Latin American markets like Brazil and Mexico. Nowadays, they 
focus on India, China and Korea with wealth services and retail and commercial banking activities. 
Recently, ING closed an alliance with the Beijing Capital Group in China, the Kookmin bank in Korea 
and Vysya Life in India. Aegon works together in China with the Chinese state oil company CNOOC. 
Fortis closed an alliance with Haitong securities and futures and with the Taiping Life Insurance 
Company. Rabobank closed an alliance with the Chinese agricultural bank Zhejiang Provincial Rural 
Credit Company. Finally, ABN Amro closed an alliance with the Xianghai Captial Group in China and 
they entered the Australian market with the help of local partners. ABN Amro took a strategic minority 
interest in commissionaire Brokerone. Brokerone is a specialized partner in processing futures. With 
the collaboration , ABN Amro increases their market share in Australia. Earlier, ABN Amro already 
closed alliances with stockbroking house Morgan, fundraiser Absolute Capital and mortgager Wizard . 
The joint venture with Morgan gives ABN Amro access to 260.000 new clients in Australia. Also within 
European boundaries Dutch FS incumbents close alliances to strengthen their positions. Achmea 
holds a strategic minority interest in Eureko, the European conglomerate of insurers, and collaborates 
with several Eastern European FS incumbents. ABN Amro started alliances in their new home market 
Italy, including partners like Capitalia and Antonveneta . The alliance with Antonveneta was used as a 
leg up to the recent acquisition. 

Alliances that involve access to specialized competencies in the FS industry are set up to complete a 
financial service package. For instance ING works together with the Bank of New York to offer their 
clients global custody services. ING itself does not have experience with offering custody services to 
their clients but with the help of Bank of New York they can offer their clients better monitoring of 
compliance and performance on investments. Another example of this type of alliance goal is the joint 
venture between ABN Amro and Delta Lloyd. With the help of Delta Lloyd, ABN Amro can offer their 
clients also insurance policies and Delta Lloyd can easily increase its client network. Rabobank and 
Achmea Zilveren Kruis collaborate in a similar way on health insurance policies. 

Examples of alliances in the FS industry that are focussed on fulfilling specific customer needs are the 
collaboration between ING Postbank and Ahold , and the collaboration between SNSreaal and 
Microsoft. Postbank places cash dispensers in Albert Heijn supermarkets and offer Albert Heijn clients 
to open a specific Albert Heijn - Postbank savings account at the supermarket. SNSreaal developed 
MSN banking, named Bill , with Microsoft. MSN users can now check their credit balances on MSN 
and perform payments for concert tickets, cd's and other products with the help of affiliated partners 
like Mojo Concerts and Free Record Shop. With these alliance partners SNSreaal focuses specifically 
on youngsters in the Netherlands. 

FS alliances that are set up to increase efficiency are often focussed on cost reduction of the IT back 
office processes. ABN Amro is famous for its recent outsourcing deal of where a conglomerate under 
control of IBM reorganizes and manages ABN Amro's world wide IT back office processes. Now, ING 
is looking for a similar deal. Other examples of increase efficiency alliances in the FS industry are the 
joint ventures between Rabobank and KBC bank and between Achmea and Athlon Car Lease. 
Rabobank and KBC bank started a new organization to centrally process their money transfer and 
transactions. The joint venture between Achmea and Athlon aims at building a central position to buy 
car parts from garages to realize scale economies for dealing with action for car damages. 
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Although the FS industry does not often use alliances to develop a new technological standard, these 
alliances are quite important to FS incumbents. Rabobank, ING and ABN Amro jointly developed a 
new payment system, Ideal, that enables clients to perform transactions through internet more easily. 
This new system offers much more opportunities than the old Rabo Direct, ING's Way2Pay and ABN 
Amro's E-wallet and will therefore quickly replace these old systems. Fortis and SNSreaal who did not 
participate in this collaboration are willing to join at all cost. Alliances that are set up to develop a new 
standard have a severe impact on the FS industry as a whole. Like alliances to develop a new 
standard, also alliances to reduce risks on investments were not found to a large extend in the FS 
industry. Banks are well known for building syndicates to issue long term loans. However these types 
of collaborations do not fit into our description of an alliance, and are therefore not considered in this 
study. Within syndicates, banks enter into an agreement on several aspects of the loan, but it certainly 
does not have strategic impact on their business operations. Still some alliances were found in the FS 
industry that are aimed at reducing risks on investments. For instance, ING and Sonae Sierra teamed 
up in a joint venture to invest in the construction and development of a shopping centre and with ABN 
Amro's daughter Bouwfonds in a consortium for the construction and development of a business park. 

Hypothesis 2c suggests that the attractiveness of alliances looking for complementarity increased in 
the course of time. Figure 7.4 is constructed to show how the attractiveness of alliance goals has 
evolved over time. Looking at the different alliance goals adopted per year in the FS industry, alliances 
that look for specialized competencies and alliances that were set up to enter new markets have 
always been the two most occurring alliance goals. Figure 7.4 does not show that alliances that look 
for specialized competencies have won attractiveness over time in the FS industry. The high number 
of enter new market alliances in 1996 and 1997 show a rather distorted image. Due to the fact that the 
number of alliances from within this period is quite small , results are not that reliable. After these two 
years the occurrence of alliances that look for new competencies did not significantly grow. However, 
it is notable that, alliances that fulfil specific customer needs have won slightly on attractiveness during 
the last two years. 
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Figure 7.4 Alliance goals over the last decade in the FS industry 
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7 .3 Equity alliances vs. non equity alliances in the FS 
Hypothesis 3 consists of eight parts and focuses on different aspects about the used alliance 
governance structures in the FS industry. 

Hypothesis 3a. Although FS incumbents state they prefer to use non equity alliances, in 
reality they will use more equity alliances compared with other industries 
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Equity alliances are especially pursued when FS incumbents enter new 
markets, develop a new technological standard and reduce risks on 
investments. 

Alliances that are set up: to access to complementary competencies, and to 
fulfill customer needs are governed through non equity alliances. 

FS incumbents that try to increase efficiency use various ways of BPO. 

Alliances that involve collaboration with partners from another industry are 
governed more frequent through non equity alliances than alliances that 
involve collaboration with partners from the FS industry are governed through 
equity alliances 

Alliances that involve collaboration with foreign partners with great cultural 
distance are more frequent governed through equity alliances than alliances 
with domestic partners. 

Alliances that are repeated ties between two or more partners are governed 
more frequent though non equity alliances than when alliance partners team 
up for the first time. 

Multi-partner relationships are governed more frequent through equity 
alliances than bilateral relationships. 

Out of the data in appendix 6 an overview of the frequency of different alliance governance modes in 
the FS industry can be easily created. Within equity alliances we found that the FS industry uses 
minority investments and joint ventures. Within non equity alliances, FS incumbents apply contractual 
cooperative structures, consortia, and different sourcing strategies. Figure 7.5 shows the frequency of 
the number of minority investments, joint ventures, cooperative agreements, consortia and BPO in the 
FS industry. 52% of all alliances in the FS industry were structured through a simple contract in a 
cooperative agreement. 16% of the alliances are structured in a minority investment and 22% through 
a joint venture. This implies that 38% of the alliances from our data set can be characterized as equity 
alliances. Only 4% of the alliances from the data set are consortia and 6% can be characterized as 
various ways of BPO. 

Governance modes in the FS industry 

Figure 7.5 Alliance governance modes in the FS industry 

o Minority investment 

Joint Venture 

• Cooperative 
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oBPO 
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Hypothesis 3a argues that in general FS incumbents use a higher percentage of equity alliances than 
other industries. From our data this hypothesis is supported. Duysters et. al. (1999) states that the 
share of equity agreements in all industries has declined steadily in the course of time. Equity 
alliances only take on a share of 10% opposed to 90% of non equity alliances. In the FS industry this 
percentage of equity alliances is a lot higher. Equity alliances count for 36% opposed to 64% non 
equity alliances. Figure 7 .6 shows how this distribution of equity alliances to non equity alliances has 
changed over the course time. With some imagination a trend towards non equity alliances can be 
detected. Still the number of equity alliances in the FS industry is considerably high. 
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Figure 7. 6 Equity alliances versus Non equity alliances during the last decade 
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An explanation for this trend towards more non equity alliances in the FS industry can be found in how 
alliance experience evolved. Reuer and Zollo (2000) and Globerman and Nielsen (2005) state that 
alliance experience influence the governance choice. Firms that have a lot of alliance experience tend 
to form more contractual relationships (non equity alliances). Alliance experience at firms grows with 
the number of alliances it builds in the course of time. Figure 7.1 already showed that the number of 
alliances that is announced in the FS industry grew exponentially during the last decade. This implies 
that also alliance experience grows at FS incumbents. Consequently FS incumbents get more 
experienced with alliances and focus on flexible non equity alliance governance modes. 

Hypotheses 3b, c, and d state that not only firms' experience with alliances influence the governance 
choice of an alliance, but also the alliance goal is an important governance influencer. The previous 
section showed that alliances in the FS industry are mainly set up to enter new geographical markets 
and to access specialized competencies. Also alliances to increase efficiency and to fulfill specific 
needs of certain client groups, occur frequently in the FS industry. Hence, there is enough data to test 
these hypotheses. Figure 7.7 shows the how the five different governance modes are applied for each 
of the six different alliance goals. When the goal of the alliance is to enter a new market firms mainly 
use minority investments and joint ventures. In more than 70% of the cases where FS incumbents 
enter new markets, they use an equity alliance. Hypothesis 3b is hereby accepted. High resource 
synergy and high resource dependency are probably important drivers for FS incumbents to choose 
an equity alliance for this alliance goal. Furthermore, from an ROT perspective an equity alliance 
offers FS incumbents future options to grow even further by taking a controlling interest in the equity 
alliance or in the alliance partner. 

FS alliances that seek access to specialized competencies are in 70% of all cases governed through a 
simple contract. Still, for alliances that seek specialized competencies, 26% is structured through an 
equity alliance, which is quite high . However in section 7.1 it was stated that this alliance goal is often 
combined with another alliance goal. Further data analysis showed that in 50% of the alliances that is 
looking for specialized competencies and structured through an equity alliance, the collaboration was 
also set up to enter a new geographical market. Hypothesis 3c is hereby accepted. 
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For FS alliances with the goal to increase efficiency FS incumbents use BPO, cooperative agreements 
and joint ventures. Cost reductions are sometimes even realized through minority investments. To use 
equity alliances for realizing cost efficiency seems rather laborious. Hypothese 3d is partly accepted. 
In almost 40% of cases where FS incumbents want to increase efficiencies the collaboration is 
structured through various ways of BPO. Furthermore, most FS alliances that are set up to develop a 
new technological standard are structured through a non equity alliance. Alliances that reduce risks on 
investments occur most times through consortia, though also a number of joint ventures are applied 
for this alliance goal. 

Governance modes per goal in the FS industry 
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Figure 7. 7 Alliance governance mode per alliance goal in the FS industry 
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According to section 5.5 the governance of an alliance is also linked to alliance partner characteristics. 
Hypotheses 3e, f, g, and h contain a number of propositions in relation to how partner characteristics 
in the FS are linked to alliance governance. Section 6.1 describes that three aspects on partner 
characteristics in FS alliances are measured. The data list contains for each alliance, the number of 
alliance partners that are involved in the alliance. This is coded as either bilateral or multi-partner. 
Then, the nationality of alliance partners is considered . This is coded as either domestic or foreign. 
Finally the industry background of alliance partners is measured and this is coded as either 'intra 
industry' or 'inter industry'. Appendix 9 shows that only 15% of the alliances from the data list can be 
described as multi-partner alliances. FS incumbents work approximately equally with domestic and 
with foreign partner in alliances. Furthermore, in 60% of alliance cases from the data list the alliance 
partner in FS alliances can be characterized as an intra industry partner, which means that FS 
incumbents show a larger interest into alliance partners that are also from the FS industry. Figure 7.8 
shows how different alliance governance modes occurred within each alliance partner characteristic. 

Hypothesis 3e states that the number of equity alliances within collaboration between FS incumbents 
and intra industry partners is higher than in collaboration with inter industry partners. Partner similarity 
with intra industry partners is higher and therefore alliance partners have a higher amount of trust in 
each other. They also have similar resources which can lead to higher resource synergy and resource 
redundancy. Figure 7.8 shows that the number of joint ventures and minority investments occurs more 
often in collaboration with intra industry partners. Over 52% of alliances with intra industry partners are 
structured through equity alliances. Within alliance with inter industry partners this is only 16%. 
Furthermore it is striking that the number of consortia is higher amongst alliances with intra industry 
partners and that the number of BPO relationships is higher amongst alliances with inter industry 
partners. Hypothesis 3e is hereby accepted. 

Hypothesis 3f states that collaboration with foreign partners occurs more often through equity alliances 
than collaboration with domestic partners, due to higher partner uncertainty. FS incumbents are 
expected to use equity alliances so they can better control cultural differences. Figure 7.8 shows that 
the number of equity alliances amongst alliances with foreign alliance partners is much higher than 
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amongst alliances with domestic alliance partners . Especially the number of minority investments is 
much higher amongst alliance with foreign alliance partners. Within FS alliances with foreign alliance 
partners 58% is structured through an equity alliances. Within FS alliances with domestic alliance 
partners only 15% is structured through an equity alliance. Hence, hypothesis 3f is fully accepted. 
Furthermore, whether the alliance partner is domestic of foreign, it seems not to affect choices for the 
governance modes of BPO or a consortium. Both governance modes are approximately equally found 
in both categories. 

Partner characteristics on alliance governance choice 
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Figure 7. 8 Partner characteristics and alliance governance in the FS industry 
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Hypothesis 3g states that repeated ties between alliance partners result into more contractual 
relationships. Alliance partner already know each other a bit better and consequently the need for 
control is lower. The data which is collected does not provide us with many repeated ties. Each 
alliance that is found is with a new alliance partner. Only ING has set up a number of repeated ties 
with Kookmin Bank in Korea and with Aegon . ING stuck to starting joint ventures with both firms 
instead of forming more contractual cooperative agreements. However there are not enough alliance 
cases with repeated ties to reject th is hypothesis. 

Hypothesis 3h states that alliances with more partners are more likely to be governed through equity 
alliances than alliances that involve a bilateral relationship. More partners in an alliance result into 
higher appropriation concerns cause there are simply more partners with possible deceitful behaviour. 
Obviously, minority investments are not feasible within multi-partner alliances. Figure 7.8 shows that 
the number of joint ventures, just like the number of minority investments is not higher for multi-partner 
alliances. Only 12% of all multi-partner alliances can be characterized as joint ventures. In bilateral 
alliances 20% of alliances are joint ventures. Alliances with more partners are more often governed 
through contractual cooperative agreements or through consortia. Hypothesis 3h is rejected . It seems 
that multi-partner relationships do not increase appropriation concerns in FS alliances. At least, FS 
incumbents do not wish to have more control over alliance partner behaviour when there are more 
partners in the relationship. 

This section showed how different governance modes occur within certain alliance goals and certain 
alliance partner characteristics. The following section briefly discusses results from cross tabulations 
to further support the hypotheses. 

Cross tabulations 

Appendix 10 contains cross tabulations on alliance goal and governance mode and on alliance partner 
characteristics and governance mode. The alliance governance is considered on the level of specific 
modes, thus: minority investments, joint ventures, cooperatives, consortia and BPO. The cross 
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tabulations show concrete strong relationships between alliance goal, governance and partner 
characteristics, though some relationships are stronger than others. Cross tabulations indicate the 
same combinations of alliance goal and governance mode and alliance partner characteristics and 
governance mode. Cross tabulation statistics can also indicate the strength of relationships. For 
nominal by nominal data symmetric measures the Contingency coefficient can be applied. The 
contingency coefficient is a measure of association based on chi-square. The value ranges between 
zero and 1, with zero indicating no association between the row and column variables and values 
close to 1 indicating a high degree of association between the variables. Pearson Chi-Square Linear 
by Linear association measures the discrepancy between the observed situation and what if rows and 
columns were unrelated. Table 7.2 contains symmetric measures for cross tabulations between 
alliance goals, alliance governance and partner characteristics. 

Cross tabulations Contingency coef. Pearson Linear by Pearson Asymp. Sig. 
Linear association (2-sided 0,05) 

Enter new market - Governance 0,505 76,240 0,000 

Access spec. comp. - Governance 0,357 2,998 0,084 

Fulfil customer needs - Governance 0,428 8,293 0,003 

Set a new standard - Governance 0,102 0,039 0,844 

Increase efficiency - Governance 0,463 28,755 0,000 

Reduce risks on inv. - Governance 0,711 5,954 0,015 

Partner characteristics - Governance 0,527 42,360 0,000 

Table 7.2 Symmetric measures for cross tabulations 

Table 7.2 shows that there is a high association between variables of: enter new market and 
governance, increase efficiency and governance, and partner characteristics and governance. 
Associations between alliance variables fulfil customer needs and governance, and reduce risks on 
investments and governance are also significant. Association between the other variables is quite low. 
The cross tabulations support hypotheses 3b, c, d, e, and f. 

TwoStep Cluster analysis 

TwoStep Cluster analysis further considers associations between alliance variables to discover 
specific alliance sets. TwoStep Cluster analysis is elaborated in appendix 11. The TwoStep Cluster 
analysis creates three clusters in which it categorizes alliance variables with 95% confidence interval 
on student's t. BIC score is not the lowest for three clusters, but the ratio of distance measures is at an 
optimum. The three clusters are in table 7.3. Table 7.3 shows for each cluster: the number of alliance 
cases it contains, the strength of association within the cluster with the Chi Square statistic, the 
alliance goal(s) within the cluster, the governance modes, the number of alliance partners, alliance 
partners nationality and alliance partner industry. 

Cluster #alliances ChiSauare Goal Governance # cartners Nationality lndustrv 

1 82 75,1 Increase Cooperative, Multi partner 
efficiency & Consortia, 
Reduce risks BPO, 
on invest. Joint venture 

2 115 62,3 Fulfil client Cooperative Bilateral Domestic Inter industry 
needs & 
access to 
spec. comp. 

3 104 85,0 Enter new Joint venture Bilateral Foreign Intra industry 
markets Minority inv. 

Table 7.3 TwoStep Cluster analysis 

The first cluster contains 82 alliance cases. The Chi-Square values for all clusters are quite high, so 
variables that are significant in all three clusters have strong associations. Appendix 11 shows three 
graphs of the within cluster percentages of governance modes. The first cluster contains alliances with 
the goal to increase efficiency and to reduce risks on investments. There are different governance 
modes in this cluster, most of them cooperatives but also a lot of consortia , joint ventures and various 
ways of BPO. In addition to that, cluster 1 is characterized by multi-partner alliances. The second 
cluster contains 115 alliances with a primary alliance goal to fulfil customer needs. The second goal 
that is significant in this cluster is 'access to specialized competencies'. The alliances in this cluster are 
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structured through simple contracts in cooperative agreements. FS incumbents work in alliances in this 
cluster with one inter-industry domestic partner. The third cluster contains 104 alliances with the goal 
to enter new geographical markets. The alliances in the third cluster are governed through joint 
ventures and minority investments. FS incumbents collaborate with a foreign FS partner in alliances in 
this cluster. The significance of all variables are illustrated in graphs and described in appendix 11 . 

Although the Chi Square value is quite high in the first cluster, it contains two goals that do not occur 
together in single alliance cases. The TwoStep Cluster analysis shows a rather distorted image. In this 
case the TwoStep Cluster analysis suggests checking BIC values and considering running the 
analysis with a fixed number of clusters (Sprinthall 1997) . The BIC values from the TwoStep Cluster 
analysis in appendix 11 show that there is enough space to run the analysis with an extra cluster. 
When the analysis is carried out with a fixed number of 4 clusters, TwoStep cluster analysis shows 
better results , illustrated in table 7.4. Appendix 11 contains also the within cluster percentages of 
governance modes and shows that governance modes are better divided over the clusters. In addition 
to that, for these clusters also the significance of the variables is measured and their graphs are in 
appendix 11 . 

Cluster #alliances Chi Sauare Goal Governance #partners Nationality Industry 

1 37 75,1 Increase BPO, Inter industry 
efficiency Cooperative, 

Joint venture 

2 114 62,3 Fulfil client Cooperative Bilateral Domestic Inter industry 
needs & 
access to 
spec. comp. 

3 101 84,9 Enter new Joint venture Bilateral Foreign Intra industry 
markets Minority inv. 

4 49 62,1 Reduce risks Cooperative, Multi-partner 
on invest. & Consortia , 
Set a new Joint venture 
standard 

Table 7.4 TwoStep Cluster analysis 4 clusters 

Now, the first cluster contains 37 alliances and only the alliance goal to increase efficiency is 
significant. The strength of associations in this cluster remains. When FS incumbents increase 
efficiency, they work with inter industry partners in BPO relationships or cooperative agreements. To a 
lower degree, also joint ventures are applied as a governance mode to increase efficiency. The second 
cluster stays almost exactly the same as in the first TwoStep Cluster analysis. It has deleted one 
alliance case from its cluster, but it has no effect on significant alliance variables and on strength of 
association. The third cluster also remains the same. It has deleted three alliance cases but this also 
has no effect on significant alliance variables and the strength of association in this cluster. The fourth 
cluster that is added in this refined TwoStep Cluster analysis contains 49 alliance cases with two 
significant goals: alliances to reduce risks on investments and alliances to set a new technological 
standard. The Chi Square value shows strong associations in this cluster. Alliance cases in this cluster 
are multi-partner alliances. 

The second TwoStep Cluster analysis already shows a more clear result of typical alliance types in the 
FS industry. However, in the first and the fourth cluster still several used governance modes are 
noticed and some alliance variables are not significant. The fourth cluster still contains two alliance 
goals that do not occur together in alliance cases in the data list in appendix 6. Running another 
TwoStep Cluster analysis with five fixed clusters is considered . This however has a dramatic impact on 
the strength of associations in one of the clusters. However, BIC values in appendix 11 indicate that 
associations in general for five clusters are stronger. Furthermore, it offers us more insight in true 
associations between alliance variables. The TwoStep cluster analysis with five clusters is summarized 
in table 7.5. Appendix 11 contains also the within cluster percentages of governance modes and 
shows that, again , governance modes are better divided over the clusters. In addition to that, for these 
clusters also the significance of the variables is measured and their graphs are in appendix 11. 

Cluster 4 changes in comparison with earlier TwoStep Cluster analysis. Cluster 4 has now stronger 
association between alliance variables and contains alliance cases that reduce risk on investments 
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that are structure with other FS partners through mainly consortia. The cluster that is added in this 
analysis is cluster 5 and it contains 32 alliance cases with the alliance goal 'set a new technological 
standard' and 'multi-partner' alliances as significant variables. Unfortunately, the Chi Square value is 
very low and associations between variables in this cluster are not significant. . 

Cluster #alliances Chi Sauare Goal Governance #oartners Nationality Industry 

1 37 75,1 Increase BPO, Inter industry 
efficiency Cooperative, 

Joint venture 

2 112 60,6 Fulfil client Cooperative Bilateral Domestic Inter industry 
needs & 
access to 
spec. comp. 

3 102 82,3 Enter new Joint venture Bilateral Foreign Intra industry 
markets Minoritv inv. 

4 18 143,2 Reduce risks Consortia Intra industry 
on invest. 

5 32 8,8 Seta new Cooperative Multi-partner 
standard 

Table 7.5 TwoStep Cluster analysis five clusters 

4 alliance types 

Based on the cross tabulations, and two-step cluster analysis, 4 distinct alliance types are found, 
illustrated in table 7.6. Figure 4.4 in section 4.7 showed that the governance choice of an alliance is 
related to alliance attributes, partner characteristics and environmental conditions. TwoStep Cluster 
analysis and cross tabulations indicated that there exist certain alliance types with specific alliance 
goal , governance and partner characteristics. For some of these types the associations between these 
variables are stronger, but still theory on governance mode influencers seems to be true. 

If the alliance goal is to enter a new geographical market, FS incumbents work together with foreign 
FS partners through equity alliances. When FS incumbents try to fulfil specific customer needs, they 
often work with specialized partners with a non-FS industry background that offer FS incumbents 
access to specialized competencies. The collaboration in these cases is structured with a simple 
contract in a cooperative agreement. Alliances that are set up to reduce risk on investments are 
structured through mainly consortia, although also joint ventures are applicable. To reach this goal , FS 
incumbents work together with other FS partners. Finally, alliances to increase cost efficiency are 
governed in many ways, mostly BPO variations and cooperative agreements. However, also joint 
ventures are applicable. FS incumbents work together with specialized partners from another industry 
to reach cost efficiency. In general there can be stated that from statistical analysis, 4 alliance types 
can be found, but within some of these 4 types there is a huge variety of applied governance modes. 

Alliance type Goal Governance #partners Partner nationality Partner industry 

1 Enter new markets Equity Bilateral Foreign Intra industry 

2 Fulfil client needs & 
Cooperative Bilateral Domestic Inter industry access to comp. 

3 
Reduce risks on 

Consortia, JV Intra industry invest. 

4 Increase efficiency BPO, Coop., JV Inter industry 

Table 7. 6 4 al/1ance types m the FS 

7.4 Industry and firm differences 
The next two sections identify specific firm and industry differences in alliance strategies. Appendix 4 
contains interview fragments with Reinier Zielhuis en Arjan Lidding that suggest that there are 
differences in alliance strategies between FS incumbents and between banking and insurance related 
activities. 

Alliance differences between banking and insurance related activities 

Some FS incumbents in the sample have used alliances both related to banking activities and 
insurance activities as they offer the allfinanz principle. The division of revenues for banking versus 
insurance for each firm in our sample are as in table 2.1. Rabobank daughter lnterpolis has recently 
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merged with Achmea, leaving no insurance activities left at Rabobank. Instead, Rabobank has a 37% 
minority stake in Eureko, the mother of Achmea. To search for industry differences within the FS 
industry: for each of the alliances in appendix 6 set up by Aegon, Fortis, ING and SNSreaal has to be 
decided whether they are related to banking or insurance. 

After categorization appendix 12 provides us with the results. After categorization , 153 alliances are 
related to banking and 148 alliances are related to insurance. The number of alliance announcements 
is larger in the banking industry, but the cumulative turnover of the companies in our sample that is 
related to banking is also larger. Thus, there are more alliances announced related to banking in our 
sample, but it would not be a fair to draw the conclusion that alliances are more popular in for banking 
related purposes than for insurance related purposes. In the banking industry, the number of alliances 
that is set up to develop a technological standard or to reduce risks on investments is somewhat 
higher. The number of alliance announcements for both industries show exponential growth over the 
last decade. For banking this exponential relationship is stronger. Both in the banking and in the 
insurance industry, alliances are used for similar goals to a similar extend. The industry differences 
are quite minimal. In both industries alliances are mainly applied to enter new geographical markets 
and to access specialized competencies and to fulfil customer needs. 

Appendix 12 shows industry differences on the used governance mode and partner characteristics in 
the banking and insurance industry. The only real contrast is that bankers cooperate in the alliance 
more with foreign partners, while insurers cooperate more with domestic partners. Other small 
differences are that: insurers use more non equity alliances, there are more bilateral alliance 
relationships in the insurance industry and there are almost on consortia in the insurance industry. 

Appendix 4 shows that all the FS incumbents from our sample that provide insurance services both 
provide life and non life insurances. ING, Aegon and Delta Lloyd focus more on life insurances, while 
Achmea-lnterpolis focuses more on non-life insurances. The revenues from life and non life 
insurances at Fortis ASR are more or les equal. Next, within our data, the alliances formed by the 
insurers from our sample are categorized into relatedness with life and non life insurances to check if 
there are differences in alliance strategies within the insurance industry. Appendix 12 also shows the 
results of this categorization into life insurance and non life insurance industry. In total 55 alliances are 
related to the life insurance industry and 93 alliances are related to the non life insurance industry. 
Alliances are used for different purposes in the insurance industry. In the life insurance industry, 
alliances are mainly used to enter new markets and to access specialized competencies. In the non 
life insurance industry alliances are mainly used to fulfil customer needs and to access specialized 
competencies. Appendix 12 also contains several graphs that describe the differences in governance 
modes and partner characteristics between the life and non life insurance industry. In the life 
insurance industry the number of equity alliances is much higher. More than 60% of the alliances in 
the life insurance industry can be characterized as equity alliances. In the non life insurance industry 
this is only 20%. In the life insurance industry, FS incumbents work mainly together with foreign FS 
industry partners, while in the non life insurance industry FS incumbents work together with domestic 
inter industry partners. 
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Figure 7.9 summarizes the results from this section. The left graph shows for what purpose the 
insurance and banking industry uses alliances and what governance modes are applied. The right 
graph shows alliance partner characteristics in the banking and insurance industry. The size of the 
circles corresponds with the number of alliance announcements. Hence, to speak generally about how 
the insurance industry uses alliances is impossible. Alliance strategies within the insurance industry 
seem to differ radically. In terms of Canals (1999) , the life insurance industry uses equity alliances for 
scale purposes to leverage existing competences in collaboration with foreign FS partners, whereas 
the non life insurance industry use non equity alliances and tries to build new competences by 
specialization and scope in collaboration with specialized domestic inter industry partners. 

FS firm differences in alliances 

Section 7.1 already discussed some differences between FS incumbents. Figure 7.2 showed that 
overall the number of alliance announcements increased over the last decade. For ING, Rabobank, 
Fortis, Achmea-lnterpolis and SNS Reaal , the number of alliance announcement also showed an 
exponential growth pattern. The graphs for ABN Amro, Aegon and Delta Lloyd also show an increase 
in the number of alliance announcements over the last decade, but the growth pattern can not be 
characterized as exponential or linear. The growth patterns for each firm are illustrated in appendix 7. 
Assuming that, the exponential growth pattern will continue, ING will announce about 50 alliances next 
year and Fortis about 25 alliances next year. ABN Amro and ING have announced the most alliances 
over the last decade. Table 7 .1 shows the number of alliance announcements for each FS firm . Figure 
7.3 showed that FS industry mainly uses alliances to enter new markets and to access specialized 
competencies. Appendix 8 contains pie charts of the frequency of alliance goals that are used by each 
FS firm. ABN AMRO, ING, Rabobank, Fortis and Aegon all, more or less have the same focus in 
alliance strategies, with Aegon focussing a little bit more on entering new markets. SNSreaal , 
Achmea-lnterpolis and Delta Lloyd have a rather different focus. SNSreaal , Achmea-lnterpolis and 
Delta Lloyd have a lower focus on the alliance goal of entering new markets. SNSreaal , Achmea
lnterpolis and Delta Lloyd focus more on fulfilling specific customer needs. 

Governance modes in FS alliances 
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Figure 7. 10 Alliance governance modes per firm 
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Next to alliance goals, the structure and nature of collaboration differs per FS firm. Section 7.3 showed 
that in the FS industry the goal of an alliance is linked to the governance mode of an alliance. 
Appendix 13 contains graphs that show differences between firms in used governance modes, and 
alliance partner characteristics. On alliance governance, SNSreaal shows the lowest degree towards 
the use of equity alliances. Only 5% of the alliance cases can be characterized as equity alliances for 
SNSreaal. For Achmea-lnterpolis and Delta Lloyd this is 30%. Then, ABN Amro, Rabobank and 
Aegon come with 40%. Finally, Fortis and ING use the most equity alliances. The governance modes 
of half of their alliances can be described as equity alliances. Figure 7.10 further explains differences 
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in specific governance modes between FS incumbents. Within equity alliances, Rabobank has the 
highest percentage of minority investments and ING has the highest percentage of joint ventures. 
Achmea-lnterpolis, Delta Lloyd and SNSreaal have not used consortia and SNSreaal also has not 
used BPO as an alliance governance mode. SNS has by far applied the most cooperative agreements 
through simple contracts. 

The alliance partner characteristics also differ between the FS incumbents. Graphs that show firm 
differences on alliance partner industry background, nationality and the number of partners that are in 
FS alliances are in appendix 13. Based on the collected data, the alliance relationship is either scored 
bilateral, when there was only one alliance partner, or multi-partner, when more firms joined the 
alliance. Almost all FS incumbents have mainly started bilateral alliances in the FS industry. 20% of 
their alliances are multi-partner relationships. SNSreaal is the only firm that deviates with even a lower 
percentage (5%) of multi-partner relationships. 

The FS industry average for alliances with inter industry partners is 40%. SNSreaal, Delta Lloyd and 
Achmea-lnterpolis are fa r above this FS industry average. In 60 to 70% of their alliance 
announcements, their alliance partner comes from another industry. For ABN Amro, Fortis and 
Rabobank this is exactly the opposite. They work in 70% of their alliance announcements with another 
FS industry partner. Aegon and ING even collaborate in 80 to 90% of their alliance announcements 
with alliance partners that are also from the FS industry. The FS industry average for alliances with 
foreign alliance partners is 53%. ABN Amro, Aegon , ING and Rabobank work the most with foreign 
industry partners. Especially ABN Amro and Aegon have high percentages of alliances with foreign 
alliance partners. Around 70% of their alliances are set up with foreign partners. For ING and 
Rabobank this is somewhat around 60%. Fortis works equally with foreign partners and domestic 
partners and is therefore is on the FS industry average. Achmea-lnterpolis, Delta Lloyd and SNSreaal 
work more with domestic partners. Only about 25% of their alliances are set up with foreign alliance 
partners. Likewise figure 7.9, also for firm differences on alliances a figure is drawn. In figure 7.11 , 
from the position of the company in each graph can be determined how alliance strategies for different 
FS incumbents look like. The left graph shows alliance goal and governance mode of FS incumbents 
and the right graph shows for each firm, partner characteristics of their alliance partners. 
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Chapter 8 
Conclusion and Implications 
In this chapter conclusions and recommendations are described based on the previous sections. 
Figure 8.1 recalls how the research objectives and research assignment lead to research implications. 
Section 8.1 draws up general conclusions related to the initial research question by summarizing and 
discussing the results from the current state analysis on alliances in the Dutch FS industry. Section 8.2 
derives implications from the results on alliances on the Dutch FS industry. The trends on alliances in 
the FS industry ultimately lead to future conceivable issues for FS incumbents. Th is section ends with 
describing the implications of this study for PwC, but also with implications for further scientific 
research. Section 2.2 showed that this study is not only carried out in the interest of PwC, but there 
also is a gap in scientific research on the topic of alliances in the FS industry. Therefore, directions for 
furthers scientific research are stated. 

Research objectives 

Measure alliance goals in the 
FS industry 

Measure number of alliance 
start-ups in the FS industry 

Research assignment 

Provide Insight for PwC In 
how the FS Industry has 

used .i11ances 

Figure 8. 1 Research conclusions and implications 

Research implications 

Describe trends towards 
alliances in the FS industry 

Derive and assess future 
conceivable all iance issues 

for FS fi rms 

8.1 Conclusions towards alliances in the FS industry 
The conclusions assess the initial research question and sub questions. The initial research question 
of this project was: 

'How does the Financial Services Industry embrace the opportunities that come with alliances?' 

The first conclusion that was stated in this report is that there are indicators showing that alliances are 
becoming more important in the FS industry. However, no information can be found on alliance trends, 
goals, used governance modes and partner characteristics in the FS industries. Basic concepts on 
alliances in the FS industry have not yet been studied. Therefore this study focuses on analyzing how 
the FS industry has used all iances by taking a perspective on PwC NL's clients , the Dutch FS 
incumbents. The process that has been followed is schematically above in figure 8.1. This research 
analyzed alliance strategies of PwC's Dutch FS clients between 1996 and 2005. It gives PwC insight 
in alliance behaviour of their FS clients and helps PwC to become a trusted advisor in the FS industry. 

Section 2.4 formulated some sub questions on basic alliance concepts that are researched . 
• How many alliance start ups can we identify over the last years in the FS industry and can we 

really speak of a trend? 
• For what purposes does the FS industry really use alliances? 
• What types of alliances are used by FS incumbents to reach business goals? 
• What kind of partners do FS incumbents cooperate with in alliances? 
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This study did not simply stick to finding answers on these sub questions. Chapter 5 formed 
hypotheses on alliances in the FS industry related to the sub questions. These hypotheses are derived 
from a comparison on theories on the changing FS industry and FS incumbents' new business 
requirements on the one hand. On the other hand, theories from alliances are used, focussing on: 
what is driving firms to form alliances, for what purposes can alliances be used, and what influences 
the alliance governance mode decision. This comparison resulted into a number of hypotheses on: 
alliance formation , alliance goals and alliance governance modes in the FS industry. Chapter 5, where 
the hypotheses are formed, explains why there is a trend towards alliances in the FS industry and it 
explains why FS incumbents focus on certain alliance goals through certain alliance governance 
modes. This chapter helps PwC to understand alliance trends in the FS industry. 

Conclusion towards results on alliances in the FS industry 

In this section the results of our research with regard to the initial research question are summarized. 
Chapter 6 showed that our data supports most of the hypotheses, but also for some hypotheses 
contradictive results are found. Besides answers on hypotheses, the previous chapter also found 
additional interesting trends on alliances in the FS industry. TwoStep Cluster analysis revealed 4 
typical FS alliances. In addition to that, also industry and firm differences in alliance strategies are 
found. 

301 alliances in the time period between 1996 and 2005 of eight Dutch FS incumbents (ABN Amro, 
Aegon , Achmea-lnterpolis, Delta Lloyd, Fortis, Rabobank and SNSreaal) are analyzed. Section 7.1 
showed that the number of alliance announcements in the FS industry increased exponentially during 
the last decade. As for most of the individual FS incumbents, the industry growth trend, for the number 
of alliance announcements is also exponentially. In 1996 and 1997 together all these firms set up 12 
alliances. In 2005 the FS incumbents from our sample set up nearly 80 alliances. The Dutch FS 
industry shows an exponential growth pattern in the number of alliance announcements, so the first 
sub question can be answered with yes. Alliances are hot in the FS industry and they (will) become a 
more important strategy for Dutch banks and insurers to reach business goals. In 2006 they are 
expected to announce over 100 alliances. The growing number of alliance announcements implies 
that FS incumbents are recognizing more and more the benefits and opportunities that come with 
alliances. The globalization of FS, developments of ICT in the FS industry and regulatory changes like 
the lowering of entry barriers and the implementation of stricter reporting standards (SOx) pushed 
Dutch FS incumbents to form alliances. 

Alliance announcements grow exponentially in the FS industry 

The second sub question is about for which purposes the FS industry can use alliances. Section 7.2 
discussed alliance goals in the FS industry. The data supports the fact that the alliance goals that are 
mainly applied in FS industry correspond with FS new business requirements: international growth, 
finding complementing competences, and increase customer satisfaction. FS incumbents mainly use 
alliances mainly to enter new geographical markets and to access specialized competencies. In enter 
new market alliances FS firm use local partner's knowledge, connections and I or image to facilitate 
the entry with existing products and services into unknown territory. In alliances where firms access 
specialized competencies they are searching for specialized knowledge, services I products, 
processes or people that they are lacking. FS incumbents need these competencies when they are 
developing an innovative service or product, or when they want to complete a service package to their 
clients. Other purposes for which alliances are applied by FS incumbents are: to fulfil specific 
customer needs, to increase cost efficiency, to reduce risks on investments, and to develop a new 
(technological) industry standard. The alliance goal 'fulfil customer needs' seems to gain popularity. 

Alliances in the FS industry are mainly for entering new geographical markets and to access 
specialized competencies 

The attractiveness of alliances that are set up to fulfil specific customer needs seems to grow 
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The third sub question is focussed on which alliance structures are used in the FS industry. Section 
4.2 showed that there are many alliance structures. Section 7.3 discussed which alliance governance 
modes are seen in the FS industry focussing on equity and non equity alliances. In the FS industry the 
number of equity alliances is very high. In other industries the ratio of equity alliances on the total 
number of alliances is 10%. In the FS industry this ratio is 38%. Hence, the FS industry uses a lot of 
minority investments and joint ventures. This implies that FS incumbents want to control alliance 
performance and alliance partner behaviour in alliances. Equity alliances offers alliance partner to 
increase the level of control over the alliance and over each other. Still, also a variety of cooperative 
agreements through simple contracts are applied. Equity alliances are especially seen when FS 
incumbents enter new geographical markets (72%). Also for other alliance goals equity alliances take 
up to 25 or 30% of applicable alliance governance modes. Although there is a high number of equity 
alliances in the FS industry, the non equity alliances seem to gain popularity. During the last decade, 
the FS industry showed a slight trend towards non equity alliances. Overall it seems that FS 
incumbents are becoming more familiar with non equity alliances. 

The share of equity alliances as a ratio of the total number of alliances in the FS industry is very high 

There is a slight trend towards more non equity alliances in the FS industry 

Cross tabulations in section 7.3 showed that there is high association between certain alliance 
variables. Especially alliances that are set up to enter new markets, fulfil customer needs, reduce 
risks on investments and increase efficiency have a significant association with the alliance 
governance mode. Also partner characteristics like, industry background and nationality, have strong 
association with alliance governance mode. TwoStep Cluster analysis revealed 4 typical alliance types 
in the FS industry with specific alliance goal, governance mode and partner characteristics. 

1. Alliances that are set up to enter new markets are closed with foreign FS partners through 
joint ventures and minority investments. 

2. All iances that are set up to fulfil specific customer needs are closed with specialized domestic 
partners through simple contracts in cooperative agreements. In these alliances the FS firm 
also accesses specialized knowledge to understand the targeted client needs or specialized 
services and products to offer a full tailored service package to the client. 

3. Alliances that are set up to reduce risks on investments are closed with other FS partners 
through consortia, joint ventures and cooperative agreements. In these alliances FS 
incumbents team up to share risks in high investment projects. 

4. Alliances that are set up to increase cost efficiency are closed with specialized partners with 
another industry background through BPO, joint ventures and cooperative agreements. 

These alliance types show that there is significant association between certain alliance goals , partner 
characteristics and governance modes, although the governance mode can vary within an alliance 
type. This covers the third and fourth sub questions. 

There are 4 typical FS alliances with a specific goal, structure and alliance partner preferences 

Finally, section 7.4 discusses FS industry and FS firm differences in alliance strategies. Between the 
banking and the insurance industry there are almost no differences in alliance strategies. However, 
within the insurance industry great differences in alliance strategies between the life and non life 
insurance industry are found . Based on these differences it would not be fair to judge the alliance 
strategy of the insurance industry as a whole. Life insurers focus more on growth opportunities 
through the use of equity alliances with foreign alliance partners. In contrast, non life insurers apply 
non equity alliances to access complementary competences and to improve customer service. Non life 
insures, most of the time, work together with domestic inter industry partners. 

Within the insurance industry alliances are applied differently, related to life and non life insurance 
activities 
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Also on firm level , different alliance strategies were identified in terms of alliance goals, structures and 
partnering characteristics. In general: Aegon, ING, ABN Amro, Fortis and Rabobank focus more on 
leveraging existing competencies in new foreign markets through equity alliances, while Delta Lloyd, 
SNSreaal and Achmea-lnterpolis try to build new competencies to address new specific client groups 
in domestic settings through non equity alliances. Aegon, ING, ABN Amro and Rabobank work mainly 
with foreign FS partners, while SNSreaal , Delta Lloyd and Achmea-lnterpolis mainly work with 
domestic inter industry alliance partners. 

FS incumbents have different alliance strategies in terms of alliance goals, governance modes and 
alliance partner preferences. 

8.2 Implications of the results 
The previous section summarizes the trends on alliances in the Dutch FS industry. All these trends 
can ultimately result into points of special interest for FS incumbents. This section explains this and 
transforms these points of special interest into concrete (future) conceivable alliance issues for FS 
incumbents. It may same that this section runs ahead of things, but literature is used to explain that 
these issues are indeed conceivable. Validation of these issues is an important step in the future. 

Implications of results on alliances in the FS industry for FS incumbents 

Due to the growing number of alliance announcements in the FS industry, alliance experience also 
grows naturally. Although companies that have greater alliance experience are more successful than 
those that have little experience with alliances (Duysters and Heimeriks 2001) , alliance experience by 
itself is not sufficient to manage alliances effectively. There is a limit to 'learning by doing' (Draulans 
et. al. 2003). Because alliances are a recent trend in the FS industry and the number of alliance 
announcements that FS incumbents have made has grown exponentially over the last decade, we 
presume that little attention has been paid to alliance structure and alliance management systems. 
Most scholars refer to those alliance skills and know how, that is centralized in alliance management 
systems, as alliance capabilities. Alliance capabilities are defined as the ability to create successful 
alliances based on learning about alliance management and leveraging alliance knowledge inside the 
company (Draulans et. al. 2003). 

Related to alliance capability, there will come a certain need for a management team that is explicit 
responsible for managing and coordinating alliance activity within Dutch FS institutions. Especially for 
those that experience fast growth in alliance activity (Kale, Dyer and Singh 2001). Alliances are often 
initiated at business unit level. The responsibilities for managing, structuring and coordinating alliances 
are therefore assigned to managers at business unit level. Kale, Dyer and Singh (2001) studied 
alliance skills and the role of alliance structure and systems for over 200 companies and suggest that 
it is better to establish a formal or informal structure to coordinate alliance activity, like an alliance 
management team . A separate entity like an alliance management team is able to create a clear 
overview of all the partnerships that a company keeps up with and it facilitates the sharing 
experiences and know how on prior alliances that can help to set up and build new ones. Centralizing 
and leveraging these alliance experiences facilitates better and quicker learning from prior alliance 
experiences in order to ultimately develop alliance best practices. 

Firms with a lot of alliance experience have developed alliance management teams that facilitate 
sharing alliance know how in order to develop best practices on alliance management. FS incumbents 
have probably not yet build alliance management teams and as a consequence this will slow down the 
development of alliance best practices. 

The growing number of alliances at FS incumbents will make alliance portfolios more complex. It is 
interesting to investigate how well FS incumbents are , in managing their increasing alliance portfolio 
due to the exponential growing number of alliance start ups. Managing the alliance relationship over 
time is usually more important than crafting the initial alliance (Doz and Hamel 1998). 
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Because of the growing number of alliance announcements, FS incumbents will experience difficulties 
with maintaining the overview over all their alliance relationships. Their alliance portfolio 's become 
more complex and it raises the question if they have the right tools to manage their alliance portfolio. 

Section 7 .2 showed that alliances in the FS industry are mainly set up to enter new markets and 
access specialized competencies. Alliances to fulfil specific customer needs gain attractiveness. 
These alliance goals match with FS new business requirements. But how about other new business 
requirements in the FS industry that match with possible alliance goals, like reducing risks on 
investments and increasing cost efficiency. These two alliance goals are applied to lower degree to 
meet with FS new business requirements. Maybe, FS incumbents have not yet found an appropriate 
way to deal with these issues through alliances and they have little experience in finding the right 
partners or the right collaborative structure. 

The share of equity alliances as a ratio of the total number of alliances in the FS industry is very high. 
An important driver for firms to set up equity alliances is to deal with uncertainty. The governance 
framework in table 4.2 shows that uncertainty around alliances can appear in many ways and it affects 
the alliance governance decision. Firms may experience partner uncertainty, market uncertainty or 
resource uncertainty. Partner uncertainty is determined by the level of trust or prior ties that alliance 
partners have. Market uncertainty can be described as not knowing how the market will respond to 
their collaboration . Resource uncertainty is high when the outcome of the alliance is highly uncertain. 
While equity alliances offer firms more control options to deal with this uncertainty, it has several 
disadvantages over non equity alliances. Non equity alliances require less input of capital and they are 
started and terminated much more flexible. For some of the alliance goals in the FS industry, there is a 
huge diversity in applied alliance governance models illustrated by the TwoStep Cluster analysis. In 
addition to uncertainty, the high number of equity alliances could also be due to herd behaviour or 
alliance capability lock in restrictions I capabilities. Thus, FS incumbents sometimes tend to choose 
complex governance modes for simple alliance goals. They would most certainly benefit from a 
consistent reliable governance model that shows which governance mode fits the best corresponding 
to a certain situation. Over the last decade a great number of aspects have been found that influence 
the governance choice. Section 4.7 provides insight to the complexity of the alliance governance 
decision for alliances. Gaining insight in these aspects and developing a schematic framework would 
help FS incumbents to efficiently structure new alliances and to make governance adaptations in 
existing alliances. 

The high number of equity alliances in the FS industry suggests that FS incumbents are coping with 
uncertainty when selecting an appropriate alliance governance mode. TwoStep Cluster analysis 
shows that FS incumbents are especially uncertain on governance decisions for alliances that are set 
up to reduce risks on investments and alliances to increase efficiency. 

Finally, there are differences in alliance strategies that can be noticed on firm and industry level. No 
real differences in alliance strategies between banking and insurance are found . Theories about 
whether there exist appreciable differences between insurance and banking are contradictory. Some 
state that the banking industry and the insurance industry are definitely not the same (Van der Zwet, 
2003), while others state that the industry barriers in FS are blurring (De Boer et.al. 1999). This study 
shows that there are no real differences in alliance strategies between the banking and insurance 
industry (so industries are blurring), however there are differences between alliance strategies related 
to life and non life insurance products and services (see section 7.4). 

Differences between alliance strategies related to life insurance and non life insurance activities ask 
for a sub industry approach towards alliances. The fact that FS incumbents only recently have start 
focussing on alliances as their most important external growth strategy raises questions on how firms 
set up alliance strategies for different industry products and services. 
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On firm level the current state analysis shows large differences in alliance strategies between FS 
incumbents. Alliance strategies should be linked to corporate strategies, but are these strategies 
strategically aligned? Flier et. al. (2003: 2005) measured differences between Dutch FS incumbents 
(ABN AMRO, Aegon, Fortis, ING and Rabobank) in how they undertook strategic renewal actions in 
the 90's. Strategic renewal actions can either be internally or externally orientated. Internal strategic 
renewal actions take place within the firm, like setting up a new business line. External strategic 
renewal actions involve parties outside a firm's boundaries in implementing renewal actions, and 
include M&A's and alliances. Flier et. al. (2003: 2005) argued, based on March's (1991) conception , if 
the strategic renewal actions were of an explorative or exploitative nature. Explorative renewal actions 
are associated with competence building and fit with the description of 'scope' in figure 7.11 . 
Exploitative renewal actions are associated with competence leveraging and fit with the description of 
'scale' in figure 7.11. Based on the exploration/exploitation ratio, the strategic renewal actions of all the 
Dutch FS incumbents, except for ING are far more exploitative than explorative. This is all in contrast 
with our results . Figure 7 .11 shows that ING and Aegon are the most scale orientated and that 
Rabobank, Fortis and ABN Amro are also scope orientated. These conflicting results make the 
presumption that FS incumbents' corporate strategy and alliance strategy are properly aligned even 
more doubtful. FS incumbents might not be completely aware of the growing importance and the 
possibilities of alliances in their industries. 

Differences between alliance strategies indicate that firms use alliances in different ways. The fact that 
FS incumbents only recently have started focussing on alliances as their most important external 
growth strategy raises questions on the alignment between a firms ' alliance strategy and corporate 
strategy. 

8.3 Recommendations towards PwC and directions for further 
research 

This section makes recommendations towards PwC on how they should deal with these all iance 
trends in the FS industry. This report offers opportunities for PwC on several fields. Furthermore, this 
report has its limitations that lead to directions for further academic research. 

Recommendations for PwC 

The recommendations for PwC are related to the conclusions on the analysis of how FS institutions 
have used alliances in the FS industry. 

• This report contains basic facts on alliance trends in the Dutch FS industry. As this is the first 
study on alliances in the FS industry, it can be used to breed publicity and show FS clients 
that PwC is a trusted advisor and develops thought leadership. Appendix 14 contains the 
status of a publication plan with possible articles to breed publicity and FS clients' awareness. 

• The OE team at PwC should use this report to validate the relevance of the (future) 
conceivable alliance issues from this section at their FS clients. PwC's OE team can discuss 
the role they can play to develop solutions towards relevant alliance issues together with their 
FS clients. 

• The importance of alliances in the Dutch FS industry grows. Because of the 'know your client' 
principle at PwC, research on alliances in the FS industry and the development of alliance 
performance improvement tools at PwC deserve more attention. Appendix 15 makes 
suggestions for how to further develop the proposition on alliance services in the FS industry 
using alliance lifecycle thinking as a framework. 

Directions for further scientific research 

The directions for further scientific research deal with the limitations of this research. This research is 
limited on several aspects. 

• The success and impact of individual alliances in the FS industry is not measured. Further 
research on alliances in the FS industry should investigate which alliances are more 
successful or have greater impact on business operations. In addition to this, further research 
could be aimed at if alliance experience in the FS industry has improved the success rate of 
alliances in the course of time. 
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• This report contains a study on alliances of the FS industry. Benchmarking with other 
industries has been limited in this report. Further research could be directed at differences 
between alliance strategies in the FS industry and other service industries like the airline 
industry. Or between alliance strategies in the FS industry and high tech industries. 

• This report contains a study on alliances in the Dutch FS incumbents. Research by Flier et. 
al. (2003: 2005) shows that there are differences in strategic renewal actions between Dutch, 
French and English incumbents. Hence, further research should be aimed at describing the 
differences in alliance strategies between financial incumbents from different countries. 

• This study revealed alliance strategy differences between life insurance and non life 
insurance related activities. The banking industry distinct commercial banking from retail 
banking activities. This study has not considered that there are different alliance strategies 
related to commercial and retail banking activities. Further research should investigate these 
differences and explain why there are possible sub industry differences in alliance strategies 
in the FS industry. 
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The goal of the education program of Industrial Engineering and Management Science (IEMS) at the 
Eindhoven University of Technology (TU/e) is: training professional business engineers. A 
professional can be described as a person that uses managerial skills and scientific knowledge to 
solve real time problems. An engineer business professional is solving business problems by 
redesigning business processes. The work approach of the engineer business professional is 
characterized by the following components: 

• Design directed approach: the engineer business professional does not confine oneself to 
analyzing and explaining business realities, but in addition will design and realize 
improvements to the performance of the business situation 

• Scientific approach: the designs are based on innovative scientific knowledge and where 
possible quantitative analysis and models 

• Effective approach: the engineer business professional is able to work in a dynamic 
environment with technological means 

The goal of the masters' thesis therefore is to develop these capacities. The candidate should stick to 
the following steps when he/she is executing the final assignment. First, a global analysis of the 
problem is carried out. Second, an approach to deal with the problem, based on the detailed problem 
analysis is set up. Finally, the design that leads to improvements is developed and implemented. 

After carrying out this study at PwC it can be concluded that this project is not a typical masters' thesis 
as described by the faculty of IEMS at the TU/e. Typical IEMS masters thesis are aimed at the 
performance improvement of existing business processes. From the beginning of this project it 
became clear that this study is a green field study for PwC. Hence, there are no existing businesses 
on alliances services in the FS industry. PwC does not have experience with providing alliance 
services to their FS clients. There are even no alliance performance improvements tools present at 
PwC. Most importantly, PwC did not know how their FS clients embraced the opportunities that come 
with alliances. Hence, they did not know if, how and where they could assist their FS clients on 
alliance services. Finally, the topic of research and PwC's business environment can not be defined as 
a dynamic environment with technological means. This project can therefore not be characterized and 
judged by the standard norms of an IEMS master thesis. 

The fact that this study can not be characterized as a standard IEMS master thesis does not mean 
that I did not develop professional business engineer skills. Hence, to answer the research question in 
this thesis I have used scientific knowledge and managerial skills. The approach towards the project is 
slightly different opposed to typical IEMS master theses. This study does not follow a design direct 
approach where actual improvements to the performance of the existing business situation are made. 
However, people that have been directly involved in this study know that I have not limited myself to a 
descriptive study on alliances in the FS industry. Conceptual designs for performance improvement 
tools for measuring alliance portfolio complexity in the FS and for a better choice towards the alliance 
governance decision on alliances in the FS are developed. However these concepts do not fit into this 
thesis and are therefore not discussed , as there was no sufficient time to validate these concepts. 

After this project, time will be spent on further development of these concepts, because I will start 
working as a business consultant at PwC. This way I continue to be involved with writing articles on 
alliances in the FS industry, with further research on alliances in the FS industry and with the 
development of PwC's proposition on alliance services. 
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Appendix 1 PricewaterhouseCoopers 

At PwC Netherlands BV holding, there work approximately 4.300 professionals together from 21 
offices. 

Pncewatel'hounCoopers 
Accounlants N.V. 

PYicewatsrhouseCoopen; 
El<llastingadvise..-s N.V. 

PflcewaterhouseCoopers 
Advisory N V. 

The development of PwC's Advisory services has been a complex process. When accountancy firms 
and advisory services are bracketed together in one sentence it raises questions. So, in order to 
understand how this advisory has evolved, some background information on the history of PwC's 
Advisory services is provided. 

PwC are an assurance and tax office of origin . Together, these two services are called the audit 
services. Though PwC's core businesses are audit (assurance) and tax, over time it had created a 
large professional consulting branch. PwC noticed during audit services that their clients were dealing 
with other issues as well. Therefore, they created also a consulting department with advisory services, 
to offer their clients a full financial service. However, as a result of the Enron scandal in 2002, 
Authority Financial Markets (AFM) restricted accountants to stop offering both audit and advisory 
services to their clients because of conflicts of interest. Therefore in May 2002, PwC had to separate 
its consulting activities from its audit activities. PwC consulting became a separate entity, which in 
turn , half a year later was bought by IBM. In January 2005, PwC again officially started offering 
consulting services under the name of PwC Advisory. This time PwC internally distinguishes channel 1 
(auditing) from channel 2 (advisory) activities. Channel 1 and channel 2 activities are never being 
conducted at one client at the same time to prevent conflicts of interest. With these channel 2 activities 
(Advisory), PwC again positions itself as a multi-competence firm . The goal of PwC advisory is to build 
a strong reputation through all industries and to position itself as a preferred supplier in every market. 

Turnover for each business line shows that the advisory business is growing: 

Turnover in millions for PwC NL 2000-2001 2001-2002 2002-2003 2003-2004 2004-2005 
Assurance 289,6 300,6 337,1 343,8 368,9 
Tax & HRS 200,1 197,7 188,7 184,7 194 
Advisory 44,7 51 ,5 47,5 55 63,4 
Total 534,4 549,8 573,3 583,5 626,3 
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Proposition : Sourcing Strategy I SSC's I 
Integration of Process Chains 

Cost & Benefit Management I 
Simplification IT Governance 

Alliances Transparency 

PwC helps its 
Measure the performance of Articulate and develop internal and Analyze (IT) spending by Standardize (IT) operations and reduce Focus, lead, and govern the activities and 

clients to: 
supporting services to the external processes linking in to the value identifying the major cost drivers complexity on the basis of Aclivily Based efforts of central ized and locally dispersed 
business and determine the chain using techniques such as Activity Costing and Business-IT alignment IT staff enabling them to deliver cost-
appropriate mix between in-house Identify opportunities for successful Based Costing, TCO and concepts effective, wortd-dass IT services in a high-
(decentralized or shared) and integration benchmarking Identify areas with an imbalance between performance manner 
external provision (outsourced I Align business objectives, agreements, Make (quantitative) IT costs, (IT) costs and business benefits Build a culture of continuous improvement 
partnerships), including business KPls and SlAs benefits and risks transparent Create the appropriate strategic roadmap of IT management processes, controls, 
case preparation Balance profitability with customer which enables managing IT as a I aclion plan to rationalize the (IT) and support based on internal and 
Improve business processes and satisfaction and sustainability business landscape external best practices 
support the transformation I Measure performance of specific Identify and realize cost reductions Architect, integrate and deploy process, Provide assurance on IT services, IT 
change program for establishing a processes to internal and best practice and performance improvements for technology, management and people management processes and controls 
SSC, an outsourced or partnering benchmarks value creation solutions (change mgmt.) Review business cases for IT related 
solution investments 

The buyers Executive board members (CEO, CFO, COO I Operations Director, Business Executive board member (CEO, COO CFOs and COOs with concerns about IT Executive board members as well as IT 
are: CFO, COO, CIO) or business Development Director, Procurement Director or CFO) or business unit director pertormance and/ or value for money in the directors, aiming to improve the 

development directors, with concerns about the pertormance, where the business is constrained by several portfolios. performance of their IT function 
responsible for optimizing including IT, of the value chain IT or back office or where the value CIOs wishing to improve IT service 
processes by realizing an to the business is undear. pertormance and/ or reduce expenditure. 
appropriate mix between in· Furthermcre an 'enl'Jhled' CIO who Especially relevant for 1T organisation that 
house and external provision wishes lo have a baseline were previously decentralised and that will 

assessment of their operation or who now be centralised to realise synergy effects 
wants to talk in business language 
about IT lo the CFO or CEO 

Benefits for Streamline activities across Insightful and complete baseline of the A thorough, independent analysis of Insight in lhe actual costs (ABC cost) of All IT function that meets business 
the buyers different departments and internal and external processes identifying the business value of IT and back an application or infrastructure which demands, is organised according to 
are: locations areas for improvement through integration office resulting in greater provides a rational and fact-based basis best practices, is effectively managed in 

Standard ised processes and transparency and performance for rationalisation of application portfolios a transparent way and provides proof of 
application of best practice improvement opportun ities Simplified (IT) operations resulting in its contribution to the business as well 
resulting higher performance II enables a CFO to bring a 'Wall higher performance and lower costs as costs involved 
and lower costs (IT, financial street' approach to IT investment Post merger integration of (IT) 
and organisational costs) portfolio management organisation which leads to actual 

It supports realisation of operational realisation of synergy effects 
excellence through the organisation 

PwC offers: Comparative analyses and business A unique proposition which integrates A strong combination of our industry, Portfolio ~ansformation that is fully tailored Advisory and audit services, delivered 
modelling expertise set in the context operational excellence and IT effectiveness, technological and financial to the organisation in question. We through a team of consultants that we can 
of substantial industry knowledge_ as well as change management (benefits knowledge and the expertise of understand the alignment between the tailor to suit your specific requirements. Our 
We understand the drivers behind management, stakeholder management, advisors across disciplines (i .e. Tax, overall business strategy, the financial experience includes organisational change 
sourcing I SSC & Partnering training, communications and organisational Corporate finance) to support the aspects and the IT/ operational objectives. management based on CobiT and ITIL, 
strategies and the cost and value design) design and implementation of We bring execution power to actual and process improvement based on Six Sigma 
implications of these organisational performance, cost and portfolio practical realisalion of a simplified (IT) and third party assurance using SAS-70 
structures and service options management frameworks landscape and the related benefits and BS15000 

PwC contacts: Pieter Koene Peter Broshuis Arjan Udding 
Arjan Udding (arjan.udding@nl.pwc.com) 

Ton Dahmen 
+31 (0)30 219 53 39 +31(0)30219 17 09 +31 (0)30 219 17 03 

Pieter Koene (pieter.koene@nl.pwc.com) 
+31 (0)30 219 19 49 

pieter.koene@nl.pwc.com peter.broshuis@nl.pwc.com arjan.udding@nl.pwc.com ton.dohmen@nl.pwc.com 
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Appendix 2 List of interviewees and interview fragments 
The following lists of people are interviewed to validate recent market changes and new business 
requirements in the FS industry. 

Name Function Date SDAclalization GRP CCP 
Ton Dohmen Sr. Manager 21-07-05 IT governance FS Rabobank 

industrv 
Arjan Udding Manager 29-07-05 Simplification FS Interpol is, Allianz, 

industry Attradius 
Godert van der Partner 05-08-05 Leader FS industry ABN AMRO, 
Poe I Achmea, 

Rabobank 
Reinier Zielhuis Sr. Manaqer 12-08-05 Assurance FS industrv ABNAMRO 
Henk Volberda Professor Rotterdam 27-08-05 Strategic renewal 

School of actions in the Dutch FS 
Management, industry 
Erasmus University 

Ronald van Partner 31-08-05 IT effectiveness FS SNSreaal ING (Nationale 
Remoortere Nederlanden) 
Herman van Sr. Manager 19-01-06 New Business 
Rooswinkel Development FS 

Godert van der Poel (Partner), Leader FS industry at PwC NL 

Although there is extended experience with providing services on sourcing: business process 
outsourcing and shared service centres, alliances, in general, are still a 'green field ' for PwC NL. In 
the USA and the UK, PwC already set up a new business unit 'Business Sourcing and Alliance 
Management' (BSAM) that provides industry wide alliance and sourcing services through route map 
models. The results of BSAM in the USA and the UK unforlunately are not that promising and copying 
these alliance principles from BSAM USA/UK to the Netherlands is not discussable because of the 
not-invented-here syndrome. Still, alliances are becoming an issue for FS firms, hence, it is 
interesting for PwC NL to research the Dutch FS firm 's alliance behaviour and draw our own 
conclusions. If PwC NL is going to provide services on alliances to FS firms, we will need a 
transparent alliance service, based on clear numerical facts. 

Arno Pouw (Partner Advisory performance improvement) FS industry leader at PwC 

In the FS industry, an approach focussed on the strategic issues has always been successful. The 
focus of PwC advisory is set to our non-audit clients like, ING, Achmea and Aegon. Our teams were 
engaged in discovering what the issues are that FS firms dealt with. Issues like IFRS, risk 
management and outsourcing receive a lot of attention at large banks c.q. insurers. Advisory tailors 
its services to the issues that FS firms are dealing with. 

(PwC special edition 2005) 

Prof. Henk Volberda , Rotterdam School of Management (RSM), Erasmus University Rotterdam 

In research that we have committed at the RSM, strategic renewal actions by FS firms are analyzed 
with the help of the database of the Financial Times. This is because in these studies the strategic 
renewal actions of different FS firms from different countries is compared. When focussing on only 
Dutch FS incumbents, like in your study, the database of Financieel Dagblad is satisfactory. The 
reliability of the study is determined by the number of cases that are analyzed and by intercoding 
reliability. lntercoding reliability is higher when different persons access the database to collect and 
assess the alliance cases. All cases that are not identified by all persons, or that are assessed 
differently on alliance variables should be excluded from the sample. 
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Arjan Udding, Manager FS PwC 

'Indeed, there are differences between banking and insurance, but still bankers and insurers struggle 
with more or less the same issues. However, the importance of the issues varies over the banking and 
insurance industry. There are even differences between the life insurance industry and the non life 
insurance industry. If is impossible to consider the insurance industry as a whole and describe a 
general set of new business requirements. The insurance industry is quit fragmented. The pension
and life insurance industry struggles with different issues than the indemnity- and travel insurance 
industry. The life insurance market (including pensions) is quit saturated in the Netherlands. The non 
life insurance industry is more dynamic. Firms try to come up with new innovative approaches to better 
fit with customer needs. For instance, direct insurance (E-commerce) plays a more important role in 
the indemnity- and travel insurance industry, while international growth strategies in developing 
countries are more important in the pension- and life insurance industry. 

Reinier Zielhuis, Manager FS PwC 

The Dutch FS firms all have differences in corporate strategies. Fortis and ING use the 'allfinanz' 
principle, offering both their own insurance and banking services. ABN AMRO focuses on their core 
compentence (banking) and sources the rest. Rabobank focuses internationally on agricultural 
financial services, while SNS bank only focuses on the Dutch market, with a client focus strategy 
offering a full finance service. New business requirements, which FS firms set for themselves, heavily 
depend on their corporate strategy. In my opinion, an alliance strategy should have a link with new 
business requirements or a firm 's corporate strategy'. 
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Appendix 3 Management consulting in FS 

Within consulting services, one can distinguish operational (IT) consulting, tactical consulting and 
strategic consulting . After the Enron scandal , the consulting services of the big 4 (KPMG, Deloitte, 
PwC and Ernst and Young) became separate entities (Atos consulting, Cap Gemeni and Accenture). 
Those separate entities mainly focussed on IT consulting by implementing IT systems for industry 
wide clients. Nowadays, the big 4 starts to offer advisory services, positioning itself between the IT 
consultants and the strategy consultants into an area that PwC calls tactic consulting. As those 
consulting services develop over time, PwC and Deloitte start to offer also strategic consulting 
services. Cap Gemeni and Accenture are also on the way up (Kennedy information report 2005) . 

Financial niche 
strategic consultants 

Troika 

Morgan 
chambers 

TPI 

Atos Origin 

PA 
Strategic consulting 

BCG 

Bain McKinsey 

Boaz Allen Hamilton 

.~:">~ 
i I -~:''> .. 
~ Ji EY 

' ' 

Tactic consulting 

11 ---':: ___ ...._ 

! I 
1 I 
l__r 

Cap Gemeni Ordina Accenture Logica CMG 
IT consulting 

The forecast for the expenses that FS firms make for management consulting activities will increase 
the next tow years with a growth rate of 6% and total expenses of$ 11 billion . 

Financial services management consulting forecast 2003-2007 
Revenues Millions Growth rate % 

$12.000 7,0% 

$10.000 6,0% 

5,0% 
$8.000 

-+- Financial services 
4,0% revenues 

$6.000 
--Financial services growth 3,0% 

$4.000 
2,0% 

$2.000 1,0% 

$0 0,0% 

2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 
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Appendix 4 Key players in the Dutch FS industry 
ABN AMRO, ING (ING and Postbank) and Rabobank take approximately equal shares (25%) in the 
Dutch FS. Fortis is next (10%) and finally SNS (5%) is the smallest among them (NMA 2004). 
Together they hold 90% of all banking activities in the Netherlands. Internationally seen, they are also 
the five biggest banks from the Netherlands, with ING being the ih largest bank world wide with a 
turnover of 26,7 billon euro's due to retail banking. Next, Fortis (8th:26,4 bin), Rabobank (11th : 22,9 
bin), ABN Amro (19th , 14,4 bin) and SNS (111th: 2 bin) (annualreports.com 2004). 

Name 
Citigroup 
HSBC Holdings 
Credit Suisse 
JPMorgan Chase 
Royal Bank of Scotland 
Deutsche Bank 
ING Bank 
Fortis 
Credit Agricole 
Bank of America 
Rabobank 
ABN AMRO 
SNS Bank 
Van Lanschot 
NIB Capital 
Dexia Bank Nederland 
Friesland Bank 
DSB Groep 

100% 
90% 
80% 
70% 
60% 
50% 
40% 
30% 
20% 
10% -
0% 

Market share retail banking 

Accounts Credits Mortgages Savings 

Market share commercial banking 

100% -.--.-~-.-~-.,......---.~~~~.,--~--.~~-., 

90% 
80% 
70% 
60% 
50% 
40% 
30% 
20% 
10% 

0% 

Accounts Transact. Export fin . Savings 

D Other 

• SNS bank 

• Fortis 

• ING 

Rabobank 

D Other 

• Fortis 

• ING 

ll Rabobank 

OABNAmro 

Country Website Turnover (bllllon €) Position world wide 
United States www.citigroup.com € 69,4 1 
United Kingdom www.hsbc.com € 35,6 2 
Switzerland www .credit-suisse.com € 35,0 3 
United States www.jpmorganchase.com € 34,7 4 
United Kingdom www.rbs.co.uk € 33 ,6 5 
Germany www.deutsche-bank .com € 28,0 6 
Netherlands (The) www.ing .nl € 26,7 7 
Netherlands (The) www.fortis.com € 26,4 8 
France www.credit-agricole .fr € 24,3 9 
United States www.bankofamerica .com € 23,2 10 
Netherlands {The) www.rabobank.nl € 22 ,9 11 
Netherlands {The) www.abnamro.nl € 14,4 19 
Netherlands {The) www.snsbank.nl € 2,0 111 
Netherlands {The) www.vanlanschot.nl € 0,4 249 
Netherlands {The) www.nibcapital.com € 0,3 257 
Netherlands (The) www.dexiabank.nl € 0,2 277 
Netherlands (The) www.frieslandbank.nl € 0,2 285 
Netherlands (The) www.dsbgroep.nl € 0,2 287 
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The five key players in the Dutch insurance industry, based on turnover non life insurance: Achmea, 
Fortis ASR, ING Nationale Nederlanden, Delta Lloyd and Rabobank lnterpolis. For the life insurance 
industry in the Netherlands the five key players are, based on turnover: ING Nationale Nederlanden, 
Aegon, Fortis ASR, Delta Lloyd and Rabobank lnterpolis (www.verzekeraars.org 2003). Internationally 
seen, ING is the 5th biggest insurer world wide, with a turnover, due to insurance policies, of 55,4 

billion euro's. Next, Aviva Delta Lloyd (10th : 19,4 bin , Delta Lloyd Netherlands contributes for 5 ,5 bin)), 
Aegon (11 th: 28,5 bin), Achmea (42nd: 7, 1 bin), Fortis ASR (44

1
h: 6,9) and Rabobank lnterpolis (53rd : 

5,0). Recently, lnterpolis merged with Achmea and as a result of that their consolidated turnover is 
12, 1 bin euro's (annua/reports.com 2004) . 

Name 
American International Group 
AXA 
Berkshire Hathaway 
Allianz 
ING insurance 
Generali 
Munich Re 
Zurich Financial Services 
MetLife 
Aviva 
AEGON 
Achmea Groep 
Fortis ASR Verzekeringsgroep 
Delta Lloyd 
lnterpolis 
Zorgverzekeraar VGZ 
Agis 
SNS reaal verzekeringen 
Goudse Verzekeringen 
Unive Zorgverzekeraar 

Turnover Life Insurance 

Turnover Non Life Insurance 

Courni-Y Website 
United States www.aig.com 
France www.axa.com 
United States www.berkshirehathaway.com 
Germany www.allianz.com 
Netherlands (The) www.ing.nl 
Italy www.generali .com 
Germany www.munichre.com 
Switzerland www.zurich.com 
United States www.metlife.com 
United Kingdom www.aviva.com 
Netherlands (The) www.aegon.com 
Netherlands (The) www.achmea.nl 
Netherlands (The) www.asr.nl 
Netherlands (The) www.deltalloyd.nl 
Netherlands (The) www.interpolis.nl 
Netherlands (The) www.vgz.nl 
Netherlands (The) Unknown 
Netherlands (The) www.snsreaalgroup.com 
Netherlands (The) www.goudse.nl 
Netherlands (The) www.unive.nl 

DING NN 

Cl Aegon 

• Fortis ASR 

• Achmea 

• Delta Lloyd 

D Rabobank lnterpolis 

D Allianz 

•Swiss Life 

• Unive 

• Menzis 

• Other 

DING NN 

Cl Aegon 

• Fortis ASR 

• Achmea 

• Delta Lloyd 

D Rabobank lnterpolis 

D All ianz 

o Swiss Life 

• Unive 

m Menzis 

• Other 

Turnover Position worldwide 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
42 
44 
51 
53 
67 
68 
81 
108 
121 
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ABN AMRO Netherlands (1) is part of ABN AMRO international NV. Achmea belongs to an 
international cooperation of European insurers and carries 4 different brands of insurances. They 
recently merged with lnterpolis, formally belonging to Rabobank group (4). Rabobank. In exchange, 
Rabobank holds 30% of the shares of Eureka. Next, Aegon Netherlands (3) is part of Aegon NV. 
SNSreaal group (5) offers both insurance and banking services in the Netherlands with SNS and 
Reaal. In the Netherlands ING group (6) offers banking activities with ING bank and Postbank. It also 
offers insurance products with Nationale Nederlanden. Fortis (7) offers allfinanz services, with Fortis 
bank and ASR. ASR carries several insurance brands: Amev, Amersfoortse, Europeesche, Staci 
Rotterdam and Falcon leven. Delta Lloyd (8) is part of Aviva. In the Netherlands Delta Lloyd offers 
three insurance brands: Delta Lloyd insurance, Ohra and ABN AMRO insurance. ABN AMRO 
insurances are developed and sold through the joint venture with ABN AMRO. 

ABN AMRO Holding 
When in 1990 ABN AMRO Holding started it's own indemnity insurance company they quickly became 
the largest FS firm in the Netherlands. In 1993 they started also to sell life insurance policies and they 
sold their products trough a wide number of distribution channels, like: offices, intermediaries, 
telephone and computer. The sale of their banking and insurance products is mainly carried out under 
the ABN AMRO label. Nowadays, ABN AMRO holding is a financial conglomerate that can be called a 
'bank assurance'. The insurance activities of ABN AMRO Holding are relatively small and are 
developed and sold under the joint venture with Delta Lloyd. Banking is their core business and is very 
internationally orientated. Their strategy is to create new home markets like in the mid west of the 
USA, in Brazil and in Italy. In 1999 the bought a minority stake into Banco di Roma and in 2005 they 
bought a majority stake into Antonveneta. 

ING Group 
The ING Group is established in 1991 with the merger of insurer, 'Nationale Nederlanden', and the 
NMB Postbank Group. Like ABN AMRO, ING is also internationally orientated, but opposed to ABN 
AMRO, ING's insurance activities are larger than their banking activities. The Dutch activities of ING 
group are carried out by separate entities: Postbank, ING Bank and Nationale Nederlanden. They all 
use different distribution channels to sell their products. Postbank uses telephone distribution and 
direct writing , ING Bank uses the offices net and Nationale Nederlanden uses intermediaries. 
Internationally, ING Group uses a office net to distribute their products and services, with offices in 
USA, Eastern Asia , South America and Australia. The ING Group is clearly an allfinanz firm . The 
alliance with the SFB Group for social security laws fits in this principle. 

Fortis Group 
Fortis originated in 1990 when the Belgian AG Group merged with the Dutch bank assurance AMEV 
VSB. The Fortis Group is with it three home markets: Belgium, The Netherlands and the USA a 
financial conglomerate. To strengthen their position in the Benelux they acquired the Belgische 
Generale Bank. Banking and insurance activities are equal of size at Fortis. In the Netherlands, Fortis 
Group has different labels: Fortis Bank, Fortis ASR and merchant bank Mees Pierson, which was 
acquired in 1996 from ABN AMRO. Like ABN AMRO and ING, Fortis uses also their offices net and 
intermediaries as distribution channels for their products. 

Rabobank Group 
Another big FS firm in the Netherlands is the Rabobank. This institution aroused in 1990 when 
Rabobank acquired the insurer lnterpolis. Also Robeco, an investment bank was part of the 
organization. Recently, Rabobank sold their daughter lnterpolis to Eureka in exchange for a minority 
stake of 37% into Eureka, which is the largest European insurer. Rabobank holds a major difference 
opposed to Fortis, ING and ABN AMRO, which lies in its legal form. Unlike the others, Rabobank is 
not an NV, but a cooperative bank. Therefor it has no shareholders but members. 

Aegon 
Aegon is a financial conglomerate almost only focussing on life insurance activities. It therefore is the 
opposite of ABN AMRO. There banking activities, that are quite small compared with their insurance 
activities are branded under the Spaarbeleg Bank. Aegon is also internationally active, illustrated by 
the acquisition of Transamerica in 1999. 
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Achmea Group 
Achmea Group consists of several smaller concerns, Centraal Beheer, Avera, Zilveren Kruis and 
FBTO. Achmea Group is part of the biggest European insurance group, Eureka. In 2005 Achmea 
Group merged with Rabobanks' lnterpolis and now it is one of the biggest concerns under Eureka. 
Within Eureka is Achmea mostly orientated on the Dutch insurance market. Achmea also holds a 
small investment banking concern, Staalbankiers. 

SNS Reaal Group 
In 1997 SNS and Reaal merged together and formed the SNS Reaal Group. At SNS the focus is on 
banking, while at Reaal it is on insurance. The most important reason that these 2 firms merged is that 
now they can offer their clients a full assortment of financial products and services, by using each 
others distribution channels. SNS is only orientated on the Dutch FS market. 

Delta Lloyd Group 
A merger between Delta and Nedlloyd in 1969 led to the birth of Delta Lloyd. As a result, the product 
range was widened to include general insurance business. Delta Lloyd marketed its products through 
intermediaries in the Dutch market. Later, Delta Lloyd was acquired by a British partner which today 
operates under the name of Aviva. In 1999 Delta Lloyd merged with NUTS OHRA Beheer, thus 
bringing a direct writer and a major health insurance portfolio under its roof. Distribution now became 
possible both through independent intermediaries (Delta Lloyd) and direct sales (OHRA). In this way, 
the newly formed Group successfully embarked on a multi-channel strategy. As a result of the merger 
with NUTS OHRA Beheer, Delta Lloyd Group also took ENNIA Caribe on the Netherlands Antilles and 
Aruba under its wing. 
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Appendix 5 Governance of alliances 

Partner characteristics Relational aovemance aspects Market Environment Activities of the Alllance 
Murray & Kotabe Partner similarity Trust, level of formalization Environmental uncertainty Asset specificity 
2005 
Globerman & Experience, cultural distance, Opportunism, interdependence Political governance of the host country Reputation of prior alliances 
Nielson 2005 collaborative know how, similarity in 

competencies 
Pan Tao & Lu Product relatedness Competitive rivalry , location specific Task specific knowledge 
2005 knowledge 
Dyer, Kale & Collaboration capabilities Market uncertainty, level of competition Synergy, Nature of resources, 
Singh 2004 Redundancy 
Leiblein 2003 Leveraging capabilities, Hazard Path dependence I interdependence, Performance 

mitigating capabilities coordinating mechanisms 
Casciaro 2003 Size , aae, performance Repeated ties lndustrv characteristics Task uncertainty, Strategic uncertainty 
Chen & Chen Size Behaviour uncertainty Asset specificity, technology uncertainty, 
2003 resource complementarity, production I 

R&D I Marketinq dependency 
Reuer, Arino & Number of partners , country differences, Asset specificity, relational capital , 
Mellewigt 2003 firm age search costs strategic importance, 

alliance scope 
Pekar & Margulis Commitment, Autonomy Depth of integration 
2003 
Contractor & Ra recipients learning or absorptive Suppliers appropriation concerns, 
2002 capacity effective IP protection and contract 

enforceability 
Poppo & Zenger Uncertainty, trust and longevity of the Asset specificity, measurement difficulty 
2002 relationship 
Das & Teng 2001 Mangerial risk perception 
Reuer & Zollo Capabilities, experience Rivalry, Host country conditions Scope, division of labour, relevance 
2000 
Das & Teng 2000 Relational exchange, uncertainty, Motive, resource dependency 

bargaininq power, control , time span 
Oxley 1999 Laws, Polity Type and scope of transaction 
Gulati & Singh Interdependence, repeated ties, inter- Industry appropriability regime Technology component in alliance 
1998 orqanizational trust 
Das & Teng 1998 Trust, control 
Gulati 1998 interdependence, power asymmetries, Transaction costs 

appropriation concerns, coordination 
costs 
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Appendix 6 Collected data 

FSflnn Alliance partners Year Primary goal(&) Structure Partner charac:terlatlca 

Equity alliances Non Equity alliances # Partners Nationality Industry 

ENM ASC FCN SS IE RR Ml JV Equity Coop. Cons. BPO Non Multi Bilal. Domes. Foreign Inter Intra 
leauity ind. ind. 

ABN Amro Rothschild 1996 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

ABNAmro Banco Real 1997 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

ABN Amro Certco et. al. 1998 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 

ABNAmro lnterpay et. al. 1998 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 

ABN Amro Sumitomo 1998 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

ABN Amro Maas 1998 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

ABNAmro Mellon 1998 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

ABN Amro Banca di Roma 1999 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

ABN Amro Insight capital partners 1999 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

ABNAmro Topland agrarische 1999 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 
verzekerinQen 

ABN Amro Visa 1999 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

ABN Amro Industry 2 Industry 2000 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

ABN Amro lnsead 2000 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 

ABNAmro Jardine Lloyd Thompson 2000 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

ABNAmro Economist Intelligence Unit 2000 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 

ABN Amro KPN 2000 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

ABN Amro Morgan stock broking 2000 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

ABNAmro Nokia et. al. 2000 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 

ABN Amro Antonveneta 2001 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

ABN Amro Delta Lloyd Ohra 2001 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 

ABN Amro Pinault Printemps Redoute 2001 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 

ABNAmro TRADE.com 2001 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

ABN Amro ANBO 2002 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

ABNAmro Delta Lloyd 2002 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 

ABN Amro EDS 2002 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 

ABNAmro LF insurance group 2002 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

ABN Amro Mellon 2002 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

ABN Amro Accion 2003 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

ABN Amro Acerta 2003 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 
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ABN Amro Banca Intesa 2003 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

ABN Amro Douwe Egberts 2003 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

ABNAmro ORX 2003 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 

ABN Amro Shorecap 2003 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 

ABN Amro Xiangcai 2003 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

ABN Amro Aces and alliance solution 2004 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 
qrouo 

ABNAmro KLM and VU 2004 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

ABN Amro Mastercard 2004 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

ABN Amro MKS Nederland 2004 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

ABNAmro Seymour management 2004 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 

ABN Amro Babcock and Brown 2005 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

ABN Amro Bluestone 2005 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

ABN Amro Broker one 2005 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

ABN Amro Galaxy securities 2005 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

ABN Amro IBM 2005 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 

ABN Amro lnbesos 2005 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

ABNAmro Infosys and Tata 2005 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 

ABNAmro NFX 2005 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 

Achmea-lnt. CZ 1996 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 

Achmea-lnt. Credita agricola mutua 1997 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

Achmea-lnt. Adecco et. al. 1998 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 

Achmea-lnt. BCP 1998 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

Achmea-lnt. VGZ 1998 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 

Achmea-lnt. VendexKBB 1999 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

Achmea-lnt. C1000 2000 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

Achmea-lnt. Maaf 2000 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 

Achmea-lnt. GAK (argonaut) 2000 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 

Achmea-lnt. lnterteasing 2000 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 

Achmea-lnt. Van Spaendonck 2000 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 

Achmea-lnt. De Telegraaf 2001 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 

Achmea-lnt. Erasmus verzekeringen 2001 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 

Achmea-lnt. Versatel 2001 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 

Achmea-lnt. F&C, Deutsche Bank 2002 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 

Achmea-lnt. Nuon 2002 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

Achmea-lnt. Saras in 2002 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 
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Achmea-lnt. NMT 2003 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

Achmea-lnt. Trinicom 2003 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

Achmea-lnt. Rural Seguros 2003 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

Achmea-lnt. Achmea (zilveren kruis) 2004 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 

Achmea-lnt. Atos origin 2004 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

Achmea-lnt. EDS 2004 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

Achmea-lnt. Healthnet international 2004 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

Achmea-lnt. Huisartsenvereniging 2004 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 

Achmea-lnt. Medinova 2004 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

Achmea-lnt. Rabobank 2004 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 

Achmea-lnt. Scalepoint 2004 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 

Achmea-lnt. Universiteit Wageningen 2004 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

Achmea-lnt. Visionclinics 2004 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

Achmea-lnt. Rabobank 2005 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 

Achmea-lnt. Athlon 2005 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 

Achmea-lnt. EurekoPZU 2005 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

Achmea-lnt. lnteramerican 2005 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

Achmea-lnt. Kringapotheken 2005 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

Achmea-lnt. Philips 2005 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 

Achmea-lnt. SOS International A/S RA 2005 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 
GmbH 

Achmea-lnt. NOC NSF 2005 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

Achmea-lnt. Meditel 2005 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

Achmea-lnt. SBS6 en Essent 2005 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 

Achmea-lnt. Stichting de ombudsman 2005 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

Aegon Scottish equitable 1996 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

Aegon Transamerica 1997 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

Aegon Banamex 1997 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

Aegon ABN Amro 1998 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 

Aegon Banamex 1998 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

Aegon JC Penney 1999 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

Aegon Petercam 1999 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 

Aegon Chase Manhattan 2000 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

Aegon ING 2000 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

Aegon Ahold 2001 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 

Aegon Bank of Taipei 2001 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 
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Aegon Total 2001 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

Aegon La Mondia le 2002 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

Aegon CMG 2002 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

Aegon China National Offshore Oi l 2002 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 
Co. 

Aegon BCA, 2003 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 
PricewaterhouseCoopers 

Aegon BvH et.al. 2003 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 

Aegon DIN 2004 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 

Aegon ING 2004 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 

Aegon Agricultural bank of China 2004 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

Aegon Caja de Ahorros del 2004 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 
Mediteraneo 

Aegon Bank of communications 2005 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

Aegon Caja de Badajoz 2005 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

Aegon Industrial & commercia l 2005 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 
bank China 

Delta Lloyd Smeets 1997 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

Delta Lloyd ANOZ 1998 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 

Delta Lloyd Pleswtn, overseas 1999 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 
Filrnoroup 

Delta Lloyd AFV Milla et.al. 2000 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 

Delta Lloyd Citybank 2000 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 

Delta Lloyd Makro 2000 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

Delta Lloyd Arcadis 2001 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 

Delta Lloyd Atos origin 2001 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

Delta Lloyd PGGM 2002 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 

Delta Lloyd Pinkroccade 2003 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

Delta Lloyd Arboned 2004 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

Delta Lloyd IBM 2004 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 

Delta Lloyd lnnoconcepts 2004 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 

Delta Lloyd SAGA ktlniek 2004 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

Delta Lloyd Agls, Menzis, VGZ 2005 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 

Delta Lloyd MKS Brabant 2005 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

Delta Lloyd DVN 2005 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

Delta Lloyd Triodos 2005 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 

Fortis PPA bank 1997 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 

Fortis ANOZ 1998 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 

Fortis VGZ 1998 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 
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Fortis American express 1998 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

Fortis Vining sparks USA 1999 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

Fortis Energis 2000 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

Fortis Versa tel 2000 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

Fortis China insurance group 2001 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

Fortis Erasmus verzekeringen 2001 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 

Fortis Lantworks 2001 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 

Fortis Maybank 2001 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

Fortis Tai ping life 2001 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

Fortis Aegon et. al. 2002 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 

Fortis Aigis 2002 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 

Fortis Bank de Post 2002 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

Fortis Haitong securities 2002 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

Fortis La Caixa 2003 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

Fortis Bank of Africa 2003 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

Fortis BCA 2003 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 

Fortis Bookings 2003 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

Fortis ICBC 2003 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

Fortis Snow1rex 2003 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

Fortis Banca lntermobiliare 2004 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

Fortis Banco commercial 2004 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 
oortuaues 

Fortis Chaletwijzer 2004 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

Fortis KWPN hengstenhouder 2004 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

Fortis Logica CMG 2004 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

Fortis Ordina 2004 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

Fortis Shilla travel 2004 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

Fortis SocGen, secfinex 2004 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 

Fortis VSTEP 2005 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

Fortis ABN Amro et. al. 2005 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 

Fortis Versiko 2005 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

Fortis Banca commerciale 2005 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 
Romana 

Fortis Carglass. Autotaalglas 2005 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

Fortis ICICI bank 2005 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

Fortis Muang Thai 2005 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

Fortis NFX 2005 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 
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Fortis Regel. nu 2005 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

Fortis TBS Lloyds 2005 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

Fortis Grontmij, ANW, GMG 2005 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 

Fortis Bouwfonds 2005 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 

Fortis Triodos bank 2005 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 

Fortis IDBI 2005 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

Fort is Haitong investments 2004 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

ING SFB 1998 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 

ING Arboned et. al. 1998 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 

ING Pidemco 1998 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

ING H&CB 1999 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

ING QBE 1999 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

ING Haaglanden, Siemens 2000 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 

ING Paypal 2000 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

ING Principal financial group 2000 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

ING Randstad uitzendbureau 2000 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

ING Vysyaet. al. 2000 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 

ING DiBa 2001 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

ING Savia &Seguros commerc. 2001 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 
amaerica 

ING Telfort 2001 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

ING Zurich verzekeringen 2001 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

ING ANZ 2002 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

ING Banco bital 2002 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

ING BGAG&BHW 2002 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

ING China merchants securities 2002 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 
et. al. 

ING Chinese capital group 2002 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

ING Grontmij 2002 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 

ING Pireaus bank 2002 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

ING Sulamerica 2002 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

ING AOL time wamer 2003 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 

ING Bank of New York 2003 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

ING BCA 2003 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 

ING China pacific insurance 2003 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 
comoanv 

ING Kookmln 2003 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

ING Nibud 2003 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 
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ING Nomura 2003 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

ING Aegon 2004 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 

ING China merchant funds 2004 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 
rnanaaement 

ING General electric 2004 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 

ING Maetis Arbo 2004 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

ING Mizuho 2004 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

ING MKB Nederland 2004 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

ING ONVZ 2004 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 

ING Ideal 2004 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 

ING Palic/Aetna 2004 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

ING Oikocrediet 2004 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

ING Ragus business centres 2004 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 

ING Western Union 2004 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

ING Accenture, Atos, Getronics, 2005 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 
BT 

ING Ahold 2005 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

ING AON 2005 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 

ING Bank of Beijing 2005 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

ING Bank of Mongolia 2005 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 

ING Beijing capital group 2005 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

ING Bouwfonds and ING 2005 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 

ING IBM, centric, unlsys, KPN 2005 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 

ING Kendrion 2005 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

ING Lehman brothers 2005 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

ING NFX 2005 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 

ING Nib Capital et. al. 2005 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 

ING Philamcare 2005 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

ING Samsung Life insurance 2005 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

ING Sonae 2005 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

ING Sri lanka insurance co. 2005 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

Rabobank BRP 1996 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

Rabobank Kyiv int. Bank 1997 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

Rabobank Achmea 1998 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 

Rabobank DG bank 1999 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

Rabobank L TO Nederland 1999 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 

Rabobank C&A 1999 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 
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Rabobank Plusmarkt 2000 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

Rabobank DG bank and Credito 2000 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 
coooerativo 

Rabobank Oost-Europabank 2000 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

Rabobank V-traction 2000 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 

Rabobank ABP 2001 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 

Rabobank Vrouw online and Ilse media 2001 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 

Rabobank ATB 2002 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

Rabobank Elsevier 2002 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

Rabobank Philips 2002 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 

Rabobank Saras in 2002 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

Rabobank Coins 2003 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 

Rabobank Russell 2003 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

Rabobank Unilever 2003 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 

Rabobank Webisrehberi 2003 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 

Rabobank Wereldbank 2003 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

Rabobank ABN Amro et. al. 2004 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 

Rabobank Bfacotry 2004 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 

Rabobank BGZ 2004 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

Rabobank Chinese cooperative 2004 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 
landbouwbank 

Rabobank IFC 2004 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

Rabobank KBC bank 2004 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

Rabobank TPG 2004 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

Rabobank Unisys 2004 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

Rabobank Universiteit Wageningen 2004 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

Rabobank Zhejiang Provincial Rural 2004 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 
Credit Co. 

Rabobank Brinks 2005 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 

Rabobank EMV 2005 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 

Rabobank Fin Force 2005 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

Rabobank Kringloopwinkels en Asva 2005 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 

Rabobank Lombard 2005 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

Rabobank National Microfinance bank 2005 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

Rabobank URCB 2005 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

Rabobank Talpa 2005 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 

Rabobank Ordina en Logica CMG 2005 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 

Rabobank Zambia National 2005 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 
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Commercial Bank 

SNSreaal Friesland bank 1999 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 
assuradeuren 

SNSreaal Moneybox 2001 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 

SNSreaal VendexKBB 2001 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

SNSreaal Mensen In Nood 2002 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 

SNSreaal Laser 2003 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

SNSreaal Office centre 2003 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

SNSreaal Unive 2003 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 

SNSreaal Drenthe & Overijssel 2004 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 
assuradeuren 

SNSreaal Firefox 2004 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 

SNSreaal Good bankers 2004 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

SNSreaal NCR teradata 2004 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

SNSreaal Route mobile 2004 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

SNSreaal Royal bank of Scotland 2004 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

SNSreaal Stivoro 2004 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

SNSreaal Tango 2004 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

SNSreaal Bart foundation 2005 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

SNSreaal C1000 2005 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

SNSreaal Federatie voor 2005 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 
slechtzienden & blinden 

SNSreaal Free record shop 2005 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

SNSreaal Goudse 2005 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 

SNSreaal Jetix 2005 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

SNSreaal KLD research 2005 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 

SNSreaal Lyzia 2005 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

SNSreaal Microsoft MSN et. al. 2005 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 

SNSreaal Mojo 2005 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

SNSreaal Stichting Flevohart 2005 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

SNSreaal VNU 2005 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 
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Appendix 7 Number of alliance announcements in the FS industry 

Number of alliance announcements ABN Amro 

1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 

Number of alliance announcements Aegon 

1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 

ABN·AMRO 

=#alliances 

-Expon. (#alliances) 

=#alliances 

-Expon. (#alliances) 

Number of alliance announcements Achmea-lnterpolis 

1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 

Number of alliance announcements Delta Lloyd 

5 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 

ochmeo 

\nterpo/is 

=#alliances 

-Expon. (#alliances) 

delta lloyd 

=#alliances 

-Expon. (#alliances) 
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Number of alliance announcements Fortis 

1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 

Number of alliance announcements Rabobank 

1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 
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•• .... . ... • . .:. .. . - it ~:· · · 

· ~ · FORT I S 

=#alliances 

-Expon. (#alliances) 

Rabobank 

=#alliances 

-Expon. (#alliances) 

Number of alliance announcements ING 

1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 

Number of alliance announcements SNSreaal 

1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 

ING .laJ 

=#alliances 

- Expon. (#alliances) 

SNS REAAL Group 

=#alliances 

-Expon. (#alliances) 
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Alliance goals in the FS industry 

Alliance goals ABN Amro 

Alliance goals Aegon 

ABN·AMRO 

CJ Enter new market 

Cl Access specialized competencies 

• Fulfill customer needs 

• Set standard 

• Increase efficiency 

CJ Reduce risks 

o Enter new market 

Cl Access specialized competencies 

• Fulfill customer needs 

o Set standard 

• Increase efficiency 

CJ Reduce risks 

Alliance goals Achmea-lnterpolis 

Alliance goals Delta Lloyd 

ochmeo 

\o.terpo//s 

o Enter new market 

r;i Access specialized competencies 

• Fulfill customer needs 

o Set standard 

• Increase efficiency 

Cl Reduce risks 

deltalloyd 

o Enter new market 

D Access specialized competencies 

• Fulfill customer needs 

o Set standard 

• Increase efficiency 

Cl Reduce risks 
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Alliance goals Fortis 

Alliance goals Rabobank 

TU/e 

•• .~ .. 
• • • • • ..!. • • 
. • i! ::.~· · · 

•r 
FO RTIS 

o Enter new market 

D Access specialized competencies 

• Fulfill customer needs 

• Set standard 

• Increase efficiency 

o Reduce risks 

Rabobank 

o Enter new market 

Access specialized competencies 

• Fulfill customer needs 

• Set standard 

• Increase efficiency 

o Reduce risks 

techn ische universil eit eind hoven 

Alliance goals ING 

Alliance goals SNSreaal 

ING 

o Enter new market 

El Access specialized competencies 

• Fulfill customer needs 

• Set standard 

• Increase efficiency 

o Reduce risks 

SNS REAAL 

o Enter new market 

Group 

g Access specialized competencies 

• Fulfill customer needs 

• Set standard 

• Increase efficiency 

IJ Reduce risks 
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Appendix 9 Alliance partner characteristics in FS industry 

Number of partners involved in FS alliances 

D Multipartner 

• Bilateral 

53% 

Alliance partner nationality in FS alliances 

47% 

DDomestic 

• Foreign 

Alliance partner industry background in FS alliances 

40% 

D Inter industry 

• Intra industry 
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Appendix 10 Cross tabulations 

Crosstab 

Governance mode 

Minority 
investment Joint venture 

Enter new No Count 8 20 
market % of Total 2,7% 6,6% 

Yes Count 41 46 

% of Total 13,6% 15,3% 

Total Count 49 66 

% of Total 16,3% 21,9% 

Chi-Square Tests 

Asymp. Sig . 
Value df (2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 102,885a 4 ,000 

Likelihood Ratio 109,289 4 ,000 

Linear-by-Linear 
76,240 1 ,000 

Association 

N of Valid Cases 301 

a. 0 cells (,0%) have expected count less than 5. The 
minimum expected count is 5,23. 

Cooperative 
128 

42,5% 

28 

9,3% 

156 

51,8% 

Consortia 
8 

2,7% 

5 

1,7% 

13 

4,3% 

Nominal by 
Nominal 

N of Valid Cases 

BPO 
16 

5,3% 

1 

,3% 

17 

5,6% 

Total 
180 

59,8% 

121 

40,2% 

301 

100,0% 

The chi-square tests show based on 
asymptotic significance (p=0,05 2-sided) that 
relationships between enter new market 
alliances and the governance mode are not 
due to chance variation . This means that 
there are very strong relationships between 
alliance goal and governance. 

Symmetric Measures 

Value Approx . Sig . 
Phi ,585 ,000 

Cramer's V ,585 ,000 

Contingency Coefficient ,505 ,000 

301 

a. Not assuming the null hypothesis. 

b. Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null 
hypothesis . 

From the symmetric measures it can be stated that all significant values are 0.000. This indicates a statistically significant relationship between enter new 
market alliances and alliance governance modes. The relationship is also quite strong because Phi's values, Cramer's V and Contingency coefficient are quite 
high, but not convincingly. 
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Crosstab 

Mode 

Minority 
investment Joint venture Cooperative Consortia BPO Total 

Access to specialized No Count 39 
competencies % of Total 13,0% 

Yes Count 10 

% of Total 3,3% 

Total Count 49 

% of Total 16,3% 

Chi-Square Tests 

Asymp. Sig . 
Value df (2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 38,455a 4 ,000 

Likelihood Ratio 40,586 4 ,000 

Linear-by-Linear 
2,988 1 ,084 Association 

N of Valid Cases 301 

a. O cells (,0%) have expected count less than 5. The 
minimum expected count is 5,87. 

Symmetric Measures 

40 61 11 14 165 

13,3% 20,3% 3,7% 4,7% 54,8% 

26 95 2 3 136 

8,6% 31 ,6% ,7% 1,0% 45,2% 

66 156 13 17 301 

21 ,9% 51 ,8% 4,3% 5,6% 100,0% 

The chi-square tests show based on asymptotic significance (p=0,05 2-sided) that 
relationships between access to specialized competencies alliances and the governance 
mode are not due to chance variation based on values of Pearson Chi-Square and 
Likelihood ratio. However, values are lower than in enter new market alliances. Linear by 
Linear associations show significance. This means that there are relationships are not that 
strong. 

Value Aoorox. Sig. 
The symmetric measures show that all significant values are 0.000. This indicates a 
statistically significant relationship between access to specialized competencies 
alliances and alliance governance modes. The relationship is not that strong as Phi's 
values, Cramer's V and Contingency coefficient are relatively low. 

Nominal by Phi ,357 
Nominal Cramer's V ,357 

Contingency Coefficient ,337 

N of Valid Cases 301 

a. Not assuming the null hypothesis . 

b. Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null 
hypothesis. 

,000 

,000 

,000 
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Crosstab 

Governance mode 

Minority 
investment Joint venture Cooperative Consortia BPO Total 

Fulfil customer No Count 48 60 84 13 17 222 
needs % of Total 15,9% 19,9% 27,9% 4,3% 5,6% 73,8% 

Yes Count 1 6 72 0 0 79 

% of Total ,3% 2,0% 23,9% ,0% ,0% 26,2% 
Total Count 49 66 156 13 17 301 

% of Total 16,3% 21 ,9% 51,8% 4,3% 5,6% 100,0% 

Chi-Square Tests 

Asymp. Sig. 
Value df (2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 67,480a 4 ,000 

Likelihood Ratio 81,206 4 ,000 

Linear-by-Linear 
8,923 1 ,003 

Association 

N of Valid Cases 301 

a. 2 cells (20,0%) have expected count less than 5. The 
minimum expected count is 3,41 . 

Symmetric Measures 

The chi-square tests show based on asymptotic significance (p=0,05 2-sided) that 
relationships between fulfil customer need alliances and the governance mode are not due to 
chance variation. However, values for Pearson Chi-Square and the Likelihood ration are 
lower than in enter new market alliances, but higher than in access to specialized 
competencies alliances. Linear by Linear associations show minor significance. This means 
that there are relationships are quite strong. 

Value Aoorox . Siq. 
The symmetric measures show that all significant values are 0.000. This indicates a 
statistically significant relationship between fulfil customer needs alliances and 
alliance governance modes. The relationship is not convincingly strong as Phi 's 
values, Cramer's V and Contingency coefficient are mediocre. 

Nominal by Phi ,473 
Nominal Cramer's V ,473 

Contingency Coefficient ,428 

N of Valid Cases 301 

a. Not assuming the null hypothesis. 

b. Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null 
hypothesis. 

,000 

,000 

,000 
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Crosstab 

Governance mode 

Minority 
investment Joint venture 

Set a new No Count 48 64 
standard % of Total 15,9% 21 ,3% 

Yes Count 1 2 
% of Total ,3% ,7% 

Total Count 49 66 

% of Total 16,3% 21 ,9% 

Chi-Square Tests 

Asymp . Sig. 
Value df (2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 3, 183a 4 ,528 

Likelihood Ratio 4,342 4 ,362 

Linear-by-Linear 
,039 1 ,844 Association 

N of Valid Cases 301 

a. 4 cells (40,0%) have expected count less than 5. The 
minimum expected count is ,52. 

Symmetric Measures 

Cooperative Consortia BPO Total 
147 13 17 289 

48 ,8% 4,3% 5,6% 96,0% 

9 0 0 12 

3,0% ,0% ,0% 4,0% 

156 13 17 301 

51 ,8% 4,3% 5,6% 100,0% 

The chi-square tests show based on asymptotic significance (p=0,05 2-sided) that 
relationships between set the standard alliances and the governance mode are probably due 
to chance variation for Pearson Chi-Square and Likelihood ratio. 40% of the cells that are 
analyzed have an expected count of less than 5. This leads to very low values of Pearson 
Chi-Square and high significance values. This means that there are relationships are not 
strong because there are few relationships. 

Value Aoorox. SiQ . 
The symmetric measures show what we already know. There is no strong 
relationship between set the standard alliances and alliance governance modes. 

Nominal by Phi ,103 
Nominal Cramer's V ,103 

Contingency Coefficient ,102 

N of Valid Cases 301 

a. Not assuming the null hypothesis. 

b. Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null 
hypothesis . 

,528 

,528 

,528 
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Cross tab 

Governance mode 

Minority 
investment Joint venture Cooperative Consortia BPO Total 

Increase cost No Count 47 58 142 13 3 263 
efficiency % of Total 15,6% 19,3% 47,2% 4,3% 1,0% 87,4% 

Yes Count 2 8 14 0 14 38 

% of Total ,7% 2,7% 4,7% ,0% 4,7% 12,6% 

Total Count 49 66 156 13 17 301 

% of Total 16,3% 21 ,9% 51 ,8% 4,3% 5,6% 100,0% 

Chi-Square Tests 

Asymp. Sig . The chi-square tests show based on asymptotic significance (p=0,05 2-sided) that 
relationships between increase efficiency alliances and the governance mode are not due to 
chance variation . The Pearson Chi-Square value is quite high but the Likelihood ratio is lower 
All asymptotic significance levels are 0,000. This means that there are relationships are quite 
strong. It must be noted that 2 cells (20%) have expected count of less than 5 which makes 
results less reliable. 

Value df (2-sided) 
Pearson Chi-Square 81 ,951a 4 ,000 

Likelihood Ratio 52,756 4 ,000 

Linear-by-Linear 
28,755 1 ,000 Association 

N of Valid Cases 301 

a. 2 cells (20,0%) have expected count less than 5. The 

Symmetric Measures 

Value Approx. Siq . 
Nominal by Phi ,522 
Nominal Cramer's V ,522 

Contingency Coefficient ,463 

N of Valid Cases 301 

a. Not assuming the null hypothesis. 

b. Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null 
hypothesis . 

,000 

,000 

,000 

The symmetric measures show that all significant values are 0.000. This indicates a 
statistically significant relationship between increase efficiency alliances and alliance 
governance modes. Phi's values, Cramer's V and Contingency coefficient are quit 
high . 
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Cross tab 

Governance mode 

Minority 
investment Joint venture Coooerative Consortia BPO Total 

Reduce risks on No Count 47 
investments % of Total 15,6% 

Yes Count 2 

% of Total ,7% 

Total Count 49 

% of Total 16,3% 

Chi-Square Tests 

Asymp . Sig . 
Value df (2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 152,2788 4 ,000 

Likelihood Ratio 66, 157 4 ,000 

Linear-by-Linear 
5,954 1 ,015 Association 

N of Valid Cases 301 

a. 4 cells (40,0%) have expected count less than 5. The 
minimum expected count is ,78. 

Symmetric Measures 

62 155 2 17 283 

20,6% 51 ,5% ,7% 5,6% 94,0% 

4 1 11 0 18 

1,3% ,3% 3,7% ,0% 6,0% 

66 156 13 17 301 

21 ,9% 51 ,8% 4,3% 5,6% 100,0% 

The chi-square tests show based on asymptotic significance (p=0,05 2-sided) that 
relationships between reduce risks alliances and the governance mode are not due to 
chance variation . The Pearson Chi-Square value is quite high but the Likelihood ratio is lower 
All asymptotic significance, except for linear by linear levels are 0,000. This means that there 
are relationships are quite strong. It must be noted that 4 cells (40%) have expected count of 
less than 5 which makes results less reliable. 

Value Approx. Sig. 
The symmetric measures show that all significant values are 0.000. This indicates a 
statistically significant relationship between increase efficiency alliances and alliance 
governance modes. Phi's values and Cramer's are high, which indicates a strong 
relationship between reduce risks on investments alliances and alliance governance 
modes. 

Nominal by Phi ,711 
Nominal Cramer's V ,711 

Contingency Coefficient ,580 

N of Valid Cases 301 

a. Not assuming the null hypothesis. 

b. Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null 
hypothesis. 

,000 

,000 

,000 
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Partner characteristics * Governance mode Crosstabulation Cross tabulation between 
partner characteristics and 
governance of alliances 
shows that minority 
investments and joint 
ventures mainly involve 
collaboration with foreign 
horizontal partners. For 
contractual cooperatives, 
this relationship is fuzzier. 
Consortia also often involve 
foreign horizontal 
partnering and 

Minority 
investment 

Partner Foreign intra Count 43 
characteristics industry partner % of Total 14,3% 

Domestic intra Count 1 
industry partner % of Total 

,3% 

Foreign inter Count 2 
industry partner % of Total ,7% 

Domestic inter Count 3 
industry partner % of Total 1,0% 

Total Count 49 

% of Total 16,3% 

Chi-Square Tests 

Asymp. Sig . 
Value df (2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 115,678a 12 ,000 

Likelihood Ratio 117,504 12 ,000 

Linear-by-Linear 
42 ,360 1 ,000 Association 

N of Valid Cases 301 

a. 6 cells (30,0%) have expected count less than 5. The 
minimum expected count is 1,30. 

Governance mode 

Joint venture Cooperative 
44 32 

14,6% 10,6% 

7 39 

2,3% 13,0% 

4 17 

1,3% 5,6% 

11 68 

3,7% 22,6% 

66 156 

21,9% 51,8% 

Consortia BPO 
8 3 

2,7% 1,0% 

4 1 

1,3% ,3% 

0 7 

,0% 2,3% 

1 6 

,3% 2,0% 

13 17 

4,3% 5,6% 

Nominal by 
Nominal 

N of Valid Cases 

Total 
130 

43,2% 

52 

17,3% 

30 

10,0% 

89 

29,6% 

301 

100,0% 

collaboration in sourcing 
strategies can involve a 
variety of partner 
characteristics. Domestic 
partners are mainly seen in 
cooperative agreements 

Symmetric Measures 

Value Aoorox. Sig . 
Phi ,620 ,000 
Cramer's V ,358 ,000 

Contingency Coefficient ,527 ,000 

301 

a. Not assuming the null hypothesis. 

b. Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null 
hypothesis . 

The chi-square tests and symmetric measures show based on asymptotic significance (p=0,05 2-sided) that relationships between alliance governance and 
partner characteristics are not due to chance variation. This means that there are very strong relationships between alliance governance and partner 
characteristics. 
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Appendix 11 TwoStep Cluster analysis 

Auto-Clustering 

Schwarz's Ratio of 
Bayesian Ratio of BIC Distance 

Number of Clusters Criterion (BIC) BIC Chanqe8 Chanqes b 
Measures 

c 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

2761,463 

2330,284 -431 , 179 1,000 1,422 

2064,282 -266,002 ,617 1,638 

1950,796 -113,486 ,263 1,394 

1904,881 -45,915 ,106 1,234 

1891,459 -13,422 ,031 1,303 

1910,392 18,933 -,044 1,359 

1957,520 47, 128 -, 109 1,065 

2009,436 51 ,916 -, 120 1,022 

2062,904 53,468 -, 124 1,299 

2132,953 70,049 -, 162 1,225 

2213,202 80,250 -, 186 1,032 

2294,860 81 ,657 -, 189 1,099 

2380,461 85,602 -, 199 1, 112 

2470,096 89,635 -,208 1,255 

a. The changes are from the previous number of clusters in the table. 

b. The ratios of changes are relative to the change for the two cluster solution . 

c. The ratios of distance measures are based on the current number of 
clusters against the previous number of clusters . 

In order to handle categorical variables, the TwoStep Cluster analysis 
procedure uses a likelihood distance measure which assumes that 
variables in the cluster model are independent. The two steps of the 
TwoStep Cluster Analysis procedure's algorithm can be summarized as 
follows: Step 1: The procedure begins with the construction of a Cluster 
Features (CF) Tree. The tree begins by placing the first case at the root 
of the tree in a leaf node that contains variable information about that 
case. Each successive case is then added to an existing node or forms 
a new node, based upon its similarity to existing nodes and using the 
distance measure as the similarity criterion . A node that contains 
multiple cases contains a summary of variable information about those 
cases. Thus, the CF tree provides a capsule summary of the data file. 
Step 2: The leaf nodes of the CF tree are then grouped using an 
agglomerative clustering algorithm. The agglomerative clustering can 
be used to produce a range of solutions. To determine which number of 
clusters is "best": each of these cluster solutions is compared using 
Schwarz's Bayesian Criterion (BIC). 

The BIC values are lowest for 6 clusters, which suggest that 
associations between alliance variables are strongest for 6 clusters and 
that continues variables are best divided over 6 clusters. However, the 
ratio of distance measures show that for three clusters this ratio is the 
highest. This implies that three clusters offer the best solution to 
categorizing FS alliance variables. Due to lower BIC scores on 
TwoStep Clustering with 4, 5 and 6 clusters , this analysis will also be 
done to check if this results into clearer clusters. 
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Within Cluster Percentage of Mode 
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Percent within Cluster 

Mode 

• ~~:~~ent 
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D Cooperative 

• Consortia 
D BPO 

These three graphs show the within cluster 
percentage of governance modes. The first graph 
belongs to the first TwoStep Cluster analysis. It 
results into classifying all alliances into three 
clusters. The first cluster contains every 
governance mode. The second cluster contains for 
90% cooperative agreements and the third cluster 
contains mainly joint ventures and minority 
investments, thus equity alliances. 
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Within Cluster Percentage of Mode 
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This graph illustrates the within cluster 
percentages for the TwoStep Cluster analysis 
with four fixed clusters. The graph shows that 
governance modes are more clearly divided over 
the clusters. Cluster 1 contains mainly BPO and 
cooperatives and to a lower degree some joint 
ventures. The second and third cluster remains 
the same. The fourth cluster consists of 
cooperatives, consortia, joint ventures and 
minority investments. 

Within Cluster Percentage of Mode 

20 40 60 80 100 

Percent within Cluster 

Mode 

• ~r;';~ent 
• Joint venture 

a Cooperative 

• Consortia 
D BPO 

The last graph belongs to the third TwoStep 
cluster analysis that is run with a fixed number of 
five clusters. The graph shows that with a fixed 
number of five clusters, the governance modes 
are even better divided. The first , second and 
third cluster remain the same, but the fourth 
cluster now contains mainly consortia and some 
equity alliances. The fifth cluster that is added 
contains mainly cooperative agreements and 
some joint ventures. 
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TwoStep Cluster Number= 2 TwoStep Cluster Number= 3 

Bonferroni Ad"ustment lied Bonferroni Adjustment Applied 

~ Critical Value .;. Critical Value 

D Test Statistic D Test Statistic 

-20 -10 0 10 -40 -20 20 40 

Student's t Student's t 

(C) Constant (C) Constant 

Based on the student's t, in each cluster there can be stated how important the variables are. The dashed lines are the borders for significance. If the test 
statistic falls inside the dashed lines, the variable is not significant. Clusters 1 contains 'increase efficiency' and 'reduce risks on investments' alliances, each 
time in a multi partner alliance. The alliances in cluster 2 are not set up to enter a new market. They are set up to access specialized competencies and to 
fulfil customer needs. The alliance is set up with domestic inter industry partners. The third cluster contains enter new market alliances with foreign intra 
industry partners. 
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TwoStep Cluster Number= 2 

Bonferroni Ad"ustment Applied 

~ Critical Value 

EN 
D Test Statistic 

Partners 
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TwoStep Cluster Number = 3 

Bonferroni Adjustm ent Applied 

-20 20 40 

Student's t 

(C) Constant 
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a Test Statistic 

Based on the student's t, in each cluster there can be stated how important the variables are. The 
dashed lines are the borders for significance. If the test statistic falls inside the dashed lines, the variable 
is not significant. If in one cluster the mean of an alliance variable is 1, the variable is considered not 
illustrated in the graphs. However, the alliance variable is of course an important variable that is present 
in the relevant cluster. 

When the TwoStep Cluster analysis is carried out with a fixed number of 4 clusters, the first cluster 
changes and contains only increase efficiency alliances. It shows also significance of inter industry 
alliance partners. The second and third cluster remains the same. The fourth cluster which is new, 
contains reduce risk on investment alliances and set the standard alliances. The most important alliance 
variable that is significant in this cluster is the multi-partner alliance variable. 
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TwoStep Cluster Number= 2 
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Finally, these graphs show the results of the 
TwoStep Cluster analysis that is run with five fixed 
clusters. In comparison with the previous two 
analysis, only the fourth and fifth cluster change. 
The fourth cluster now only contains alliances that 
reduce risks on investments. Intra industry alliance 
partners are significant in this cluster. 

The fifth cluster contains alliances that are set up 
to develop a new technological standard . The 
most significant alliance variable are the multi
partner alliance variable. 
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Appendix 12 Banking vs. Insurance alliances 

Alliance goa ls in the banking industry 

Alliance start ups in banking 

a Enter new market 

g Access specialized competencies 

• Fulfil customer needs 
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Al liance goals in the insurance industry 
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Alliance governance modes in the banking indu stry 
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Alliance governance modes in the insurance industry 

D Minority investm ent 

g Joint Venture 

• Cooperative 

• Consort ium 

DBPO 
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Number of partners in alliances in banking 

Number of partners In alliances in insurance 
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Partner national ity in banking 

Partner nat ionality in insurance 

o Domestic 

• Foreign 

o Domestic 

• Foreign 

Partner industry background in banking 

Partner industry background in insurance 

o Inter industry 

• Intra industry 

o Inter industry 

• Intra industry 
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Alliance goa ls in the Life insurance industry 
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Alliance goals in the Non Life insurance industry 

CJ Enter new market 

CJ Access specialized competencies 
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Partner nationality in Non Life insurance 

Partner nationality in Life insurance 
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• Foreign 

Partner industry background in Non Life insurance 
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Appendix 14 Status publication plan 
Together with Prof. Dr. A.P . De Man the following publication plan is developed to breed publicity for 
PricewaterhouseCoopers on alliances in the FS industry. The tables below show the status and 
planning and content of the articles. The articles are categorized into: 

• Articles for internal use at PwC to create internal awareness 
• Articles for popular magazines to create FS client awareness 
• Articles for academic journals 

Internal PwC articles Content Status 
White paper Alliances in financial services: Copy paste for important part 

Trends, goals and forms in from thesis. Write a.s.a.p.! 
Dutch banking and insurance 

- Reasons for alliances in 
FS 

- Alliance growth in FS 
- Alliance goals in FS 
- Alliance governance 

modes in FS 
- Industry differences 

6000 words 

Verzekeringen update Alliances in the FS industry Submitted 

- Summary of most 
important findings on 
alliances in the insurance 
industry 

2000 words (Dutch) 

Insurance digest Alliances in the FS industr:y Translate article from 
verzekeringen update a.s.a.p. 

- Summary of most 
important findings on 
alliances in the insurance 
industry 

2000 words 

External articles in popular Content Status 
magazines 
Banking review Alliances in the Dutch FS Write a.s.a.p. 

industr:y 

- Summary of most 
important findings on 
alliances in the Dutch FS 
industry 

2000 words (Dutch) 
Financieel Dagblad Interview with Partners from To be held 

PricewaterhouseC001::1ers 
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CFO Alliances, 'new kid on the block Submitted 
in financial services'. 

- Summary of most 
important findings on 
alliances in the insurance 
industry 

2000 words (Dutch) 

External articles in popular Content Status 
magazines 
Holland Management Review Alliance strategies of Dutch Write a.s.a.p. 

financial incumbents 

- Introduction 
- Environmental trends 

that lead to alliances in 
FS. 

- Research approach 
- Overview results 
- Differences between 

banking and insurance 
- Differences between 

Dutch financial 
incumbents 

- Summary and 
conclusions 

- Management 
implications 

- References 

8000 words (Dutch) 
Long Range Planning or Alliance governance in the FS To be written , submit end of 
European Management Journal industr:y, a 1:2ers1:2ective on 2006 

Dutch financial incumbents 

- Introduction 
- Environmental trends that 

lead to alliances in the FS 
- Research question 
- Alliance governance 

theory 
- Research approach 
- Overview important 

results 
- Results on Two Step 

Cluster analysis 
- Summary and 

conclusions 
- Management implications 
- References 

10000 words 
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Appendix 15 Proposition Development for PwC 
The goal of this appendix is to provide PwC a framework that contains FS alliance issues and contains 
directions for alliance improvement suggestions for FS firms. 

Integrate all FS alliance issues into a clear model 

Now that (future) alliances issues for FS firms are defined, PwC knows where they can assist their FS 
clients on alliance advisory services. This section develops a model that integrates all these issues 
and enables PwC to communicate a clear proposition on alliance services to their FS cl ients. 

After the extensively studying the alliance issues from section 8.2, it is concluded that almost all issues 
occur in different parts of the alliance lifecycle. Each firm will pass through certain stages when setting 
up alliances. These stages are called the life cycle of an alliance. Wildeman and Kok (1997) analyzed 
and described the alliance lifecycle and came up with five different alliance lifecycle stages: corporate 
strategy stage (1 ), alliance strategy stage (2), partner selection stage (3), alliance implementation and 
operation stage (4), and the alliance management and evaluation stage (5). 

The alliance lifecycle concept does not only enable PwC to place FS alliance future issues in the right 
context, it is also essential in understanding alliance processes for PwC itself. PwC NL does not have 
any experience with providing alliance services to their clients. Alliance lifecycle thinking briefly 
introduces basic concepts of how alliance processes at firms (should) look like. Lifecycle thinking is an 
essential concept for PwC in advisory services, illustrated and described in figure 1.2 in section 1. 
Alliance lifecycle thinking matches with how PwC approaches advisory assignments in the business 
lifecycle. The alliance lifecycle enables us to create a clear overview of in which stages FS firms will 
experience difficulties with alliances and at the same time does it introduce a concept that helps PwC 
to better understand alliance processes. Therefore, the following section will further elaborate these 
five stages of the alliance life cycle. 

1 . Stage 1 : Corporate strategy 
Each proper alliance strategy follows from a clear corporate strategy. According to Duysters et. al. 
(2005) a clear corporate strategy contains an analysis of shortcomings of competencies that are 
needed to jump on certain market trends, technology developments, future client needs and own 
mission statements. For each of these competencies that are needed the corporate strategy should 
consider which strategy is used. A firm generally has three options: autonomous growth and 
development of competencies, access to competencies through M&A's, and building alliances to 
access these critical competencies. Section 4.4 described pro's and con 's of these three strategies 
and section 4.4 provided insight into which of these strategies is preferred in different situations. The 
corporate strategy stage in the alliance lifecycle ends with developing a portfolio that links the desired 
competencies with these strategies and shows where and how different strategies, like alliances can 
contribute to the overall corporate strategy of the firm. 

2. Stage 2: Alliance strategy 
The corporate strategy revealed in which fields alliances can be used to contribute effectively to the 
firms' mission and corporate goals. The alliance strategy follows from a trade-off between mergers, 
acquisition and autonomous growth. This stage develops a coordinating alliance strategy for the 
alliance portfolio as a whole and it determines alliances strategies for individual alliances. The first 
step is to develop an alliance portfolio that classifies partners into categories of importance, like: 
support partner, crucial partners, and strategic partners. The degree of communication and 
collaboration with partners should be linked with the degree of partners' contribution to reach strategic 
goals. When current partners are classified into this portfolio the firm has to evaluate and consider the 
added value and required investments for each alliance (partner). For individual alliances the alliance 
strategy can be formulated according to De Man et. al. 's alliance goals (1999) . Each alliance should 
have significant drivers that are supported by all alliance partners. For individual alliances it is 
important to consider and evaluate the added value that the alliance yields. 

3. Stage 3: Partner selection 
When firms have determined alliance goals for the alliance portfolio as a whole and alliance goals for 
individual alliances, they can search for appropriate alliance partners. Stage 3 in the alliance lifecycle 
describes how firms make sure that for each all iance goal, they work together with the right alliance 
partner. The partner selection process is carried out by developing a partner profile and comparing the 
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fit between this profile and possible alliance partners. Based on this an analysis of fit between alliance 
partners and the optimum partner profile, a risk analysis of each partner can be made. When there is a 
high or reasonably high fit between profile and partner the firm has to build an alliance negotiation 
team that starts the negotiation process with the possible alliance partners. Duysters et. al. (2005) 
suggests that this stage should end with both firms signing a memorandum of understanding and 
principles that contains a general overview of alliance goal and strategic intentions. The memorandum 
will breed commitment and trust. 

4. Stage 4: Implementation and operation 
When two alliance partners have reached an understanding of the alliance goals and partner 
responsibilities, the alliance has to be formalized . This includes developing a collaborative plan and 
determining the legal entity of the alliance. The collaborative plan pays attention to how pay offs are 
shared, reward management, conflict resolution techniques, performance measurement and alliance 
flexibility in adjustments of alliance goals (Duysters et. al. 2005) . The formalization of the alliance 
deals with how the legal entity of the alliance should look like. Even within alliances there are many 
different governance modes. Section 4.3 described different alliance governance modes and section 
4.5 discussed governance mode influencers. When to formalize the governance mode of an alliance, 
firms need to think about the alliance structure, voting rights, capitalization, administration, terms and 
compensation (Pekar and Margulis 2003) . 

5. Stage 5: Manage and evaluate 
The final stage in the alliance lifecycle is about managing and evaluating the alliance progress and 
performance and alliance partners' behaviour. In order to manage and coordinate the alliance and to 
make adjustments, the evaluation criteria need to be set. It would be wise to set short term and long 
term goals that are measurable. On short terms the alliance can be measured based on financial 
criteria and on long terms the alliance can be measured based on inter-firm trust and commitment. If 
alliance performance does not match with expectations, firms need to rethink alliance goals, 
governance structure or terminate the alliance. 

The five stages of the alliance lifecycle are illustrated in the figure below. The five (future) alliance 
issues for FS firms from section 8.2 can all be placed in certain stages of the alliance lifecycle. 

Alliance 
Lifecycle 

FS alliance 
issues 

Alliance advisory services for PwC: An FS approach 

STAGE 2: 
Alliance strategy 

Alliance portfolio 
management 

Alliance management teams 

Alliance lifecycle and (future) issues for FS firms 

FS firms in the near future might need alliance management teams that facilitate sharing of alliance 
know how and experience so ultimately FS firms develop management tools and best practices. The 
impact of alliance management teams is largest in the fifth stage of the alliance life cycle where 
alliance relationships are managed, evaluated and adjusted. However, alliance management teams 
can also contribute in other stages of the alliance life cycle like the partner selection stage and the 
implementation and operation stage. Alliance management teams can assist in evaluating partner fit 
and selecting a structuring the alliance with familiar and appropriate governance mechanisms. All iance 
portfolio management in the FS industry is clearly essential in the second and third stage of alliance 
lifecycles. The more partners FS firms select for collaboration and the more alliances it closes, the 
more complex their alliance portfolio will become. Exponential growth in the number of alliance 
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announcements in the FS industry will make alliance portfolios more complex. The second stage in the 
alliance lifecycle describes that portfolio management can help to categorize partners and create a 
clear alliance strategy. The third stage of partner selection influences the complexity of the alliance 
portfolio. The governance framework that FS firms might need because of uncertainty or inexperience 
with non equity alliance can help them to structure alliances more efficiently and effectively. This issue 
will clearly occur in stage 3 and stage 4 of the alliance lifecycle. The governance is formalized in the 
implementation and operation stage. However, the partner selection stage already ends with a 
memorandum of understanding principles that lays the foundation for the governance choice . A sub 
industry approach towards alliances for life insurance and non life insurance related activities takes 
place at the first and second stage of the alliance life cycle. FS firms should determine which 
competencies they need for different markets and divisions and determine which strategies 
appropriate to access these competencies. Then all iance strategies should be developed in stage 2 
for both sub industries. The last (future) issue, which is focused on creating alliance awareness and on 
a better fit between alliance corporate strategy and alliance strategy, is obviously an issue in stage 1 
and stage 2 of the alliance lifecycle. 

The figure shows the alliance lifecycle and indicates in which stages of the lifecycle PwC can assist FS 
clients on future all iance issues. With this overview PwC can develop FS orientated alliance tools that 
address these issues and are focussed on performance improvement of these alliance issues. This 
way PwC develops a specific FS approach towards performance improvement on alliance services in 
the FS industry. 

Like declared earlier in this appendix, these FS alliance issues are derived from trends in the alliance 
industry in section 7. It is quite conceivable that FS firms in the near future will have to deal with these 
issues, but a concrete validation step in this research is missing to prove this line of reasoning. Thus, 
before developing FS alliance tools, PwC needs to validate the relevance of certain issues so they can 
determine how urgent alliance issues are at FS clients. The validation step originally was a planned 
step in this study. However, FS clients from PwC did not extend facilities to perform this validation 
step. There is a variety of reasons for this lack of validation . For instance, FS firms are not yet aware 
of the growing importance of alliances or they are carrying out an alliance study themselves. 

Eventually, the following alliance performance improvement tools have the best chance of fit with 
alliance issues at FS clients and with future trends in the FS industry. 

• Tool that enhances alliance awareness at FS firms by aligning alliance strategy with 
corporate strategy 

• Tool that develops a FS sub industry (life versus non life insurance) approach towards 
alliances for FS firms 

• Tool that aligns the FS firms' alliance capabilities with their alliance portfolio complexity 
• Tool that offers FS clients insight into different alliance governance modes and that simplifies 

the decision making process in structuring the alliance. 
• Tool that helps FS firms to build and use alliance management teams as facilitators of 

sharing alliance experiences and alliance know how in order to develop best practices. 

The process of proposition development 

The model that is developed does not enable PwC to make actual improvement suggestions, but it 
indicates possibilities of improvement suggestions and shows the context in which these alliance 
performance improvement actions are possible. It would have been rather unrealistic to think that this 
study would result into the development of a complete proposition of all iance advisory services. 
However, ultimately it is PwC's goal to become the trusted advisor on alliance services in the FS 
industry. This appendix will therefore describe the process that needs to be followed to further develop 
the proposition on alliance performance improvement services in the FS industry. 

Because PwC does not have any experience with providing alliance services at FS firms, first 
knowledge on alliances in the FS industry have to be shared within PwC. PwC has a knowledge 
exchange library that contains white papers on recent trends, developments and knowledge in each 
market. This library is used internally to find background information on issues that are not in one's 
domain. Thus to create alliance awareness at PwC, a white paper is written that contains the most 
important trends and future conceivable issues on alliances in the FS industry. Furthermore, PwC has 
an internal magazine that describes the latest trends in the insurance market called 'verzekeringen 
update'. Also for this magazine a short article is written to breed publicity. The 'insurance digest' is 
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PwC's European magazine that describes trends in the FS industry. An article in this magazine could 
open eyes in other European countries on the growing importance of alliances in the FS industry. 

Next to internal PwC awareness on alliances in the FS industry, also client I market awareness has to 
be developed. Being a trusted advisor on alliances in the FS industry implies that eventually FS clients 
come with alliance issues to PwC. In order to make clients aware of knowledge that PwC has 
developed on alliance trends and issues in the FS industry, a number of articles are written for popular 
FS magazines like 'CFO' and 'Banking Review' . These magazines are being widely read by CEO's 
and CFO's of Dutch FS institutions. The articles will help to breed publicity for PwC to grow into their 
desired role as trusted advisor in the FS industry. 

This study does not develop the alliance performance improvement tools for PwC but it indicates 
which tools should be developed. Or at least, which tools probably have the best chance of delivering 
market success. Because experience with alliances is low at PwC, this is problematic. For the 
deve.lopment of each these tools PwC can use students and trainees with background studies on 
alliances and knowledge and affinity with the FS industry. For each of the tools, the following steps 
generally need to be undertaken: 

• Select trainee I student and determine research assignment based on one of the issues 
• Validate the relevance of the alliance issue in the FS industry at FS clients 
• Build conceptual scientific model based on specific FS industry needs 
• Use case study research to test the performance of the model that is designed 
• Evaluate performance, make adjustments and finalize the alliance tool 

When several alliance tools are developed, PwC needs to consider the communication strategy of 
their alliance proposition towards their FS clients. In cooperation with the business development 
division for FS at PwC a marketing strategy of the alliance proposition needs to be set up. The 
business development division at PwC has experience and expertise in how new services should be 
communicated towards the market. The process can be followed to develop the alliance proposition 
and it is schematically illustrated in the figure below. This study covered most aspects of the first two 
phases and prepared the first steps for the third phase. Appendix 14 shows the status of the 
publication plan. 

Process 
steps 

Action 
points 

The development process of the alliance proposition 

Create internal 
awareness at PwC 

Create FS client and 

review 

Develop 
proposition 

Commu nicate 
proposition 
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